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To the President of the Senate and the 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

This report presents the results of our efforts to audit the Principal 
Financial Statements of the U.S. Customs Service for fiscal year 1993. 
These statements represent the second year of Customs’ implementation 
of the financial statement reporting requirements of the Chief Financial 
Officers Act of 1990 (Public Law 101-576). As part of our work, we also 
evaluated Customs internal controls and its compliance with laws and 
regulations related to the tinancial statements. 

During fiscal year 1993, Customs took several meaningful steps toward 
addressing recommendations resulting from our efforts to audit the fiscal 
year 1992 statements. Most importantly, Customs began a program 
intended to reliably measure compliance with trade laws, developed a 
methodology for accurately reporting its $900 million in accounts 
receivable and, for the first time, conducted a nationwide inventory of its 
seized assets. 

More substantial improvements will be needed to develop meaningful and 
reliable financial management information and establish a sound internal 
control structure. Consequently, we are unable to express an opinion on 
Customs’ fiscal year 1993 Principal Financial Statements. The “Significant 
Matters” section of this report identifies Customs’ serious financial 
management and control problems and describes the adverse impact of 
these problems on Customs’ ability to effectively carry out its trade and 
enforcement missions. Our report also describes the status of Customs’ 
actions to correct the problems and contains recommendations to help 
Customs continue its efforts to resolve these long-standing and difficult 
problems and strengthen its financial management operations. 

We are sending copies of this report to the Commissioner of Customs, the 
Secretary of the Treasury, the Director of the Office of Management and 
Budget, the Chairmen and Ranking Minority Members of the Senate 
Committee on Governmental Affairs and the House Committee on 
Government Operations, and other interested congressional committees. 
Copies will be made available to others upon request. 
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This report was prepared under the direction of Gregory M. Holloway, 
Director, Civil Audits, who may be reached on (202) 512-9510. Other mqjor 
contributors are listed in appendix IV. 

Charles A Bowsher 
Comptroller General 
of the United States 
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To the Commissioner of the U.S. Customs Service 

In accordance with the Chief Financial Officers (CFO) Act of 1990, the U.S. 
Customs Service prepared the accompanying Principal Financial 
Statements for the fiscal years ended September 30, I993 and 1992. In 
accordance with the CFO Act, we elected to perform an audit of these 
statements and related internal controls, as we did for fiscal year 1992. 
Based on our efforts to audit Customs’ fiscal year 1992 F’rincipal F’inancial 
Statements, we issued six reports containing 54 recommendations for 
improving Customs’ iinancial management and internal controls. 
Appendix II lists these reports and identifies the status of the 
recommendations contained in them. 

In response to these reports, Customs’ officials expressed their 
commitment to developing meaningful and reliable financial management 
information and in establishing a sound internal control structure. During 
fiscal year 1993, Customs took several important steps toward addressing 
recommendations from our reports on the fiscal year 1992 statements. 

9 Customs began a program intended to reliably measure the trade 
community’s compliance with trade laws based on inspections of 
statistically valid random samples of imported goods and related import 
documents. In 1993, Customs tested goods from five 
industries-automobile, automated data processing, fiberboard, 
telecommunications, and steel-and found that, in several cases, 
compliance rates were much lower than it previously assumed. Because 
these tests covered relatively few commodities and were limited to 
selected ports and covered only 45-60 day periods, the results cannot be 
used to estimate overall compliance for the year. However, Customs 
expanded the scope of the program during fiscal year 1994 to cover other 
aspects of the import process, including tests of manifest and bill of Iading 
accuracy and completeness, and even broader national coverage is 
planned for fiscal year 1995. 

l Customs developed and applied a methodology for accurately reporting its 
$900 million in accounts receivable. In addition, the agency reorganized its 
debt collection unit, formalized its collection procedures, and aggressively 
pursued collection of delinquent receivables-especially the $166 million 
in receivables that was more than 3 years old. According to Customs, this 
effort resulted in collections of $31.6 million. 
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l Customs conducted the first nationwide physical inventory of its seized 
assets, which include firearms, thousands of pounds of illegal narcotics, 
mihions of dollars in cash, and various types of other goods. Customs 
studied and evaluated the adequacy of its physical safeguards over seized 
property and currency at 2 1 medium-to high-volume storage facilities. 
Further, it constructed new facilities in two districts and developed plans 
for renovations at other facilities. 

l Customs conducted a comprehensive physical inventory of equipment 
recorded in its Property Information Management System, which accounts 
for approximately 83 percent of the recorded value of property, and 
initiated monthly reconciliations between its accounting and logitical 
records. 

Customs fulIy cooperated with us during our fiscal year 1993 audit and has 
continued its progress towards developing reliable information. For 
instance, the Commissioner met with us monthly to respond to our 
findings and to obtain prompt advice on how to correct the problems. 
Acting on our findings, the Commissioner has initiated steps, including 
hiring a qualified CFO, to establish a financial management leadership team 
to help correct Customs’ major weaknesses. 

These actions are significant, but more substantial changes and progress 
are needed if Customs’ management and other users of its financial 
statements and other financial reports are to have the reliable information 
they need to make informed decisions. For instance, more reliable 
information could assist Customs and the Congress in assessing whether 
there could be significant benefits from expanding resources provided by 
the Congress commensurate with the continuing growth in imports. 

We found that serious and pervasive weaknesses in key internal controls 
and systems have diminished Customs’ ability to report reliable tiancial 
information and effectively carry out its mission. Specifically, for fiscal 
year 1993, these weaknesses affected Customs’ ability to 

. reasonably ensure that carriers, importers, and their agents complied with 
laws intended to ensure fair trade practices and protect the American 
people from unsafe and illegal imported goods; 

l control, manage, and report the results of its enforcement efforts, 
including accountability and stewardship over the tons of illegal drugs and 
millions of dollars of cash and property seized or used in its enforcement 
efforts; 

l adequately control the use and reporting of its operating funds; and 
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4 adequately protect the sensitive data maintained in its automated systems 
from unauthorized access and modification. 

These problems are the result of years of inadequate financial 
management leadership that have led to deficient financial management 
systems that do not facilitate financial reporting and control. Most wilI 
require long-term efforts to effectively plan and implement solutions that 
will address the long-standing root causes. The Commissioner of Customs 
has expressed a strong personal commitment to resolving these problems 
and recognizes that a significant and sustained effort by Customs’ 
management will be required. 

Swnmary of Results In the short period of time that has elapsed since we reported the results 
of our work for fiscal year 1992, Customs was unable to resolve ail the 
critical problems we identified. Consequently, the foIlowing results of our 
audit of the tical year 1993 statements are basically the same as those 
reported for fiscal year 1992. 

+ We were unable to express an opinion on the reliability of Customs’ fiscal 
year 1993 and 1992 Principal Financial Statements because of the lack of 
rehable financial information, inadequate financial systems and processes, 
and an ineffective internal control siructure. Further, we concluded that 
important tiancial management information reported in fiscal years 1993 
and 1992 by Customs internally for management purposes and externally 
to the Congress, the Office of Management and Budget (OMB), and others 
was also based on incomplete or unreliable data 

l In our opinion, internal controls were not properly designed and 
implemented to effectively safeguard assets, provide a reasonable basis for 
determining material compliance with laws governing the use of budget 
authority and other relevant laws and regulations,’ and assure that there 
were no material misstatements in the Principal Financial Statements. 

. We were also unable to give any assurance on the reliability of the 
information contained in the Overview to the Principal Statements, 
because a significant amount of this information came from many of the 
same financial management systems and was subject to the same poor 
internal control structure. The section of the statements entitled 
“Supplemental Financial Management Information” contained only a 
listing of Customs’ reportable funds and no financial data 

l Our tests for compliance with selected provisions of laws and regulations 
disclosed no material instances of noncompliance. 
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The following sections of this report provide details on the unique control 
environment in which Customs operates and on the specific control issues 
we identified. The section entitled, “Complex Control Environment and 
Mission,” provides perspective on the broad scope of Customs’ mission 
and the high-risk nature of its operations. This section is followed by the 
“Significant Matters” section which identifies critical control weaknesses 
in four areas: trade compliance, enforcement, administrative operations, 
which includes financial reporting, and computer security; and describes 
actions being taken by Customs to correct weaknesses, promote better 
financial management, and strengthen its controls. 

Complex Control 
Environment and 
Mission 

Customs operates in an extremely challenging environment. Its diverse 
mission includes collecting duties, taxes, and fees on imports, enforcing 
laws intended to prevent unfair trade practices; and protecting public 
health by interdicting narcotics and other hazardous goods before they 
enter the country. Customs is also the initial source of information for 
trade statistics on imports used in monitoring and formulating trade 
policy. 

Customs is responsible for monitoring a tremendous volume of import 
activity-for fiscal year 1993, Customs reported that approximately 
$550 billion of merchandise consisting of over 800 commodity 
classifications was imported and that it processed over 27 million import 
entries and 450 million passengers. Customs also reported that it searched 
282,600 passengers and over a million containers for contraband. 

In addition to monitoring passengers and cargo at ports of entry, Customs 
maintains a deterrent to narcotics smuggling through its air and marine 
interdiction program and an active investigative program that conducted 
over 100 individual undercover operations during fiscal year 1993. 
Through this investigative program, Customs also combats money 
laundering. 

As a result of Customs’ investigative and inspection programs, it annually 
reports seizures of property, including thousands of pounds of drugs and 
millions of dollars of currency. In many instances, Customs is responsible 
for taking possession of the seized items and processing the related cases. 
However, sometimes, other agencies participating in the seizure with 
Customs carry out these responsibilities. 
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Customs efforts are supported by an extensive network of automated 
systems that must be protected from unauthorized access and 
modification. Maintaining the security of these systems is especially 
challenging because they are used by thousands of Customs’ and other 
agencies’ employees and trade community members to transmit, maintain, 
and report data The security of these systems is critical because they 
incorporate many of the trade and enforcement controls that Customs has 
instituted and because they contain a great deal of sensitive information. 

External conditions greatly affect Customs’ control environment. The 
volume of imports has more than doubled between 1980 and 1993, from 
$253 billion to $550 billion, making it impractical for Customs to observe 
and inspect all shipments. Also, federal laws allow importers to transfer 
goods from their original ports of entry to other locations within the 
United States prior to the assessment of duties. This increases the risk of 
trade violations because it is not practical for Customs to closely monitor 
the movement of goods within the United States to ensure that they are 
not unloaded, substituted, or augmented in transit Recent trade 
agreements, such as the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), 

also have increased the number and complexiQ of trade provisions that 
Customs is to enforce. Further, US. and foreign businesses have become 
more interdependent, and Customs faces increased pressure to facilitate 
and avoid obstructing the movement of goods across international 
borders. 

The growth in imports is likely to continue, outpacing any growth in 
Customs’ resources and forcing Customs to further reduce its monitoring 
of carriers, importers, and their agents in its enforcement of trade laws. At 
the same time, this growth offers increased opportunities for smuggling 
and other illegal trade practices. Finally, criminal organizations that 
smuggle narcotics and launder the proceeds generated by smuggling and 
trade fraud continue to develop more sophisticated means of concealing 
such activities. 

Another challenge facing Customs is that many of its financial systems 
were developed years ago primarily to meet program -on 
objectives and were not designed to provide the reliable financial 
information needed to effectively and efficiently manage and report on an 
operation its size. Consequently, efforts t0 retrieve this information are 
labor intensive and error prone. Also, over the last few years, Customs has 
experienced frequent turnover in its top financial management positions. 
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Further, Customs’ operations are decentralized and involve a complex 
field structure consisting of offices located throughout the United States 
and in many foreign countries. This structure includes about 19,000 
employees located at Customs’ Washington, DC., headquarters, its 
National Data Center in Virgin@ its Ntional Finance and National 
Logistics Centers in Indianapolis, 7 regional offices, 44 distict offices, 300 
ports of entry, 29 Special Agent in Charge offices, and 131 Special Agent 
Enforcement offices. 

Because Customs operates in an inherently high-risk control environment, 
it is imperative that Customs have well-designed and properly 
implemented internal control and financial reporting structures to enable 
it to report reliable Gnancial management information and efficiently and 
effectively accomplish its mission. Such structures should include a risk 
assessment process which (1) targets high-risk cargo and passengers and 
(2) includes representative selections for cargo and passenger inspections 
that allow Customs to estimate compliance and more effectively apply its 
resources to the areas of highest risk. 

Policies and procedures also should be in place to reasonably ensure that 

. all imported goods sre declared on manifests and entry documents, 

. only those goods that have been approved for release actually enter U.S. 
commerce, 

. the applicable duties and taxes are assessed and collected on goods that 
are transported between ports prior to the goods’ release, 

l fines and penalties are assessed and paid, and 
. only valid refunds of duties are paid. 

In addition, Customs’ financiaI management systems and controls should 
ensure that property and illegal drugs seized by Customs or used in its 
undercover operations are adequately accounted for and safeguarded, that 
data maintained in its automated systems are protected from unauthorized 
access and modification, and that reliable financial information can be 
reported on a timely basis. 

Significant Matters Our audit identified widespread deficiencies in Customs’ internal controls 
and hundreds of millions of dollars in financial statement errors. Because 
the impact of the control weaknesses go far beyond the reliability of 
Customs’ financial statements, we expanded our work to determine the 
effect of these wealmesses on Customs’ mission related operations in 
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addition to their impact on the statements, We found that although 
Customs had many programs in place to inspect imported cargo, examine 
related documentation, and investigate and take action against illegal 
activities, such as drug smuggling, many criticJ controls were not 
adequate to reasonably ensure that Customs was fulhlhng its mission. 
Specfically, Customs had not implemented controls, systems, and 
processes to reasonably ensure 

. overall compliance with trade laws and that duties, taxes, and fees on 
imports were properly assessed and collected, and refunds of such 
amounts were valid; 

. that property and illegal drugs seized by Customs or used in its undercover 
operations were adequately safeguarded from loss, misuse, or theft and 
accurately recorded, valued, and reported; 

. that all financial activity that occurred during the year was completely and 
accurately summarized in the core iinanciaJ system, properly supported, 
and reported in a timely manner; and 

l that sensitive data maintained in its automated systems were adequately 
protected from unauthorized access and modification. 

Customs’ Ability to 
Ensure Compliance 
With Trade Laws 

American people from unsafe and illegal imported goods. As a result, 
revenue owed to the federal government may not have been identified and 
quotas and other legal restrictions may have been violated. Moreover, 
trade statistics, which are an important economic measure and play a 
signiEcant role in the negotiation of trade agreements, may not be reliable. 
Our tests of revenue transactions showed that the $21.6 billion that 
Customs reported as custodial revenues for fiscal year 1993 was reliable 
and properly classified among duties, taxes, fees, and other types of 
collections. However, Customs cannot be reasonably assured that this 
figure includes all of the revenues that it should have collected during that 
year. 

This lack of assurance stems from several factors. Most importantly, 
Customs did not have a means to reliably measure overall compliance with 
trade laws and, thereby, determine the effectiveness of this part of its 
operations. Specific areas of weak control that we identified were 
Customs’ inability to 
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+ reasonably ensure that all imported goods were declared on manifests and 
entry documents, 

l reasonably ensure that only those goods that had been approved for 
release actually entered U.S. commerce, 

l monitor the disposition of goods that were moved to other ports or to 
warehouses or foreign trade zones prior to assessment of duties, and 

l verify the appropriateness of duty refunds, referred to as drawbacks. 

These deficiencies were substantially the same as those we reported for 
fiscal year 1992. Customs has taken some steps to address them, but more 
time is needed to determine the effectiveness of these measures. For 
example, during fiscal year 1993, Customs successfully piloted a 
compliance measurement program on a very limited basis and expects to 
have a broad-based compliance measurement program in place by the 
start of fiscal year 1995. However, implementation of new procedures 
intended to improve Customs’ monitoring of goods transferred among 
ports was slowed due to software coding errors. Also, improved controls 
over refunds of duties are not likely to be implemented for several years 
because they are being developed as part of a much broader, multi-year 
system development effort. 

Efforts to Measure 
Compliance Began in 
Fiscal Year 1993 

As it did in fiscal year 1992, Customs focused its fiscal year 1993 
inspection efforts on high-risk shipments in an effort to release low-risk 
shipments as expeditiously as possible. The criteria for selecting these 
shipments were based primarily on Customs’ experience in identifying 
violators. For example, shipments for first-time importers and previous 
violators were likely to be inspected. However, as a result of these 
procedures, most shipments were not inspected at all--according to 
Customs, about 92 percent of imported cargo was released without 
examination during fiscal year 1993. And, because the shipments selected 
did not constitute a representative sample of all shipments, the results of 
the related inspections could not be used to estimate overall compliance 
with trade laws. 

In response to our September 1992 report,’ Customs began developing a 
compliance measurement program during fiscal year 1993 and began tests 
of representative samples of imported goods in April of that year. From 
April through September 1993, these tests were applied to five types of 
goods at a few large ports of entry for 45 to Ml-day periods. For each test, 

‘Customs Service: Trade Enforcement Activities Impaired by Management Problems 
(GAOIGGD-92-123, September 24, 1992). 
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Customs randomly selected line items of goods identified on importers’ 
entry documents and then examined the related goods and supporting 
documentation to determine if compliance requirements were met; for 
example, to determine if the goods had been properly marked and 
reported. Although some of the goods were found to be highly compliant 
with the specific requirements of trade laws and regulations, some types of 
goods, such as auto parts, were determined to be much less compliant 
than Customs had previously assumed. 

Because of their limited coverage, the results of these tests cannot be used 
to estimate overall compliance for fiscal year 1993. However, they were 
useful in demonstrating to Customs the value of accurately measuring 
compliance rather than relying on perceptions of compliance. Also, they 
provided Customs a means of refining its sampling and testing 
methodology and served as a means of training Customs personnel at the 
district and port level for future testing efforts. 

Customs’ compliance measurement tests were expanded during fiscal year 
1994 to other aspects of the entry process, including tests of manifest 
completeness. Some of these efforts were under way or had not yet begun 
at tie close of our review in April 1994. During fiscal year 1995, Customs 
plans to begin nationwide, year-long tests of all mdor categories of goods. 
If these tests are carried out successfully, they should provide objective 
data that will help Customs ensure that it is making the best use of its 
limited inspection and audit resources. In addition, the results will allow 
Customs to determine to what extent it is assessing and collecting all of 
the revenue due on imports entering the United States. 

Controls Over the As we reported for fiscal year 1992, Customs has no agencywide 
Completeness of Manifests requirements for observing the unloading of carriers and determining that 
Were Weak manifests are complete. As a result, Customs did not have reasonable 

assurance that it was aware of all goods arriving at ports of entry and 
entering U.S. commerce. At the 12 ports we visited to discuss and test the 
processing of imported goods, we found that shipments generally were not 
counted and compared to the manifest unless they were being searched 
for narcotics or other illegal goods.’ These searches, referred to as landed 
quantity verifications, were performed by the districts’ Contraband 
Enforcement Teams at the discretion of each Customs district. 

‘At one seaport, officials told us that bulk shipments, such as oi1 arriving in oil tankers, were routinely 
measured and tested. 
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According to Customs officials in five districts and documentation 
obtained during our visits to these districts, it was not uncommon for 
Customs personnel to find unmanifested cargo containers and containers 
with no seals or with broken seals. For example, an inspector’s notes on a 
May 1993 landed quantity verification at the port of Boston listed four 
containers that were unloaded but were not documented on the manifest 
and one that was not sealed. According to the inspector’s notes, these 
containers were set aside and held for further inspection and a seal was 
placed on the unsealed container. The reports we obtained showed that 
similar discrepancies were found during landed quantity verifications in 
other disticts. 

Districts also performed audits of selected carrier manifests, referred to as 
carrier post audits. Reports from these audits for fiscal year 1993 identified 
numerous discrepancies between the carriers’ manifests and the 
importers’ entry documents. However, because these audits were 
conducted months after the carrier’s arrival, they would not have 
identified goods that had purposely been omitted from both the manifest 
and related entry documents. 

For fiscal year 1992, we recommended that Customs develop a strategy for 
inspecting a random sample of carriers that could be used to help ensure 
that cargo delivered was completely identified on related manifests. 
During early fiscal year 1994, Customs developed a plan to perform such 
tests on a random sample of carriers at nine ports of entry. This test was 
under way at the close of our review in April 1994. 

Controls Over Releases at 
Ports of Entry Were Weak 

For fiscal year 1993, we e xamined Customs’ controls over the release of 
goods more closely than we had for fiscal year 1992, and we identified 
serious weaknesses in Customs’ ability to ensure that carriers released 
only goods that Customs had approved for release. These weaknesses, 
especially in combination with the weak controls over manifest 
completeness, increased the risk that unassessed dutiable or illegal goods 
could be entering U.S. commerce undetected by Customs. 

Most importantly, Customs was not taking advantage of the capabilities of 
its Automated Manifest System (AMS) for monitoring the release of goods. 
AIW, which is part of Customs’ larger Automated Commercial System (ACS) 

and is under the direction of Customs’ Office of Inspection and Control, 
allows carriers to submit their manifests electronically as a series of bill of 
lading records. According to Customs, during fiscal year 1993, AMS 
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received and maintained manifest data for about 77 percent of sea bills of 
lading and about 19 percent of air bills. AMS provides port personnel 
advance notice of goods that are about to arrive, a means of notifying 
carriers electronically when goods have been approved for release, and a 
means of identifying goods that have not been released by the system. 

If goods are to be immediately entered into U.S. commerce, an importer or 
its agent files with Customs an “entry/immediate delivery” form, which 
describes the goods to be released. Customs may review these documents 
and may choose to inspect the related goods before approving their 
release. Many shipments that Customs has determined present a low risk 
of violating trade laws are approved for release in AMS automatically when 
AMS matches data reported on manifests and entry documents. In other 
cases, Customs inspectors indicate that the goods have been approved for 
release by entering approval into AMS or by stamping, and sometimes 
signing, the paper entry form, Carriers may turn goods over to importers 
or their agents when either AMS shows that release has been approved or a 
stamped or signed entry form is presented. According to Customs 
directives, carriers using AMS are also required to verify that the goods 
have been released in AMS. Accordingly, when Customs inspectors approve 
release from an AMs participant on a paper entry form, they are also to 
enter approval data into Ms. 

By keeping release data in AMS accurate, Customs could use the system to 
readily identify and investigate those shipments that have not been 
released in AMS after the prescribed period. However, we found that AMS 
was not fullSling this control function because information in AMS was 
unreliable, erroneously showing many items had not been approved for 
release when supporting documents showed otherwise. In addition, 
Customs was not investigating discrepancies, such as shipments that AMS 
indicated had not been released after a reasonable period. 

We reviewed 88 judgmentally selected AMS bills of lading and found that 26 
had not been properly accounted for in the system. Although the carriers 
had the documentation to support Customs’ authorization for release of 
these shipments, this information was not accurately reflected in AMS. In 
14 cases, AMS did not indicate Customs’ authorization for release. In 11 
cases, AMS’ record of quantities reported on the manifest and quantities 
released did not match. In two cases, including one of those mentioned 
above, AMS showed that the goods were being held by Customs, when 
actually they had been released. 
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Our tests showed that these discrepancies occurred because (1) Customs 
personnel either did not enter release information into AMS or entered it 
twice or (2) carriers, brokers, and Customs personnel entered inconsistent 
or erroneous quantities into AMS. For example, for one of the bills of lading 
we tested, a carrier identified a shipment on its manifest as consisting of 2 
pallets of goods, while the broker reported the same shipment on entry 
documents as 120 cartons of goods, resulting in a discrepancy in AMS. In 
another instance, Customs personnel entered release information for the 
same merchandise twice, creating a double count of the quantities 
released. Customs had not investigated the discrepancies associated with 
the items we reviewed until prompted to do so by our audit, which took 
place between 5 months and 14 months after the goods had arrived at the 
ports. 

For the shipments that are not reported through AMS, Customs has no 
means of routinely monitoring release. In these cases, Customs relied on 
carrier post audits to examine manifests and entry documents and 
determine if goods were properly reported and released. Customs does not 
maintain statistics on the percentage of AMS or non-MS shipments subject 
to carrier post audits. However, reports submitted to Customs 
headquarters from district offices show that post audits have discovered 
numerous instances where goods had been released without Customs’ 
approval. 

Customs Did Not In addition to weaknesses in controls over goods immediately released 
Adequately Monitor Goods into commerce, weaknesses in Customs’ ability to monitor goods that 
Moved to Other Ports Prior were moved to other locations prior to their release continued in fiscal 

to Their Release year 1993. The most serious control weaknesses we identified were related 
to Customs’ ability to effectively monitor shipments of goods transported 
among ports prior to the goods’ release. Customs does not have 
nationwide statistics on the percentage of such transfers; but, at two of the 
busiest locations, officials told us that over half of the goods unladen were 
transferred to other ports prior to being exported or released. The 
difficulties in monitoring such shipments, referred to as in-bond transfers, 
and the lack of an effective monitoring system increased the risk that 
goods could have been diverted before duties and taxes were assessed and 
that goods that were supposed to be exported remained in the United 
States without Customs’ knowledge. 

Under the provisions of the United States Code, Title 19, Sections 1552 and 
1553, an importer may transport foreign merchandise (1) from the initial 
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U.S. port of entry @art of origin) to another port (port of destintion) 
where duties and taxes are paid when the merchandise is released into the 
commerce of the United States or (2) through the United States for 
exportation to another foreign country without the payment of duty. This 
allows importers to delay the payment of duties and taxes until the 
merchandise reaches its ultimate destination or to bypass the payment of 
duties and taxes when exporting foreign merchandise. It is Customs’ 
responsibility to monitor the movement and disposition of such shipments 
in order to ensure that the applicable duties and taxes are collected at the 
port of destination or that the merchandise is exported. However, such 
monitoring is difficult because, once trucks and rail cars have entered the 
United States, it is not practical for Customs to observe their movements 
to ensure that cargo is not unloaded, substituted, or augmented before 
arriving at the destination port. 

For fiscal year 1992, we reported that the system designed to monitor 
in-bond transfers was of limited effectiveness because Customs personnel 
did not consistently (1) record departure and arrival data and 
(2) investigate overdue shipments to determine what had happened to the 
related goods. We found that the same control problems existed during 
fiscal year 1993 and that controls in one area had been weakened. 

As part of our review of a judgmentally selected sample of bills of lading, 
we traced the movement of in-bond transfers related to 69 bills of lading 
and discussed in-bond procedures at 12 ports. Because some shipments 
were divided, the 69 bills of lading we reviewed invoked 87 in-bond 
transfers. Of these 87 transfers, we found that departure, arrival, or export 
data were incomplete for 26, because either Customs personnel or carriers 
had not entered complete data As a result, Customs could not readily 
determine the disposition of the related merchandise. Only after reviewing 
related documentation maintained by Customs and the carriers and 
questioning Customs personnel were we able to determine that each of 
these had arrived at its destination and that those released into U.S. 
commerce had been reported to Customs. 

Further, officials at 3 of the 12 ports we visited told us that they did not 
investigate and resolve overdue shipments, resulting from manually 
submitted in-bond data, because the related reports were unreliable and 
time-consuming to resolve. Resolution of overdue shipments entailed 
contacting the carrier and the destination port for information regarding 
the status of the shipment, verifying delivery documents and records, and 
issuing warning letters or assessing fines when appropriate. An official at 
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one port told us that the volume of overdue shipments and the time 
required to resolve them was overwhelming, in part because the report 
does not identify the carrier, thus requiring Customs personnel to retrieve 
supporting hard copy documentation to obtain this information. 

Officials at three ports told us that they only investigated and resolved a 
sample of overdue shipments because complete resolution was not 
practical due to the volume of items on the reports. At one port, officials 
said that, although each of their reports averaged about 175 overdue 
shipments, they only resolved a sample of 20 shipments on each report. A 
local memorandum issued by officials at this port stated that even 
resolving a sample of only 20 shipments was not cost-effective due to the 
effort needed to retrieve and research documents. At another port, 
Customs personnel told us that they attempted to investigate only about a 
5 percent sample of an average 200 to 300 overdue shipments listed on the 
reports, after which they designated the rest as resolved regardless of 
whether or not delivery of the merchandise had been verified. 

The difficulty in resolving and monitoring the resolution of overdue 
shipments was made even more difficult when, in April 1993, Customs 
changed its cumulative monthly report on overdue shipments to a weekly, 
noncumulative report. According to a Customs headquarters official and a 
planning memorandum sent to Customs regional offices, this change was 
made so that each Customs location could resolve the entire report on a 
weekly basis, thus reducing the backlog of overdue in-bond shipments 
prior to elimination of a manual segment of the in-bond system. However, 
because overdue shipments appear on the report only once, the report is 
not useful for monitoring the disposition of shipments that remain 
unresolved after a week has elapsed. This increases the risk that some 
overdue shipments may never be investigated and resolved. 

As planned, Customs began implementing revised procedures for 
monitoring in-bond transfers in October 1993; but as of April 1994, much 
of the planned revision had not been completed due to software coding 
errors. The revision is b eventually allow brokers to electronically 
transmit in-bond data regardless of whether the importing carrier is 
automated or not and ultimately eliminate the separate processing of 
manually submitted data In-bond transfers for which data are submitted 
manually are processed and monitored separately from transfers for which 
data are electronicalIy submitted. However, because the system for 
monitoring manually submitted transfers provides incomplete information, 
personnel still must rely substantially on hard copy documents. 
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Customs has recognized that, although complete implementation of its 
improved in-bond monitoring procedures will help, it will not fully address 
the diffmulties in controlling in-bond transfers. At the close of our review, 
Customs was planning compliance measurement tests that would help 
determine the level of violations that actually occur for in-bond transfers. 
Also, an In-Bond Task Force had been appointed and was considering 
more fundamental changes to the processing of in-bond transfers which 
may impact implementation of the revised procedures. Such changes, 
including consideration of modifications to legal provisions that allow 
in-bond transfers, may be appropriate since the cost of monitoring such 
transfers and the risk of violations are likely to grow as international trade 
increases. 

Inadequate and An importer may choose to store imported goods in a bonded warehouse 
Inconsistent Controls Over or transfer them to a foreign trade zone (FIZ) before releasing them into 
Goods Held in Warehouses U.S. commerce and paying the related duties. Bonded warehouses are 

and Foreign Trade Zones facilities, regulated by Customs, that may be operated by independent 
warehousing hrms or by importers. According to Customs records, about 
1,400 bonded warehouses were in operation nationwide during fiscal year 
1993, and the duties on merchandise withdrawn from them accounted for 
about 1.5 percent of the duties that Customs collected during fiscal year 
1993. Foreign trade zones are geographic areas, designated in accordance 
with the Foreign Trade Zone Act, to which merchants may bring domestic 
or foreign merchandise for storage, exhibition, manipulation, 
manufacturing, assembly, or other processing. According to the most 
recent information available, in fiscal year 1992,298 foreign trade zones 
were in operation, and they received imported merchandise valued at 
about $20 billion. 

For fiscal year 1992, we reported that Customs did not adequately monitor 
goods held in warehouses and FIZS because it did not require district 
offices to maintain readily available records of warehouse and FIZ 
inventories or adequately enforce its requirements for spot checks of these 
facilities. We found that the same conditions existed during fiscal year 
1993. As a result, such releases may not have been completely and 
promptly reported to Customs and related revenues may have been 
delayed or lost. Control weaknesses regarding warehouses and FTZS are 
discussed in greater detail in our report on Customs’ fiscal year 1992 
controls over revenue.3 

3Financial Management: Control Weaknesses Limited Cusbns’ Ability to Ensure That Duties Were 
Properly Assessed (GAO/AI%fD-94-38, March 7,1994). 
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For fiscal year 1992, we recommended that Customs require district 
offices to (1) maintain perpetual inventory records of goods held in 
bonded warehouses and FIZS. and (2) emphasize to district offices the 
importance of spot checks of bonded warehouses and monitor this activity 
to ensure that districts comply with headquarters directives. Customs 
agreed to oversee the performance of spot checks, but questioned the 
need for maintaining inventory records in light of its other priorities. 

As of the close of our review in April 1994, Customs offs&& told us that 
they were planning a compliance measurement test of warehouse 
operations for fiscal year 1995 to determine the level of violations that 
occur in this area. If this test is conducted in a way that provides a reliable 
measure of compliance, its results will be an important factor in 
considering the necessity of strengthening Customs’ controls over 
warehouses. For this reason, we believe that it is appropriate for Customs 
to delay implementation of our recommendation that it maintain a 
perpetual inventory of imported goods held in warehouses until the results 
of the compliance measurement test are known. 

Customs has not developed any specific plans for testing compliance at 
FZZS or for strengthening controls over FIZS. Therefore, we believe that our 
previous recommendations regarding FIZS are still valid and that Customs 
should begin implementing them. 

Controls Over Drawback The control weaknesses related to drawbacks that we identified for fiscal 
Payments Remained Weak year 1992 continued in fiscal year 1993. Drawbacks are refunds of duties 

and taxes paid on imported goods that are subsequently exported or 
destroyed. 

Customs could not reliably detect and prevent duplicate and excessive 
drawbacks because its automated system could not link drawback claims 
to related import entries or maintain a cumulative record of the amount of 
duty refunded and goods exported or destroyed for each entry. As a result, 
Customs processed about 49,000 drawback claims, totaling approximately 
$482 million, during fiscal year 1993 using manual procedures that were 
ineffective, in part because one drawback claim could involve scores of 
individual entries. In addition, these deficiencies in Customs’ accounting 
for drawback payments precluded us from determining if all such 
payments made during fiscal year 1993 were appropriate. 
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Customs reviews and verifies drawback claims before they are finalized, a 
process referred to as liquidation. However, based on our review of 
drawback claims and discussions with staff responsible for processing 
such claims, we determined that liquidators generally select a judgmental 
sample of the entry summaries from the total summaries indicated on the 
drawback claim for review. In general, the sample selected by liquidators 
was not representative of the entire drawback claim. 

We reviewed a representative sample of 55 drawback claims, of which 41 
had been liquidated. For 17 of these liquidated claims, we found no 
evidence that Customs personnel reviewing the claims had reviewed any 
of the related entry summaries prior to liquidation of the drawback claim. 
In addition, we could not determine if 11 of the remaining 24 claims had 
been adequately reviewed because Customs had deleted information from 
its automated records indicating which import entries had been requested 
for review. 

Also, Customs did not consistently maintain information needed to ensure 
that accelerated payments were made only to approved cIaimants. About 
80 percent of the amount Customs refunds as drawbacks is paid before 
Customs reviews the claim. Customs regulations limit accelerated 
payment to claimants who are not delinquent or otherwise remiss in 
transactions with Customs and who have surety bond coverage that is 
adequate to protect Customs ifit is determined that the refund was 
inappropriate. However, we found that files for 6 of the 24 accelerated 
payments we reviewed did not contain Customs-required documentation 
stating that the claimant had been approved for such payments. Control 
weaknesses regarding drawbacks are discussed in greater detail in our 
report on Customs’ fiscal year 1992 controls over revenue,4 

Customs has acknowledged that weaknesses in controls over drawback 
payments exist but delayed action to correct them until passage of the 
Customs Modernization and Informed Compliance Act in late 1993 which 
included statutory changes to the drawback law. In our report for fiscal 
year 1992, we recommended that Customs develop a means to 
automatically (1) verify drawback claims and (2) obtain historical 
information on drawback claimants and bond sufficiency. As of April 1994, 
Customs was in the process of revising drawback regulations to reflect 
changes resulting from the new law and planned to design new automated 
capabilities to address control weaknesses. However, the new regulations 

%uncial Management: Control Weaknesses Limited Customs’ Ability to Ensure That Duties Were 
Properly Assessed (GAO/AIMD-94-38, March 7,1994). 
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are not expected to be implemented until fiscal year 1995, and the other 
improvements will take even longer because they require automation of 
drawback processing, an effort that is planned as part of a much larger, 
multi-year effort to redesign Customs primary computerized system, the 
Automated Commercial System. 

For fiscal year 1992, we also recommended that until Customs develops a 
means of automatically verifying claims, Customs should require that 
liquidators use representative sampling procedures for reviewing 
drawbacks that relate to multiple entry summaries. Although Customs 
agreed with this recommendation, as of April 1994, Customs planned to 
issue this guidance as part of its other revisions to Customs regulations in 
fiscal year 1995. In our evaluation of Customs’ comments on that 
recommendation, we suggested that Customs consider issuing a memo 
immediately providing guidance on approving drawback claims rather 
than delaying until issuance of the larger revision. We believe that such an 
approach would stih be appropriate. 

Much Greater 
Accountability 
Needed for Seizure 
and Undercover 
Efforts 

One of Customs’ primary responsibilities is preventing the entry of illegal 
goods into the United States, including counterfeit items, goods that 
violate trademark regulations, and other contraband, Customs is 
authorized to seize property when reasonable cause exists to suggest that 
laws for which Customs has enforcement authority were violated. The 
seizure of property and illegal drugs is one of the more significant results 
of many of Customs’ enforcement efforts. Customs atso undertakes 
authorized undercover operations to apprehend high-level criminals and 
disrupt illegal activities. On occasion, Customs carries out its law 
enforcement efforts with other agencies, including the Drug Enforcement 
Administration and the U.S. Marshals Service. 

During fiscal year 1993, Customs reported over 20,000 narcotics seizures, 
10,129 arrests, and 5,619 convictions resulting from its enforcement 
efforts. Table 1 shows a summary of the fiscal year 1993 narcotic seizures. 
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Table 1: Narcotics Seksd in Fiscal 
Year 1993 

Tvpe of drug Number of seizures 
Pounds seized (unless 

otherwise noted) 
Marijuana 10,961 507,249 
Cocaine 2,182 175,318 
Hashish 1.529 26,089 
Herain 1.010 2.955 
Ooium 2,426 2,129 
Morphine 
Other 
aTablets. 

11 20 
2,747 17,864,9661 

The accountability and stewardship for the millions of dollars in cash and 
property and the tons of drugs that Customs annually seizes involve 
financial systems and contsols to ensure that these items are adequately 
safeguarded and accurately recorded, valued, and reported. The dollar 
value and quantity of seized property and the weight of illegal drugs are 
used as performance measures for Customs’ enforcement efforts by 
Customs management, the Congress, and others. 

Customs primarily uses two systems to account for and manage its 
enforcement activities: (1) the Treasury Enforcement Communications 
System (TECS II), which is an enforcement database of operations that 
contains information on the results of cases (e.g., arrests, convictions, and 
seizures) and (2) the Customs Property Tracking System (cm), which is 
an inventory system to help control and provide financial information for 
the seized property that result Tom its enforcement efforts. In addition, 
Customs has established policies and procedures designed to ensure that 
seized property is transferred promptly to seizure custodians, weighed, 
counted, and stored in designated locations until authorized for 
disposition. 

Our review showed that Customs’ accounting records to control, manage, 
and report the results of its enforcement, efforts were incomplete and 
inaccurate. These records included 

+ incorrect and unaccounted for quantities of drugs and other property, 
+ incorrect location data for some seized items, 
l erroneous seized property values, and 
l seizures where Customs participated in the seizure with other agencies, 

but did not take possession of the property+ 
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In addition, the records did not include amounts of drugs and currency 
that are used in Customs’ undercover operations and contained 
inaccuracies regarding advances and statistical information related to 
these operations. 

Until these accounting records are corrected and the proper controls and 
management emphasis put in place, Customs will not be able to report 
reliable information on these activities to Customs’ management and to 
the appropriate congressional oversight committees. In addition, Customs 
will not be able to properly assess the effectiveness of its enforcement 
efforts, provide reliable information in its annual financial statements, and 
meaningfully implement the Government Performance and Results Act. 

The system that Customs uses to report seizure activities lists all seizures 
in which Customs plays a role, regardless of whether Customs takes 
possession of the property seized. Consequently, Customs’ reporting of 
seizures to the Congress and others who oversee governmenhvide drug 
interdiction efforts is likely to include values and quantities for seizures 
held by other agencies and, therefore, be overstated. 

Customs did not exercise adequate accountability and stewardship over 
tons of illegal drugs and millions of dollars of cash and property seized or 
used in its enforcement efforts primarily because the policies and 
procedures the agency established to control such items were not 
consistently and effectively implemented. In many cases, Customs did not 
properly weigh and count seized drugs and protect stored items, including 
large quantities of drugs, by restricting access. In addition, in some 
instances, Customs did not adequately monitor controlled deliveries5 
These problems have reduced the impact of Customs’ enforcement efforts 
and led to the loss and theft of property and hundreds of pounds of drugs. 
Customs is taking steps to correct these weaknesses, but more changes 
are needed to shore up the controls in this area and to ensure that the 
Congress and Customs’ management has reliable information. 

6Controlled deliveries are authorized operations designed to retain the custody and control of the 
drugs until arrests are effected. In such instances, an item that has been seized by Customs is allowed 
to continue on its way, under the surveillance of a Customs agent. This is done with the anticipation 
that other violators will be arrested and/or more items will be seized. The seized item is either 
delivered by the original person from which it was seized, as a result of an agreement, or by an 
undercover Customs agent. 
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F’inancial Data Did Not 
Facilitate Accountability 
for Enforcement Efforts 

The results of our fiscal year 1992 efforts to assess Customs’ internal 
controls showed that its inventory records used to control and manage 
seized property and prepare agency financial reports were incomplete and 
inaccurate.” Although Customs has taken steps to address some of our 
recommendations from that audit, many of the problems reported for 
fiscal year 1992 persisted in fiscal year 1993. CPTS and TECS Il do not 
provide detailed financial and tracking information on enforcement 
activity, and Customs’ personnel often input erroneous data into the 
systems. In addition, we found that Customs’ accounting records 
contained inaccurate and incomplete information relating to its 
undercover operations. 

According to Customs’ January 1989 ACS Customs Property Tracking 
System Handbook, CPTS is intended to provide a method of maintaining a 
current and historical record of property from the time of seizure to the 
time of disposition. However, we found that Customs was unable to 
effectively extract a detailed financial history of its seizure activities from 
CPTS because the system was not functioning as intended. As a result, 
Customs was unable to reliably summarize and assess the results of such 
enforcement efforts for any period of time. Customs attempted to 
manually retrieve this information for fiscal year 1992 but its efforts were 
labor intensive and error prone. We found that the reported fiscal year 
1992 seizure activity amounts were significantly incorrect and incomplete. 
For fiscal year 1993, Customs did not attempt to report such information 
because of its systems limitations. 

An important step in establishing accountabili~ is determining the actual 
quantities of items on hand. In response to a recommendation made 
during our audit for fiscal year 1993, Customs conducted its first-ever 
nationwide physical inventory of seized property, drugs, and currency in 
February 1994. This significant effort, which was conducted by 
approximately 200 Customs employees at over 100 storage facilities 
located throughout the United States, was intended to establish an 
accurate baseline for monitoring and reporting seizure activity that results 
from Customs’ enforcement efforts. As a result of this inventory, Customs 
was able to identify and correct many significant errors in the recorded 
quantities and values of seized property. 

In some cases, the records did not show thousands of pounds of drugs that 
had been seized and were held in Customs’ vaults. In other instances, the 

6Flnancid Management: Customs’ Accountability For Seized Pmperty and Special Operation Advances 
Was Weak (GAO/AIMD-94-6, November Z&1993). 
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records showed thousands of pounds of drugs more than were on hand. 
Discrepancies between inventory records and actual property on hand 
increase the potential for loss or tampering without the agency’s 
knowledge. Table 2 shows a summary of the changes made to CPTS, 

resulting from Customs physical inventory, because of instances where 
(1) cm records showed that no drugs were being held but drugs were 
discovered during the physical inventory and (2) CPTS records showed that 
drugs were being held but no drugs were found. 

Table 2: Selected Changes Made to 
CPTS to Correct Recordkeeping 
Discrepancies 

Type of drug 

Number of 
districts Changes made to CPTS 
Involved Pounds added Pounds deleted 

Cocaine 11 
17 2.620 51,676 

Heroin 12 
9 167 409 

Marijuana 16 
20 9,181 65,804 

Hashish 5 
11 12 728 

Opium 4 
4 50 26 

Customs’ initial efforts to resolve identified discrepancies showed 
thousands of pounds of drugs as missing. However, subsequent 
labor-intensive procedures, involving the review of over 100 case files, 
resulted in all but 86 pounds of drugs being accounted for by Customs as 
having been destroyed or transferred to another agency or to a different 
Customs location prior to the inventory date. In several cases, we found 
that the transfers were made more than 2 years ago, but the related 
records had not been updated. 

These discrepancies were primarily due to the following problems 
involving inaccurate data entry to cpTs. 

. Seizing officers and seizure custodians lacked a proper understanding of 
which items are to be accounted for in CPIS For instance, even though 
cm is capable of separately tracking both drug samples7 and bulk 
quantities of drugs seized, drug samples were not always distinguished or 

‘Custirns’ directives provide that, with certain exceptions, samples of seized drugs are to be tested for 
type and purity. In some insta~~ces, the samples are sent to a laboratory and on return are held for 
evidence for judicial proceedings. The bulk amount remaining from the original quantity seized is kept 
in storage until its destruction is authorized. 
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tracked separately from the bulk quantities of seized drugs. Thus, a sample 
can remain on hand but unrecorded in inventory records when the bulk of 
a seizure is destroyed. 

. Seizure custodians did not always establish a new record in CPTS to 
separately track the amount of a seizure remaining after a partial 
destruction. CFTS is designed to show the entire amount of a drug seizure 
as having been destroyed on the initial destruction date. However, local 
environmental restrictions at some districts result in large bulk seizures 
being destroyed over a period of time. In such instances, seizure 
custodians must establish a new record for the remaining potion of the 
drugs in CFTS because the system does not automatically do this. 
Otherwise, seized drugs will remain on hand but not be recorded in CFTS 
records. 

l Seizure custodians did not always update CPTS data when seized drugs 
were transferred to another agency, destroyed, or moved to a different 
location. 

Customs officials stated that these data entry problems were typically due 
to a low priority being placed on accurately updating CPTX because of 
workload and staff restraints and that a higher priority is now being placed 
on properly performing these procedures. 

The value of property recorded in CPTS as of the date of Customs’ 
nationwide physical inventory was overstated by millions of dollars 
primarily because 

l seizing officers and seizure custodians did not always follow Customs’ 
procedures for valuing items in seized property records, including items 
prohibited for sale in the United States for which no value is to be 
recorded, 

l counterfeit items, which have no resale value to Customs, were assigned 
values in CPTS, and 

l disposals of seized property were not promptly recorded in CPTS. 

As of the date of the physical inventory, counterfeit items and items 
prohibited for sale in the United states were recorded in CFW at a total 
value of $20.3 million. In addition, CFTS data incorrectly included items not 
in Customs’ possession valued at $27.4 million and initial estimates of 
values that were overstated by $15.7 million because the values had not 
been dusted when accurate assessments became available. Property 
value errors can result in inaccurate inventory data on reports used to 
develop performance indicators and manage seized property. 
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Customs officials told us that, except for errors relating to counterfeit 
items, these types of errors were primarily attributable to seizing officers’ 
inattention to or lack of awareness of Customs’ procedures. Regarding 
seized counterfeit items, Customs officials told us that until the 
administrative or judicial proceeding relating to the seizure has been 
completed, counterfeit items held at contractor locations are required to 
be insured. Nevertheless, counterfeit items have no resale value to 
Customs and, therefore, should be valued at zero in Customs’ financial 
statements. Regarding failure to update initial estimated values, we found 
that even when appraisals or more accurate valuation information became 
available, such information was typically placed in the case files, but CPTS 
was not updated. Seizing officers and seizure custodians told us that 
updating estimated values was a low priority. 

For fiscal year 1992, we found that Customs’ inventory records were not 
always promptly updated for transfers of seized property to other agencies 
and forfeitures. Similar discrepancies were identified as a result of 
Customs’ February 1994 physical inventory. 

We found numerous fiscal year 1993 seizures of property and drugs 
included in the inventory records that were actually seized by, or 
transferred upon seizure to, another agency. When Customs’ data on 
seized proper@ activity include values for property and quantities of drugs 
in the possession of other agencies, information used by the Congress and 
others to oversee governmentwide drug interdiction efforts can be 
overstated because data reported by the other agencies would likely 
include values and quantities for the same seizures. This problem was 
exemplified during a 1992 Customs’ budget hearing for fiscal year 1993 
before the House Subcommittee on Appropriations. In a footnote to 
statistics presented as part of the hearing that showed Customs’ 
percentage of federal agency narcotics seizures, Customs acknowledged 
that the seizure quantities presented were incorrect due to significant 
double-counting among agencies. 

This problem has been partially addressed by the Department of Justice, 
which has recognized that multiple reporting of narcotics seizures was a 
problem common to all federal law enforcement agencies. Justice, through 
the El Paso Intelligence Center, issues a unique Federal Drug 
Identification Number to each federal agency seizure. This number 
identifies the seizing agency and the amount of drugs seized in order to 
provide an accurate measurement of fedeM drug seizures. The system, 
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however, is external to Customs, and Customs does not take these data 
into consideration when reporting its own seizure activities. 

Although the recent physical inventory resulted in Customs identifying and 
correcting many significant errors in the recorded values of seized 
property, we found that some Customs’ locations did not effectively 
perform the inventory procedures designed to ensure that all estimated 
values were properly updated and that counterfeit or prohibited items 
were not assigned a value. As a result, seized property balances reported 
as of the physical inventory date in the notes to Customs’ financial 
statements included erroneous values. For example, the originally 
estimated value of $490,090 for 335 cartons of t-shirts was included in the 
balance because CPTS had not been adjusted to the appraised value of 
$14’7,527. Also, $123,590 for counterfeit brand-name leather handbags was 
included in the balance even though such items are to be valued at zero. 

In addition to inaccuracies in the seized property records, we found that 
the accounting records contained inaccurate and incomplete information 
relating to undercover operations. The highly sensitive nature of Customs’ 
undercover operations often makes it impractical for the activity of these 
operations to be routinely reported in detail in the central accounting 
records maintained by Customs. As a result, only the advances made by 
Customs to these operations, summary information on the use of these 
funds, and cash balances from operational proceeds held at fiscal year-end 
are maintained in the accounting records. 

For fiscal year 1992, we reported that advances made to undercover 
operations were not reliably accounted for primarily because related 
transactions were not promptly recorded in the accounting records. Our 
fiscal year 1993 audit showed that, despite Customs’ implementation of a 
quarterly reconciliation process for advances, amounts relating to the use 
of funds advanced continued to be inaccurately reported. 

Specifically, we found that 69 percent of the 83 advances outstanding as of 
September 30, 1993, that we selected for testing at nine locations were 
inaccurately recorded. For example, $2.2 million in unspent advances had 
been erroneously expensed, $2 milljon in advances had been returned 
prior to the fiscal year end but the recorded outstanding advance amount 
had not been reduced, and $.8 million in advances had been charged to the 
wrong location or expended prior to year end as far back as 1988, but the 
recorded outstanding advance amount had not been reduced. 
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Also, in three of the eight undercover operations we tested, some amounts 
of drugs or currency were not reliably accounted for. For example, we 
found an undercover operation which held up to 287 kilograms (631 
pounds) of high-purity cocaine in a safe over a period of 8 months awaiting 
controlled deliveries. This holding had not been reported in Customs’ 
accounting records nor in its monthly reports. For two other undercover 
operations, we found a total of $31,600 of unrecorded cash which had 
been recovered by Customs agents and held in safes as evidence. Over half 
of this cash was from two advances of appropriated funds totaling 
$482,000, ah of which had been expensed in Customs’ accounting records. 
The recovered portion bad not been recorded because, according to 
Customs agents, recording such information was a low priority. 

Further, monthly reports containing summary sta4istical information on 
undercover operations were incomplete and inaccurate. Of the undercover 
operations that we tested, seven accumulated statistics on arrests, 
indictments, convictions, and seizures. Of these, we found inaccuracies in 
the 1993 Monthly Status and Financial Reports for all of them. For 
example, the 1993 monthly reports for an undercover operation showed 
3,866 pounds of cocaine seized; however, supporting case file 
documentation indicated that 13,910 pounds of cocaine were seized. In 
another instance, agents for an undercover operation could not support 
the amounts of indictments that were reported in the 1993 monthly 
reports. The agents told us that they derived the figures from the arrests 
for the period because they presumed that an indictment occurred for 
each arrest. These inaccuracies, which distort performance results 
reported to Customs management and the Congress, were primarily due to 
such information often being based on estimates and at times not recorded 
promptly or not recorded at all because agents place recording such 
information as a low priority. 

This Iack of accountability combined with the inherently ris@ nature of 
these operations make them prone to unauthorized or illegal activity 
occurring and going undetected or making detected illegal activity difficult 
to prosecute. For example, we found that $300,000 of proceeds from an 
undercover operation had been invested in two stock brokerage accounts 
in the name of U.S. Customs since February 1993. The funds were invested 
primarily in stocks, with about $100,000 held in an account authorized for 
speculative investment. A Customs group supervisor told us that the 
accounts were opened for the purpose of earning a higher rate of return 
than was otherwise available for the operation’s commercial accounts, and 
had been approved by the Office of Enforcement. However, district 
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personnel were unable to provide written documentation supporting this 
assertion. Subsequent to our inquiries, a Customs official told us that the 
two accounts were transferred back to the operation’s commercial 
accounts. 

In addition to the risk cited above, accurate information on undercover 
operations is needed to support internal management decisions and 
congressional oversight. 

Drugs and Property Seized Our review showed that tons of illegal drugs and millions of dollars of cash 
or Used in Enforcement and property were vulnerable to theft and misappropriation because 

Efforts Were Not Customs did not adequately safeguard this property. Customs’ problems in 

Adequately Safeguarded adequately safeguarding drugs and property seized or used in its 
enforcement efforts spanned key aspects of the seized property and 
undercover operations, including inadequate monitoring of controlled 
deliveries and poor physical security. These weaknesses showed that this 
property is vulnerable to theft and loss and have actually led to the loss 
and theft of property and hundreds of pounds of drugs. 

As we reported for fiscal year 1992, many of Customs’ district offices held 
large quantities of drugs, which required storage and safeguard from theft 
and misuse. As of the inventory date, February 11,1994, the 15 districts we 
visited held an average of 24,000 pounds of drugs. Of these, 9 districts held 
over 10,000 pounds of drugs, with the largest amount at one district 
totaling about 106,000 pounds. This condition makes it especially 
important that strict physical safeguards and limited access be maintained. 

Acting on a recommendation made in our audit report for fiscal year 1992, 
Customs has taken steps towards addressing its storage facility 
safeguarding problems. However, for fiscal year 1993, we identified 
physical safeguard weaknesses at 20 of the 21 facilities we visited. Also, at 
16 of these facilities, unaccompanied seizure custodians had access to the 
vaults. In addition, Customs had not established effective agencywide 
policies and procedures stipulating how storage containers that hold 
seized drugs must be sealed in order to deter unauthorized access into the 
storage containers and to enable detection of such actions. 

Department of Justice procedures require Customs to keep threshold 
amounts8 of drugs for evidence in court proceedings and are intended to 

BThreshold amounts such as 2 kilograms (4.4 pounds) of heroin, were specified in Attorney General 
Order 1266-33, effective April 14, 1933. 
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prevent the warehousing of large quantities of seized drugs which are 
unnecessary for due process in criminal cases. However, one of the 
primary reasons given by Customs officials for the large amounts of drugs 
being held was that, in general, Customs’ districts are required to carry out 
U.S. Attorney offices’ instructions that drugs be held as evidence, 
regardless of whether the threshold amounts are exceeded. A second 
reason given was that local environmental restrictions in some geographic 
areas make it difficult for district offices to promptly destroy narcotics. 

Over the past several years, drugs and property have occasionally been 
stolen from Customs storage facilities. For example, in fiscal year 1993, 
Customs had 162 kilograms (366 pounds) of cocaine stolen from one of its 
storage facilities. Customs officials stated that the thief cut the alarm 
transmission line and entered the facility through an improperly secured 
skylight in the roof. This case shows, as we pointed out for fiscal year 
1992, the risks associated with Customs’ practice of storing large 
quantities of narcotics in facilities that do not provide adequate security. 

Customs has undertaken significant improvement efforts to strengthen 
safeguards at its storage locations. Specifically, it has performed a study 
and evaluation of the adequacy of its physical safeguards over seized 
property and currency at 21 medium-to-high volume storage facilities. In 
addition, Customs constructed new facilities in two districts and has plans 
for renovations at other facilities. 

In conducting our seized property inventory testing for our audits of 
Customs’ fiscal year 1992 and 1993 financial statements, we found 
numerous discrepancies between the quantities of drugs recorded in CPTS 
and the quantities actually in Customs’ possession. Customs officials 
stated, on several occasions, that the differences were due to seizing 
officers estimating amounts as opposed to weighing items at the point of 
seizure and Customs then not updating the recorded estimated amounts 
when true weights were ultimately established. Customs stated that, due 
to logistical considerations, it was often not feasible to weigh the items at 
the point of seizure, Instead, the drugs were supposed to be weighed when 
they were transferred to the custody of the seizure custodians. However, 
we found that the estimates were often not corrected when true weights 
were ultimately determined. 

When seized drugs are controlled based on estimated rather than actual 
weights, Customs cannot be assured that the entire quantity of drugs has 
been placed under prescribed safeguards, thus creating opportunities for 
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i tems to be misappropriated or stolen without detection. Seizure 
custodians at several locations told us that estimated weights were not 
always corrected because (1) in previous years, not all of the Customs 
locations had scales or the scales were not large enough to accurately 
weigh large bales or containers of seized drugs and (2) updating CFTS to 
show actual weights was a low priority. During fiscal year 1993, Customs 
bought and installed scales for such locations. 

Table 3 shows a summary of the discrepancies in drug quantities identified 
and corrected by Customs during the physical inventory reconciliation 
process. Customs’ primary explanation for the differences was that the 
enforcement officer’s original entry to the records was an estimate and 
CPTS was not subsequently corrected for the true weight. 

Table 3: Summary of Discrepancies in 
Drug Quantities Identified During 
Customs’ February 1994 Physical 
Inventory of Seized Assets 

Number of 
districts with Pounds Pounds per 

Type of drug discrepancies inventoried CPTS Difference 
Cocaine 15 25,181 41,860 (16.679) 
Hashish 2 6,117 6,009 108 
Heroin 9 228 187 41 
Marijuana 18 68,217 73,221 (5,004) 
Opium 2 151 43 97 
Total 99,894 121,332 (21,438) 
Note: Drugs classified as “other” and “unknown” (e.g., LSD) and quantities that could not be 
converted into pounds (e.g., boxes) were not included in the summary. 

In addition to the control weaknesses over the safeguarding of drugs held 
in Customs’ storage locations, drugs used in undercover operations were 
also not adequately safeguarded. In some instances, drugs have been 
inadvertently lost because of inadequate surveillance procedures being 
performed during controlled deliveries. Such occurrences, which can 
endanger the public, are not routinely accounted for and reported by 
Customs. 

We discovered a few instances of quantities of drugs being lost during 
controlled deliveries, all of which Customs officials stated were 
inadvertent. Customs officials attributed the following two examples 
involving the loss of large quantities of drugs to poor surveillance. 
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+ One region of Customs, as part of a controlled delivery, lost 160 out of 300 
kilograms (660 pounds) of cocaine that had been seized. This case is 
currently under grand jury investigation. Customs accounting records did 
not show the activity relating to these seized drugs. In its accounting 
records, 300 kilograms were entered and subsequently deleted-we 
determined this through reviewing the enforcement case Ne and not from 
entries in the accounting records-and the 300 kilograms were re-entered 
under a different seizure number giving the appearance that they were not 
related. 

l Another region of Customs lost 100 kilograms (220 pounds) of cocaine as 
part of a controlled delivery. This case is currently being investigated by 
the Treasury Inspector General. An Inspector General official stated that it 
is unclear whether the cocaine lost in this operation had ever been seized 
or whether it was a shipment of drugs that was under Customs’ 
surveillance-not seized-when it was lost. We could not find this activity 
in Customs’ seizures records at all. 

Financial Reporting In addition to the improvement efforts related to trade compliance and 

and Administrative 
seized assets, which were discussed earlier in this report, Customs has 
made progress in five key areas to address deficiencies in its ability to 

Control develop reliable financial statements and accurately account for its 

Improvements administrative operations. However, Customs must still overcome many 

Needed to Overcome 
fundamental problems that impair its ability to produce reliable financial 
information for internal and external reports. 

Inadequate Systems 
and Staff Resources For Customs to prepare financial statements as mandated by the CFO Act, 

many accounting adjustments totaling billions of dollars were required, 
some of which could not be supported. Also, Customs personnel had to 
create several ad hoc routines that were labor-intensive and sometimes 
resulted in incomplete and erroneous financial information. At the root of 
these problems are (1) financial management systems that were poorly 
designed or not designed to report financial results and performance 
information and (2) limited resources devoted to Customs’ CFO leadership 
team and an ineffective CFO structure. A sustained commitment by the 
Commissioner and other senior managers will be required to develop the 
systems and staff structure needed to efficiently produce reliable 
statements on an ongoing basis. 

Improvements During During fiscal year 1993, Customs undertook several efforts to better report 
Fiscal Year 1993 and manage its accounts receivables and insure itself against future losses. 
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In addition, it made improvements related to its accountability over fixed 
assets, reporting on the use of its budgetary resources, and internal 
controls assessments required by the Federal Managers’ Financial Integrity 
Act (FWTA). 

Accounts Receivable and Debt 
Collection Improvements 

To more accurately report its fiscal year 1993 accounts receivable balance, 
Customs developed accounting policies for defming valid accounts 
receivable and developed a reliable methodology for determining the 
collectibility of its receivables. This was a time-consuming effort that 
involved careful consideration of the types of receivables Customs 
accounts for and how to fairly report them, as well as the sources of data 
available for developing reliable balances. As a result of this effort, the 
accounts receivable balance that Customs reported for September 30, 
1993, was much more reliable than that reported for September 30,1992. 
In addition, Customs is now in a better position to develop accurate and 
comparable accounts receivable data for fiscal year 1994 and future years. 

To better manage its receivables, Customs reorganized its debt collection 
unit to optimize staff resources, formalized its collection procedures, and 
made an effort to reduce the number of old receivables. Customs 
investigated about 42,000 bills totaling approximately $165 million that 
were more than 3 years old. As a result, Customs reported that as of 
September 30,1993, it cancelled $62.3 million due to court judgments or 
because the receivables were determined to be erroneous, wrote off 
$22.8 million that it determined were uncollectible, and collected 
$31.6 million. The remaining balance was either being pursued or was 
awaiting final determination regarding its collectibility. 

Customs also took steps to reduce losses due to insufficient surety bonds. 
Customs requires trade participants to obtain surety bonds to ensure that 
Customs will be paid in the event that they cannot pay amounts that they 
owe to Customs. In testing receivables, we reviewed a representative 
sample of 184 receivables for supplemental duties9 valued at $14.7 million 
that existed as of September 30,1993, and found that 89 were fully or 
partially uncollectible because the debtor could not pay and the surety 
bonds either were insufficient or had expired. For 68 of the 89, the bond 
amount did not cover the entire amount due, resulting in $4.9 million of 
the total receivable amount that we tested that was uncollectible. For 21, 
the bond had expired, resulting in $1.7 million that was uncollectible. In 
addition, 11 of the 184 supplemental duty receivables tested were 

%upplemental duties are asseaed when Customs reviews import documents and determines that an 
importer owes mofe duties than were originally paid 
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unsecured because the importer had not obtained a bond, as required by 
Customs regulations, and, as a result, $507,000 was uncollectible. 
However, about half of the receivables that we tested were more than 3 
years old, and, therefore, the related bonds had been established several 
years ago. 

To reduce future losses due to inadequate bond coverage, Customs 
implemented an automated bond liability module in ACS at the beginning of 
fiscal year 1993. Customs’ new bond liability module provides information 
on annual importer and broker activity that allows Customs personnel to 
annually reassess the sufficiency of each importer/broker bond. If bonds 
are reassessed annually as planned, this effort should reduce losses due to 
bond insufficiency in the future. However, for fiscal year 1993, we found 
that many bonds were still not sufficient to cover all of the amounts due to 
Customs, and, as a result, Customs was unnecessarily exposed to the 
potential loss of revenue. 

We reviewed activity associated with a representat;ive sample of 150 bonds 
that were active during fiscal year 1993 and found that, for 8 percent, 
amounts due to Customs exceeded the bond amount at some time during 
the term of the bond. Similarly, we found that for the 24 accelerated 
drawback claims that we reviewed, 3 of the claimants had exceeded their 
bond coverage at least once during fiscal year 1993. In addition, we 
reviewed the files for all bonds in the four largest bond activity categories 
and determined that approximately 3 percent did not even meet the 
minimum bond amount prescribed by Customs. 

Customs officials told us that, in addition to implementation of the new 
bond liability module, Customs’ Deputy Assistant Commissioner for the 
Office of Management appointed a task force, in early fiscal year 1994, to 
review the entire bonding process and recommend improvements. The 
task force’s report and recommendations were not available for our 
review as of April 1994. However, we believe that this comprehensive 
review is a worthwhile step in improving Customs’ controls over bond 
sufficiency. 

Other Improvements Customs took several steps to improve accountability over its fixed assets. 
It conducted a comprehensive physical inventory of equipment recorded 
in its Property Information Management System, which accounts for 
approximately 85 percent of the recorded value of property, and initiated 
monthly reconciliations between its accounting records and its logistical 
records, which identify where fixed assets are located. These 
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reconciliations were intended to help ensure that ail activity was recorded 
in both sets of records, However, because the two systems were not 
integrated, Customs had to rely on time-consuming manual reconciliation 
processes, and it could not fully reconcile the two systems as of 
September 30,1993. Customs also conducted a comprehensive study of 
replacement costs for all property categories, which enabled a projection 
of the timing and expected cost of replacing such items. Also, consistent 
with the National Performance Review recommendations, Customs 
initiated a study of vehicle fleet utilization. Preliminary results of this 
study indicate that Customs’ fleet of 6,444 owned and leased vehicles may 
exceed its estimated needs by as much as 1,200 vehicles, or 19 percent. As 
a result, Customs is developing a strategy to reduce excess capacity. 

Further, Customs produced a Consolidated Statement of Budgetary 
Resources and Actual Expenses for fiscal year 1993 in the format required 
by OMB. While this represents an improvement over the fiscal year 1992 
disclosure, for fiscal year 1993, Customs was unable to report $1.6 billion 
of its costs by budget program. In addition, there were discrepancies 
between the total amount of actual program expenses reported in this 
statement and the total amount of operating expenses reported on the 
Consolidated Statement of Operations and Changes in Operating Net 
Position. Customs subsequently made revisions to eliminate this 
discrepancy, and these amounts are equal on the statements 
accompanying this report. However, we did not verify the propriety of the 
changes because our fieldwork had been completed when the revised 
budgetary statement was provided to us. 

Finally, Customs instituted a comprehensive Federal Managers’ Financial 
Integrity Act training program and began conducting mid-year reviews of 
all current materid weaknesses to ensure that corrective actions are 
on-target and effective. 

Core F’inancial Systems Do As we reported for fiscal year 1992, Customs’ core financial systems, 
Not Readily and Reliably which include its general ledger and related subsidiary ledgers, were 
Provide Needed F’inancial incomplete and included amounts that were in error or could not be 

Information supported. It took Customs almost 6 months to “close out” its general 
ledger and finalize its year-end fmancial statements for fiscal years 1992 
and 1993. This occurred because Customs’ core financial systems did not 
include all activity (transactions) that occurred during the period, and they 
were not designed to properly summarize data as needed for the 
statements. As a result, special computer programs had to be developed to 
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extract needed information, some data had to be manually compiled, and 
many adjustments had to be made after the reporting date. 

Many of these difficulties stemmed from systems that were not integrated 
because of the lack of an effective overall systems development strategy at 
the time the systems were developed. For example, as we reported in 
September 1992, to speed implementation, many subsidiary systems were 
developed simultaneously with insufficient attention to whether data from 
these multiple systems could be efficiently exchanged or summarized. This 
inability to support financial reporting was further exacerbated by many of 
the systems being designed primarily to monitor program activity with 
insufficient emphasis on fh-tancial reporting. However, problems also 
occurred because Customs’ day-to-day processes and internal controls did 
not effectively and promptly identify discrepancies which required 
investigation and adjustments to the accounting records. 

As a result of the lack of integrated systems and ineffective processes and 
controls, amounts summarized in Customs’ general ledger did not include 
complete and accurate information on its fund balance with Treasury, 
accounts receivable, aircraft parts inventory, fixed assets, accounts 
payable, and net position. Specifically, for fiscal year 1993, we found the 
following problems. 

9 Customs had not resolved a $32 million backlog of unreconciled 
differences between its records of cash receipts and Treasury’s records of 
Customs’ cash receipts, even though at least 6 months had elapsed since 
the differences were recorded. Of this amount, $16 million was over 1 year 
old, and $4.4 million of the total was over 5 years old. As a result, Customs’ 
custodial revenues may be understated and other accounts may be 
misstated. 

l Customs had not effectively resolved over $43 million of unidentified 
interagency charges that had been recorded in a suspense account for at 
least 6 months. Although Customs made an accounting adjustment to 
report these charges as operating expenses in its financial statements, 
these charges were not adequately researched to determine if they were 
even properly chargeable to Customs. Our subsequent analysis of 
$39 million of these charges showed that Customs’ adjustment included 
$6.8 million of erroneous charges and $3.6 million in credits to Customs 
that should have been credited to another agency. 

l The major accounts receivable categories were not routinely recorded in 
the general ledger, and, as a result, a labor-intensive effort was required to 
determine what was owed to Customs as of September 30,1993. For 
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example, to develop a balance for its largest category of receivables-over 
$750 million, or 80 percent of the balance at September 30,1993-Customs 
had to go through extensive ad hoc and manual routines to identify and 
retrieve from its Automated Commercial System (ACS) all unpaid items 
where goods were released prior to fiscal year-end. Similar procedures 
had to be performed for its other maor categories of receivables to 
determine what was owed. Also, because it was unsure of the reliability of 
the receivables data retrieved, Customs had to perform detailed tests to 
ensure that identified amounts were correct. 

. Although Customs was eventually able to provide balances for its major 
receivables, it could not provide a summary of the transactions that 
accounted for the change in the accounts receivable balance between the 
beginning and the end of the fiscal year, Such information would include, 
at a minimum, for each major category of Customs’ accounts receivable 
(1) total new receivables, (2) total collections of receivables, and (3) the 
total amount written off as uncollectible. 

. Customs could not support $54 million of amounts recorded as due from 
other agencies under interagency agreements because it did not follow the 
procedures it had developed to monitor detailed accounts receivable 
activity. For example, Customs did not reconcile its interagency 
agreement register-which provides a detailed list of outstanding 
interagency agreements and tracks receivable activity-to the central 
accounting records. 

l Customs aircraft parts inventory records were not reliable for managing 
and reporting purposes because Customs and its contractor, who is 
responsible for maintaining the inventory, could not fully account for all 
activity that occurred during the year. 

l The fixed asset balance that Customs reported on its financial statements 
excluded a significant portion of such assets because Customs had not 
maintained records of their historical cost. These omitted assets were 
estimated by Customs to be valued at about $300 million or 36 percent of 
the value of fixed assets recorded; however, Customs had insufficient 
support for this amount. After a few unsuccessful attempts to determine 
these assets’ values, Customs decided to exclude these unsupported 
amounts from the summary balance reported, rather than report an 
unreliable amount. We concurred with this decision+ 

9 To determine the amount of accounts payable to report on its financial 
statements, Customs performed an extensive review of payments made 
between October 1,1993, and January 13,1994, to identify what goods and 
services paid for during that time were received prior to fmcal year-end 
and thus should have been included in accounts payable and the related 
expense accounts. This approach was extremely labor-intensive and slow. 
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Accounts payable could not be readily determined based on yearend 
account balances because existing systems do not record these 
transactions in a timely manner. Because of limitations in Customs’ 
automated receiving report system, accounts payable are recorded only 
when both the acquired goods or services and related invoices have been 
received, as opposed to when the goods or services were received, 
whether the invoice was received or not. Invoices were sometimes 
received months after the goods or services and, therefore, the related 
accounts payable were likewise recorded months later. This problem also 
resulted in Customs’ operating expense accounts being understated and 
budgetary accounts for undelivered orders-sometimes referred to as 
unliquidated obligations-being overstated by $26 million at September 30, 
1993. 

l In addition to the $26 million of net adjustments to record accounts 
payable, unliquidated obligations required further reductions totaling 
$107 million to correct intergovernmental accounts, adjust advances, 
cancel unspent “M” account balances, and deobligate unneeded balances. 
We identified $21 million of unliquidated obligations which should be 
deobligated and returned to the U.S. Treasury. The need for Customs to 
deobligate unneeded obligations was also reported by us last year. lo 
Customs’ Director of Contract Administration stated that staff were in the 
process of a detailed review and outside confirmation of unliquidated 
obligations in order to determine the amounts to be billed or deobligated. 

s Because Customs recorded unsupported amounts in many of its accounts 
at year-end, rather than recording transactions throughout the year, the 
resulting balances were not reliable. For example, Customs did not 
routinely account for appropriations as they were expended and simply 
calculated the amount needed to make the statement of operations 
balance based on the amount of operating expenses not covered by 
offsetting collections or other sources. In addition, for fiscal year 1993, 
Customs artificially adjusted, or forced, many large amounts so that its 
statements would balance. For example, about $106 million of unidentified 
cash sources w&e included in the statement of cash flows and over 
$122 million of unidentified net increases were made to operating net 
position. 

Customs plans to address some of the problems stemming from 
unintegrated systems as part of a long-term system redesign project 

‘*Financial Management: Customs’ Accounting for Budgetary Resources Was Inadequate 
/GAO/~-94-23, December 14,1993). 
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intended to encompass the reengineering of Customs’ business practices 
and allow Customs to better comply with new laws and regulations, 
including the CFO Act. Initial planning for the project, commonly referred 
to as u~cs Redesign,” began in February 1993. Specific objectives include 
integrating information systems and maximizing electronic interaction 
among federal entities and trade participants. As of April 1994, the project 
was still in the relatively early stages of development, with most efforts to 
date focusing on identifying user needs. Until improved systems are 
available, it is important that Customs carefully analyze and review all of 
the information developed for its financial statements so that errors can be 
minimized. 

However, ACS Redesign will not directly address problems such as delays 
in resolving unreconciled differences. In addition, the redesign scope does 
not cover procurement-related problems, such as accounts payable 
inaccuracies. The Commissioner recognizes these problems and stated in a 
February 1994 letter to us that Customs will take appropriate action. The 
Commissioner noted that Customs is currently prohibited from pursuing 
procurement-related system enhancements pending a Department of the 
Treasury study of a departmentwide procurement system. 

Improvements Needed in 
CFO Leadership and CFO 
Structure 

While some progress in improving fmancial management has been made, a 
qualitied CFO leadership team is needed to correct the major financial 
management problems Customs faces. Customs’ officials stated that 
financial management historically has held a lower priority than what was 
viewed as the more urgent needs of its program operations-trade 
compliance and contraband interdiction. As a result, in addition to the lack 
of financial management considerations in system development that was 
previously mentioned, the personnel assigned to the CFO function and the 
CFO leadership team had little or no experience in developing the types of 
financial statements required by the CFO Act. This problem is not unique to 
Customs since the CFO Act has only been in place for 3-l/2 years and most 
federal agencies did not prepare comprehensive financial statements prior 
to the act. 

The current team has worked hard to implement improvements during 
fiscal year 1993, but Customs has not dedicated sufficient resources to 
developing complete and reliable financial statements that can be used by 
Customs’ management, the Congress, and others to make informed 
decisions. Sound financial management is and will become even more 
critical for assessing Customs’ performance. 
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The Commissioner of Customs has recognized that Customs still faces 
major challenges in the financial management area and that a sustained 
effort will be critical to achieving sound financial management at Customs. 
In this regard, the Commissioner and the Deputy Commissioner have 
demonstrated the vision and dedication to strengthening the CF’O 
leadership group. For example, Customs is currently seeking a CFO with 
the experience and expertise to provide the leadership needed. However, 
while this is an appropriate starting point, it will also take a sound support 
team consisting of an appropriate number of skilled professionals to 
produce an effective CFO skucture. 

Customs has about 190 staff at its national finance center in Indianapolis, 
Indiana, and another 86 in headquarters in Washington, D.C., that are 
under its CFO. However, responsibility for compiling, testing, and 
consolidating the data needed for its financial statements has primarily 
been charged to a core of approximately 8 professionals detailed full-time 
to the effort, assisted by another 19 people on a temporary basis. Although 
these people are dedicated and hardworking, this level of resources 
cannot address the complexities of implementing the CFO Act for an 
organization the size of Customs. The size and the magnitude of the 
financial management problems facing Customs will require dedication of 
significantly more staff than are currently assigned. Whether this 
deficiency can be filled through existing personnel or will require outside 
hiring is unknown. 

Other Management Issues Other operational matters came to our attention that did not affect our 
ability to opine on the financial statements but that merit management’s 
attention because they represent potential areas of waste or abuse within 
Customs’ operations. These items were identified as part of our audit 
procedures that were designed to understand the reasonableness of 
reported amounts based on the nature of Customs operation. The 
following provides a list of the more sign&ant issues we identified. 

l Customs exercises inadequate oversight over the contractor that manages 
its aircraft parts inventory. Customs’ minimal involvement in the 
acquisition, receipt, issuance, and inventorying of aircraft parts increases 
the potential for inventory to be stolen, destroyed, or temporarily diverted 
without detection, Further, Customs’ reimbursements of more than 
$42 million to the contractor could include costs for services that were 
never actually rendered because the responsible Customs official 
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approved payments without verifying the validity of the charges by 
comparing them to the goods or services received. 

Customs officials told us that they rely on the audit oversight efforts of the 
Defense Contract Audit Agency to detect invalid charges. Although such 
audits may provide some assurance to Customs, this does not relieve it of 
its contract oversight responsibilities. In addition, as a result of our 
inquiries over the increasing inventory amounts, the contractor performed 
a study of Customs’ “stock”- which consists principally of all parts other 
than engines and radar-related items-inventory levels and found that 
approximately 95 percent of the stock inventory was suspected to be in 
excess of program needs. This 95 percent excess was for about $35 million 
or 33 percent of Customs’ overall inventory. The contractor did not 
evaluate whether similar excesses existed for other items such as engines 
and radar equipment parts. 

Customs has taken steps towards addressing these problems and 
preventing further accumuMon of excess parts. As a result of this study, 
Customs is proceeding with implementation of a centralized inventory 
management plan to address the stock problem. This plan includes 
implementing centralized inventory management and control, establishing 
automated maximum stock levels based on an analysis of past usage, and 
preparing lists of suspected overstocked items to determine if retention is 
justified. 

. Customs maintains centralized property records for all equipment with a 
value greater than $300 and records these amounts as assets in the general 
ledger. However, about 92 percent of these equipment items have a value 
less than the $5,000 threshold used by Customs and many other federal 
agencies for financial reporting of fIxed assets. Consequently, detailed 
reviews of invoices and adjustments of accounting records are required to 
reclassify property transactions that should have been recorded as 
expenses. In addition, maintaining detailed records and performing 
reconciliation procedures for these small dollar items-which represented 
only 15 percent of the recorded value of equipment as of September 30, 
1993-was a labor-intensive effort. 

. Customs’ procurement process is delayed by cumbersome contract 
reviews and approvals. Based on a sample of 32 contracts awarded during 
fiscal year 1993, it took an average of 334 days-with a high of 791 days 
and a low of 1 12-to process and award a contract. In this regard, the 
National Performance Review found that federal procurement systems 
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rely on rigid rules and procedures, extensive paperwork, detailed design 
specifications, and multiple inspections and audits. 

In Customs’ case, we found the following examples: a $1.5 million 
minimum ($39 million maximum) contract took 708 days to award, partly 
due to an 8month delay in Customs’ internal legal review; approval of the 
justification for other than full and open competition contributed to a 
$105,200 contract taking over 6 months to be approved; and a $4 million 
contract was awarded 5 months after agreement with the vendor was 
reached due in part to Customs’ internal reviews and Treasury Department 
review. Some of the procedures that Customs follows are stipulated by the 
Federal Acquisition Regulations and are not within Customs’ control to 
change. However, Customs and Treasury are in the process of reviewing 
Customs’ own procurement procedures in an attempt to identify 
opportunities for streamlining the process. 

- Due to systems limitations, invoices for 87 percent of the dollars Customs 
paid to vendors were processed manually, which is cumbersome and 
increases opportunities for error. In addition, manual processing can be 
slow and consume staff resources that could be used elsewhere. 

l Customs paid $46 million in “administratively uncontrollable overtime” 
(ALJO) to 3700 enforcement personnel during fiscal year 1993. Over 
90 percent received the maximum 25 percent of base pay. We found that 
for 23 of 25 employees in our random sample of AUO recipients, Customs 
could not locate the required certif?cation from the employees’ supervisors 
regarding time worked. One employee had no documentation for overtime 
worked. In addition, a Customs Office of Human Resources official told us 
that their records did not show that AU0 payments were made to two of the 
AU0 recipients in our sample. 

. Customs paid personnel compensation and benefits of almost $1.2 billion 
to over 19,000 employees. We tested a representative sample of 92 payroll 
checks and found that (1) thrift savings, life insurance, and health 
insurance deduction authorizations were missing for 18 employees, or 
20 percent of the sample we tested and (2) deductions differed from the 
rates documented on the authorization forms provided to us for another 9 
employees, or 10 percent of our sample. According to Customs officials, 
the authorization documents were apparently never filed after the 
computer records were updated. In addition, we found 13 payroll checks 
were issued without proper approval or current authorization of pay. T’his 
missing documentation was attributed to backlogs in fling authorization 
of pay forms. 
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These examples highlight some of the ways that reliable financial 
management information can assist program managers and others in 
assessing Customs’ performance and in identifying areas in Customs’ 
operations that need to be evaluated. 

Controls Over Access Customs’ controls to prevent or detect unauthorized access and 
intentional or inadvertent unauthorized modifications to critical and 

to Commuter sensitive data and computer programs were ineffective. Customs officials 
stated that a major cor&ibu&g factor to this situation is that their primary 
concern has been to enhance customer service and expedite systems 
development efforts and that, as a result, system security has received less 
attention. Specifically, we found that 

Prograks and Data 
Were Ineffective 

. thousands of internal and external users had inappropriate access to 
critically sensitive production programs and data files because Customs 
had improperly implemented off-the-shelf access control software, 

. some elements of Customs’ data communications were inadequately 
protected from unauthorized access, 

l formal procedures had not been established for analyzing and 
investigating apparent computer security violations, and 

. no mechanism for routine independent assessments of Customs’ 
information management security program had been implemented. 

Also, although Customs has conducted a series of studies regarding 
recovery of its mainframe and telecommunications environment in the 
event of a disaster, a comprehensive disaster recovery plan had not been 
developed. 

These system security problems compound the weaknesses previously 
discussed in this report and jeopardize the security and reliability of the 
operations that are central to Customs’ mission, including the systems and 
criteria used to monitor the payment of duties, fees, and taxes; identify 
high-risk import shipments; and account for seized goods and drugs and 
law enforcement operations. In addition, they could result in inappropriate 
disclosure of sensitive importer information+ 

These weaknesses are especially disturbing because most of them were 
identified and reported to Customs in a 1989 risk assessment. According to 
the responsible officials, some corrective actions were t&en in response 
to that assessment, and Customs, believing that the weaknesses had been 
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adequately addressed, certified, in 1992, that Customs’ three sensitive 
systems conformed to federal computer security guidelines. Such 
certifications are required every 3 years by OMB Circular A-130 to support 
accreditation of federal systems containing sensitive information. 
However, our tidings show that the weaknesses we identified were not 
adequately addressed. Therefore, in our opinion, Customs’ accreditation of 
its sensitive systems, which was based on these certifications, is not valid. 

Because of their very sensitive nature, we plan to report our detailed 
findings and recommendations regarding the security of Customs’ 
automated systems separately in a letter with limited distribution. We 
discussed the weaknesses informally with Customs’ top management and, 
during the course of the review, worked with Customs technical staff to 
identify corrective actions for specific deficiencies. In addition, Customs’ 
management has expressed its commitment to correct all deficiencies and 
has requested our assistance in evaluating planned corrective actions as 
they are established. 

Conclusions The second financial audit at Customs showed that most of the serious 
financial management problems that existed during fiscal year 1992 still 
existed during fiscal year 1993. The audit also showed that most of these 
problems had a significant detrimental effect on the efficiency and 
effectiveness of Customs’ mission-related programs as well as on the 
reliability of its financial statements. Internal controls were not designed 
and implemented to effectively ensure compliance with trade laws, 
safeguard assets, or provide useful and reliable information needed to 
manage Customs operations. 

Customs took several significant steps to improve its internal control 
structure and its ability to report more reliable fmanciaI information for 
fiscal year 1993. However, many of its efforts to correct identified 
deficiencies are in the early stages of development and are not likely to be 
implemented for several years. As a result, it will take a significant and 
sustained commitment by Customs’ management to build on efforts now 
under way to develop new systems and institute effective controls. In 
these cases, it is important that Customs take interim steps to address its 
weaknesses so that it can fulfiu the reporting requirements of the CFO Act 
and minimize opportunities for violations of trade laws without undue 
delay. 
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Recommendations We reaffirm the recommendations resulting from our audit of Customs’ 
fiscal year 1992 financial statements regarding Customs’ controls over 
(1) the movement and disposition of imported goods, (2) approval of 
drawback claims, (3) seized assets, (4) property and weapons, (6) use of 
and accounting for its operating funds, and (6) reporting under FMFIA. 
These recommendations and the status of Customs’ responses are 
summarized in appendix II. In addition, we are making the following new 
recommendations as a result of our review of Customs’ internal controls 
during fiscal year 1993. 

We recommend that the Commissioner direct the Assistant Commissioner 
for Jnspection and Control to 

l require personnel at ports of entry to maintain accurate and up-to-date 
data in AMS and to routinely investigate all shipments that have not been 
released by the end of a prescribed period and 

l distribute written guidance emphasizing to district offices the importance 
of maintaining accurate data on in-bond shipments and monitor the 
districts to ensure they comply with headquarters directives requiring the 
entry of in-bond departure and arrival data and the resolution of overdue 
shipments. 

We recommend that the Commissioner of Customs direct the Chief 
Financial Officer, in cor@mction with the Assistant Commissioner for 
Enforcement and other appropriate officials, to develop and maintain an 
appropriately secure accounting system to record all of the essential 
activity that occurs in undercover operations. 

We recommend that the Commissioner direct the Chief Financial Officer 
in conjunction with other appropriate officials to 

l promptly review all reconciliations of budget clearing accounts and 
suspense accounts, verify that all discrepancies are fully researched and 
properly resolved, and identify and propose for write-off any 
unreconcilable amounts; 

. where Customs has the authority to do so, ehminate any unnecessary 
procurement reviews identified in Customs’ assessment of such processes; 

l monitor implementation of the policies and procedures identifred in 
Customs’ centralized inventory management plan to ensure that aircraft 
parts inventory levels do not exceed program needs; 

9 develop procedures to account for annual changes to aircraft materials 
and parts inventory records; 
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. determine the relative costs and benefits of using the Property Information 
Management System to maintain accountability only for items with a value 
over $5,000 and consider delegating record-keeping responsibility for 
small value items to field personnel. Appropriate centralized controls, 
such as monitoring levels of repairs and maintenance expense and 
conducting periodic inventories, should still be maintained. In addition, 
the distinction between asset purchases and expense items should occur 
when the item is requested and the local property officer checks for 
availability, not by accounting personnel after the invoice is received. 

. complete the study of utilization and distribution of Customs’ vehicle fleet 
and coordinate with the General Services Administration to dispose of 
excess assets and implement a policy to ensure effective use of vehicles 
retained; 

. review, in codunction with the Director of &man Resources and the 
Office of Enforcement, administratively uncontrollable overtime charges 
to ensure that ongoing payments at the maximum rate are justified; and 

. review and update documentation supporting personnel pay rates and 
deductions and institute procedures to ensure that such documentation is 
maintained on a current basis. 

Further, we recommend that the Commissioner evaluate the technical 
proficiency and experience of existing staff under the CFO to determine 
specific staff needs for effectively addressing Customs’ financial 
management problems. 

Agency Comments 
and Our Evaluation 

In commenting on a draft of this report, Customs agreed with our 
recommendations and stated that it plans to take action in every area 
noted in the report. Customs also discussed corrective actions that it has 
implemented or planned, most of which are identified in this report. In 
addition, Customs stated that it recently established (1) an executive-level 
CFO Steering Committee and CFO Working Group to address its financial 
management problems and (2) a task force to evaluate the way in which it 
manages and conducts its undercover operations. 

While the efforts described in Customs’ comments appear to be designed 
to address specific areas of weaknesses identified in our report, it is 
critical that they be properly implemented. As stated previously, most of 
these improvements involve long-term efforts that will require a significant 
and sustained commitment by Customs’ management. 
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In closing, we commend the Customs Service for its second-year effort to 
develop reliable financial statements. We believe that although a great 
many challenges still remain, Customs’ progress to date represents a 
sign&ant contribution toward the CFO Act’s ultimate goal of improving 
financial management throughout the federal government 

Charles A Bowsher 
Comptroller General 
of the United States 

April 22, 1994 
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Message from the Commissioner 
The U.S. Customs Service is responsible for 
enforcing laws and regulations governing inter- 
national traffic sod trade. In doing so, Custums 
provides a broad spectrum of commercial, 
enforcement. and inspection services to the 
America0 public. Customs also serves as an 
intermediary in aglobal trading system that 
is rapidly changing. The globalization of the 
economy, the proliferation of trade agreements, 
and the continuing drug threat defines where 
Customs will be focusing its efforts to perform 
its mission in the future, 

The Chief Financial Oftkerh [CF’O) Act of 1980, 
placed new emphasis on government-wide efforts 
to promate better rinanciel management in this 
em of change end m-engineering. Customs efforts 
to implement CFO requirements have added 
impetus to 016 &ranging 6nancial management 
improvemeots begun at Customs in the last 
several years. The integrity and accuracy of 
Customs financial systems and the adequacy 
ofthe pmcedums in place to assure responsibility 
and accountability for public funds remain 
high priorities. 

This is the second Annual CFU Report with 
accompanying compreheosive financial statements. 
This report provides an overview of our mission, 
goals end accomplishments as well as areas that 
need improvement Recent efforts focused on 
the continuing aggressive colktioo of debt, 
implementation of a new core accounting system, 

Gwrge J. W&e 
Commissioner of Customs 

Ivenrlew of Financial Entity 

minimizing late payments, and improving the 
accounting for fixed asset inventari~s. Additionally, 
we have greatly expanded the scope and intensity 
of efforts to improve management and internal 
controls within Customs. 

Customs employees made significant contri- 
butions to enable us to accomplish our mission 
more effectively during Fiscal Year 1993. Together. 
we are seeking to maximize compliance with 
U.S. trade law by instituting programs to increase 
voluntary compliance, improving automated 
targeting, and enhancing facilitation of trade. We 
have developed a new comprehensive outiund 
enforcement program that includes automated 
targeting. non-intrusive inspectioos, and a 
vigomus investigation program. In response to 
increased smuder sophistication, our employees 
are improving port of entry narcotic detection, 
strengthening the deterrent to smuggling between 
ports of entry, and have enlisted the support of 
the trade community in combating smuggiiog. 

I am pmud of Customs overall mission 
accomplishments and our efforts to create an 
atmosphere of improved financial managemant 
Atthough I realize that our efforts have yielded 
substantial financial management improvements, 
I recognize that we still nwd to intensify our 
efforts in this area. 1 believe this Annual CFO 
Report is an excellent vehicle ta communicate 
our continued progress and commitment in 
these areas. 
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Mission and Goals of the 
United States Customs Service 

The U.S. Customs Service (Customs] is the oldest 
federal agency. The work of Customs-inspecting 
cargo to determine admissibility and asse~lng 
duty-was one of the original functions of the 
federal government and the primary source of its 
revenue. Despite the growth in world trade, the 
emergence of new Veals to Arnedca’s public 
health, and the impact of techoololly on import 
processing. Customs is still dedicated lo ensuring 
that trade across our borders is in compliance 
with U.S. laws and regulations. 

Customs does its work through three major 
programs: 

7tnde ond Rrrifl-The collection of duty 
from imported merchandise. the determi- 
nation of admissibility. the maintenance 
of trade statistics and the provision of 
servicer to the trade communjty. 
hspc+ion and ConW--The inspection 
of passengers, cargo and conveyances to 
identify smuggled contraband and other 
violations. 
Enforcsment-The investigation of all 
violations of Customs and related laws, 
and the interdiction of contraband 
through land, sea and air operations, 

These three pmgraras work together to achieve 
the mission of Customs. 

The demaods of the future will present new chdl- 
enges for Customs. In meeting these challenges, 
Customs role as the nation’s principal border 
agency will remain constant as it has sina 1789. 
The missioo of Customs is to ensure that all 
goods entering and exiting the United States do 
so In aocordaoce with all laws and regulations, 
and includes: 

knponTlV& 

Mission: (I) Assessing aad collecting revenaes 
in the form of duties, taxes and fees on imported 
merchandise; (2) enforcing U.S. laws inteoded to 
prevent illegal trade practices; and (3) regulating 
the movement of persons, carriers, merchandise 
and commodities between the U.S. and other 
nations while facilitating legitimate bade. 

Cool: Maximize trade compliance through 
a balanced program of informed compliance. 
targeted enforcement actions and the facilitation 
of complying cargo. 

Nmvsflcs and Money Lmmklia~ 

Mission: (11 loterdicting narcotics and other 
contraband; and 12) protecting theherican 
public and environment from prohibited 
hazardous and noxious products, 

God: 11) Interdict narcoticsand dismantle 

Mission and Goals 

The mission of the U.S. Customs Service cao be 
traced to the Constitutional Conventi~ of 1787 
which first de&g&d to the central government 
the power to collect taxes on imports and to 
regulate commerce. Since that time, Congress 
has added other responsibilities to the original 
mission of Custom3 because of its unique position 
at the nation’s borders. In recent times, Customs 
has heI& American iodustry compete in a global 
economy by enforcing laws intended to prevent 
unfair trading practices snd has protected public 
health by interdicting narcotics and hazardous 
gOOd.5 before they enter the country. 

the smu&ng organizations; and (2) identify, 
disrupt and dismantle the systems and organiaa- 
tions that launder the proceeds generated by 
smuggling. trade fraud and export violations. 

mT& 
MSSiOlY: BllfOfCiog Certain provisions of the 
export control laws of the United States. 

God: Maximize compliance with e*pofi 
control laws and regulations of the U.S. 
while maintaining facilitation. 

In achieving these goals, Customs interacts with 
many customers. Customs works with the trade 
COIWIUUA~ of bmkers and Importers in moving 
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over $550 biUioo of imports into American 
cornmanx. About 450 million travelers also 
pass through Customs when entering this 
country. Customs is committed to improving 
the level of service to these custamers while 
achieving its mission. 

St20 and Scope of Opotrttonr 

Customs processes all imports, passengers and 
conveyances entsring this country to collect 
duties and to ensure compliance with over 600 
laws intended to protect domestic industry, 
public health and environmental quality. 

The explosive growth of world trade in recent 
years-and expectation for fester growth in the 
future-highlight the importance of Customs 
mission. with the growth of trade, the unimpeded 
Bow of commerce across the Nation’s borders 
becomes more critical to the health of the U.S. 
economy. However, with tbis growth comes 
increased opportuoiti~ for illegal trade practices 
that may damage domestic industry and for the 
smuggling of contraband that threatens pubtic 
health and safety. 

Consider Customs workad: 

20 

tvrt Entrbr 
(In milhons) 

T&l* I Import Entks, FY 1993+Y 1993 
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Mbrh and Go& of the Us. CusWnnr !h-dce 

During 1993, approximately 5550 billion 
of msrchandlse was imported into the 
United States. Customs processed over 
27 million import en&s; targeting poten- 
tial tide law violations for inspection: 
determining admissibility and compliance 
with varfous trade agaements; assessing 
duty and maintaining trade statistics. 
In YWS, Customs collected over $21 billion 
in duties, excise taxes and faes. 
Over 431 million passengers entered the 
U.S. in 1933. Customs is responsible for 
collecting duties on the traveier’s fore@ 
purchases, enforcing q&ultural. public 

safety and health provisions of other qencies. 
and intercepting any traveler who may be 
carrying contraband. 

AISO, during FY 1993, Customs modified 
its procedures and trained its worklrfonx. to 
accommodate the North American Free ‘kade 
Agreement [NAFTA) which became effective in 
January 1994, NAFTA creates new challengar 
for Customs. The Agreement immediately 
eliminated tariffs on most goods originating in 
Mexico. and 1611 phase out all tariffs oo Mexican 
goods within 15 years. It also mandates strict 
compliance with country-of-origin requirements 

Antrlng Pawngem 
(in mlllionm) 
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Chid Fhnchl OSkdr Am(pI fbpcat- I993 

T&l.3 Tod 

1983 f9e4 1985 1986 I9e7 198B 1989 l9w 1991 I992 1993 

COII~~FY lWt3d=Y I993 

and the protection of Intellechlal property 
rights. As tbe NAnA is created, Customs must 
continue to imprwe its systems for effectively 
enforcing trade law and facilitating commerce. 
The aaomplisbments presented in this annual 
report describe Custmu progress in preparing 
for these chatlen&?% 

Soum 

custam¶ chltla 
bcbTaxa 
uvs FWI 
Fina +Id Pwnltb 
mhw Radptl 
Toml 

Amount 
(mIffIons] 

$19.132 
I.179 
1.153 

57 
44 

$2 I .SLI 

Table 4 Colktfons by Swr*c. FY f 993 
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Pmgram Pedcwmance 
ImportTndo 
In tbe future. the growing complexity of inter- 
national trade and developments in modern 
technalcgy will beigbten the challenge that 
Customs faces as pmtector of the nation’s borders. 
Unless counteracted, predatory and unfair trade 
practices will increasingly place Iati importers, 
domestic industry and the American pubtic at 
risk. In addition, tbe high speed movement of 
,300dr end the electronic exchange of dsh and 
funds will continue to revolutionize the waytbat 
corporations conduct business and create new 
avenues for evading our nation’s trade laws. 

To meet this challenge, Customs implemented in 
FY 1993 a comprehensive strategy that integrates 
all aspects of the organization in enforcing U.S. 
trade laws. This sbategy focuses Customs efforts 
on a small number of clearly defined violations of 
trade law. The goal of this strategy is to maximize 
the compliance of imports with U.S. trade law. 
It has thr0a major components: 

l Increasing tbe level of voluntary 
compliance: 

l hpmving the targeting of trade law 
vioIation5 through the refinement of 
Customs automated systems and the 
wllecUoo of intelligence; and 

l Facilitating the movement of cargo 
that is known to be in compliance. 

Customs does not currently bave the capability 
to reliably rowesure the lwei of compliance of 
dl imports. However, Customs is developingthe 
ability to routinely examine randomly selected 
samples of import entries. This practice will 
provide information that will enhance Customs 
ability to terget non-compliance. 

hlthougb limited to a small number of ports 
and only nine of the over 6~ commodity 
cfassifuzations, compliance date is beginning 
to reveal that Customs is relatively effactjve 
in collecting ths correct amount of duty owed 
to tbe Ttwsury. However, other violations con- 
cerning the proper classification of merchandise, 
country-of-otigin marking, and accuracy of trade 
statisti appear to azur with greater frequency. 
These violations &ctCustoms ability to e11st.u~ 
compliance with trade agreements and generate 
accurate trade data-both of which am vital in 
formulating trade policy in t& new global 
economy. The measurement of compliance 
w-ill be incorporated in all ports and across a11 
commodity classihcatiom. ultimately yielding 
a national measure of trade compliance. 

Results of Compliance Mauummati Studiu 

ovotdl 
Compliance 

96.4% - 99.0% 
875% - 95.1% 
61.6% - 67BX 
64.0% - 773% 
?4.4% - ‘82.2% 
64.kX - 73.4% 
62.7% - 72.5% 
73.5% - 80.3% 
76.9% - 89.5% 

mado Da- 
Complknec 

99.9% 
99.9% 
90.0% 
83.7% 
968% 
81.1% 
74.3% 
072% 
87.3% 
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Chief Financial Officer’s Annual Report-1993 

Targetfng of Tmde Low Viofutionr 
The huge volume of imports prevents Customs 
from inspecting a11 imported cargo and reviewing 
all import documentation. Customs selectivity 
process compares the attributes of imported 
goods against national and local criteria to 
target both cargo and documentation for more 
intensive review by Customs inspectors and 
import specialists. In FY 1993, Customs in 
specters conducted examinations of about 8 
percent of all imported cargo. Import Specialists 
reviewed about 4.5 percent of all entry summary 

documentation for misclassification and duty 
assessment errors. 

By relining its automated systems and incorporat- 
ing intelligence data into the selection criteria, 
Customs is becoming more effective in targeting 
shipments that contain potential trade law 
violations. In FY 1993. Customs performed fewer 
intensive cargo examinations than in previous 
years; but these exams yielded a higher number of 
discrepancies. This measure indicates a reduction 
in the impediment that Customs imposes on the 
flow of commerce and an increase in the efficiency 
with which inspectional resources are deployed. 

I993 Cargo Examinations 

Unexammed’ ’ Intensive 
53% 3% 

I993 Entry Summay Reviews 

Not Rewewd ’ 
55% 

I Examination and Discrepancy Rate I 
6000,000 

400,000 

200,000 

0 
1991 1992 I993 

Merchandise Seizures and Penalties 

I991 1992 1993 
Merchandise Seizures &I* $206M 5257M 
Penalties Collected $7.9M 57.6M SlO.5M 
l Definition changes since I992 make comparisons 

ID I99 I impossible. 

Customs seizes cargo and imposes penalties 
when cargo contains a violation of law. [n most 
cases. these enforcement actions are the result of 
examinations. Although the number of intensive 
examinations has dropped, the value of seizures 
and penalties has increased over FY 1992 levels. 
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The number of seizures resulting from the viola- 
tion of intellectual property rights has increased 
almost 60 percent over FY 1992 levels corresponding 
to the growing threat of copyright and trademark 
violations as more foreign-produced merchandise 
competes in the American market. 

As part of this comprehensive approach to 
trade enforcement, Customs has focused more 
of its investigative activities on criminal 
organizations involved in trade fraud. In one 
recent case involving quota, transhjpment and 
undervaluation fraud from a single country-of- 
orip,io. 34 companies have been accepted for 
criminal prosecution and 18 companies and 
individuals were charged with Customs 
violations. As a result of this investigation, 
32 U.S. importers have tendered over 
$4.5 million in payments to Customs. 

Customs has continued to expand those programs 
that promote the unimpeded flow of trade that 
is in compliance with U.S. law. “Line Release” 
and “Paperless Release” are automated systems 
designed to expedite the release of high-volume, 
low-risk cargo. In FY 1993, over 40 percent of all 
automated entries processed by Customs were 
released through these facilitative programs. 

Percent of All Automated Entries 
on Facilitative Progrrmr 

50 

40 

30 

10 

IO 

0 

During FY 19~3, Customs has initiated the Pre- 
Import Review Program (PtRP). This program 
facilitates the movement of merchandise because 
it ensures acceptance at each of the importation 
phases. It provides importers with the certainty 
needed for the classification of goods prior to 
their importation. As part of the program, Customs 
offers the opportunity to he pre-approved for 
expedited entry and pilptxlsss processing. 

Narcotics Interdiction 

Customs contributes tc the Federal effort to 
reduce the nattonal dspendoncy on illeva 
narcotics by seizing this contraband while in 
transit into the U.S. when it is at maximum 
purity and in substantial quantities. 

U.S. consumption of cocaine during FY 1992 
was estimated hy the RAND Corporation to hr 
651,000 p~mnds. Although no estimates are 
avai lahlr for 

FY 1993, trends suggest that consumption was 
slightly above FY lYY2 leveis. During FY 1993, 
Customs interdiction efforts seized 175,000 
pounds of cocaine. This represents a 26 percent 
reduction from the previous year. Bv contrast, 
Customs seizures of heroin and marijuana have 
increased substantially. 

The downturn in cocaineseizures is believed 
to be the result of increased sophistication of 
the smugglers in concealing narcotics in 
maufactured commercial products. To respimd 
to this threat, Customs has redoubled its efforts 
by focusing on three areas of emphasis: 

l 1mprovinR the detection of concealed 
narcotics at the port of entry: 

l Strengthening the deterrent to smuggling 
between the ports of entry: and 

l Enlisting the support of the trade 
community in combating smuggling. 

To date, this strategy appears to be producing 
positive results. Seizures of cocaine during FY 
lYY4 are currently ahead of FY 19Y3 levels. 
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Chief Financial Cfficer’~Annual Repon- 

Customs Seizures of Illegal Narcotics 
(000 Ibo.) 
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At the Poe of Entry 

By better incorporating outside-source 
intelligence into the targeting process, the 
analysis of advance information and more 
widespread use of detection technology 
and detector dogs, Customs efficiency in 
detecting smuggled narcotics has increased 
over FY lY92 levels. 

During FY lY93, Customs searched a smaller 
number of arriving passengers than the preceding 
year-and these searches were more productive 
in detecting smuggled narcotics. Df the 451 
million air, sea and land passengers entering 
the U.S. in FY 93, 282,600 were searched by 
Customs to find contraband: 3.1 percent of 
those searches resulted in a narcotics seizure. 

Narcotics Detection: 
Air, Sea and Land Passengers 

Intensive Searches and Seizure Rate 

300 

200 
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During FY 1993, Customs also improved its 
ability to target large loads of concealed narcotics 
in commercial cargo. The seizure of these loads, 
which generally exceed 500 pounds of cocaine, 
have the greatest impact on the smuggling 
organization. During FY 1993,64,800 pounds 
of cocaine were seized in commercial cargo- 
a 12 percent increase in the amount seized- 
although only 9 percent more containers 
were examined. 
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Narcotla DetectIon: Commercial Cargo 

:.__ 
Containers Examined 1.05 million 

Between the Ports 

Customs maintains a deterrent to narcotics 
smuggling between the ports through its air 
and marine interdiction program and an active 
investigative program aimed at disrupting 
the smuggling organization. 

The threat posed by the air smuggling of narcotics 
is estimated through an anaIysis of air traffic 
patterns and local interdiction actions. The 
deterrent provided by the air program is cal- 
culated as the extent to which that threat has 
been reduced from 1982 levels, the year of the 
program’s initiation. In FY lY93, that threat was 
estimated trl be at 2R percent of baseline 19~2 
lavel. This is a slight increase OYBT the lYY1 
level of 25 percent. 

Customs investigative activity is aimed at 
disrupting the criminal organizations that 
smuggle narcotics. During FY 19Y3, Customs 
agents worked I 7.800 active narcotics cases. 
This investigative activity produced more arrests 
and convictions than the preceding year. More 
important, however. is Customs emphasis on the 
small number of impact cases that represent those 
iovt+stigaGons focused at the higher levels of the 
smuggling organization. The execution of these 
cases will have the most debilitating effect on the 
criminal organization. Reflecting this increased 
focus. Customs reduced the number of “Impact” 
cases in FY 1993 to 252 (from 292 in FY lYY2) 
by mow stringently considering the probable 
outcome of these cases. 

One example of a successful Impact case 
completed in FY 1YYQ is the investigation 
of a major narcotics smuggling organization 
operating in several Southwestern states with 
links to Europe, Canada and Mexico with direct 
tiHs to the Colombian cartels. This organization 
was responsible for the illegal importation of 
over 27 tons of cocaine in the U.S. during the 
past 5 years. with plans in place to import larger 
amounts in the future. As a result of Customs 

Narcotics Investigations 

investigation, the organization has been 
completely dismantled, several major co- 
conspirators have been arrested and assets 
valued at almost $5 million have bRen seized. 

Support of the Trade Community 

During FY 1993. Customs enlisted the support 
of the trade community in the effort to deter 
smuggling. Through the CARRIER INITIATIVE 
program, Customs provides incentives for carriers 
to strengthen their security procedures at the 
origin&q location to detect concealed narcotics 
in conveyances. Through this program, Customs 
often receives notification when the carrier 
suspects concealed narcotics aboard a U.S. 
bound conveyance. During FY 1~193, about 10 
percent of the cocaine seized in air cargo was 
the result of information supplied by the trade 
community through this program. 

I Career Initiative Pmgr; lm 

1991 I992 1993 
tarrier personnel trained 747 b75 076 
Referrals to Customs 40 65 83 
Resulting seizures 

Cocaine (Ibs) 234 903 I.103 
Marijuana (Ibs) 453 618 6,971 

I 
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Money hundering 

The Customs Service has estabtished the goal 
of dismantlingthe criminal organiaation~ that 
launder tbe proceeds generated by smuggling, 
trade fraud and export violations. Targeting the 
financial activities of the smuggling organiMfon 
is one of the most eiiktivn ways ta disrupt 
smuggling. Customs is the Treasury Department’s 
agent in combatting money laundering abroad 
and assists other nations in developing anti- 
money-laundering programs, 

During FY 1893, Customs seized $134 million 
in smuggled monetary instruments and secured 
the forfeiture/seizure of SBS6 million in ilkgaIly- 
gained assets. As a point of comparison, the 
Mice of the National Dim&r of Drug Control 
Policy estimates that about 530 billion in 
narcotics-related criminal proceeds were 
laundered in the U.S. in FY lYY2. 

During the past fiscal year, Customs has 
strengthened its ability to combat money 
laundering through an approach that emphasizes: 

l lin investigative program aimed at the 
highest level of the money laundering 
Uf@‘JliZdiO~S: 

l A nationwide asset removal program: and 
l International training to combat a warld- 

wide prnblem. 

Customs inventory of active money laundering 
aes grew during FY 19r33, as did the number of 
arrests and canvictions associated with money 
laundering. But, as with narcotics investigations, 
Customs continued to focus a growing portion of 
its investigative resources oo those small number 

Page 62 

of cases that will have the greatest impact on 
money laundering and the smuggling activity 
that it supports. 

Actbe Money launddng tuar 
1 

6.WO 

4,645 
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The patential magnitude of the Impact cases 
is best highlighted by the recently completed 
investigation concerning 58aO million in money 
laundering involving a single lapanew criminal 
organization. That case resulted in Cusioms 
seizure of over $63 millian in illegally 
obtained assets. 

During FY 1993. Customs pmtotyped an asset 
removal concept that assists Customs agents 
in identifying the full range of the violator’s 
illegally-gained assets before an enforcement 
action is initiated. By increasing the impact 
of asset forfeiture. this technique enbkoces the 
overall productivity of Customs investigative 
activity. This technique will be implemented 
on a nationwide basis during FY 19W. 

Money laundering is a global problem. By 
pmviding training sessions with Customs 
foreign counterparts, Customs has developed 
solid working relationships that have improved 
the flow of intelligence between international 
ageocies and increased Customs effectiveness. 
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Outbound Enforcement 

Because of its position at the border, Customs 
is responsible for enforcing U.S. laws governing 
exports. Customs enforces trade sanctions in 
support of U.S. foreign policy and prevents the 
outbound shipment of weapons of mass destruction. 
technology critical to the national interest and 
chemicals used in production of illegal narcotics. 
Customs also collects export statistics and fees 
for the maintenance of U.S. harbors. 

During FY 1993, Customs intercepted over 730 
shipments containing cargo in violation of U.S. 
export control laws and arrested 255 individual 
violators. There are no reliable estimates of the 
total amount of export violations against which 
to compare these numbers. Nonetheless, the 
number of seizures represents a general increase 
over preceding years. 

During FY 1993, Customs formulated a strategy 
defining its approach to outbound enforcement. 
In previous years, Customs had undertaken a 
number of activities enforcing its outbound mission. 
But, FY 1993 was the first year in which Customs 
formulated a comprehensive program of outbound 
enforcement. This program includes the develop- 
ment of automated systems to permit the targeting 
nf suspect outbound shipments, to install tech- 
niques to permit the non-intrusive inspection of 
outbound shipments, and to undertake a vigorous 
investigative program. Significant progress was 
made in each nf these areas during FY IYRX 

Seizures from Export Violations 

8W 
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Automuted Systems 

During FY 19~3. Cu-,toms complntud the pilot 
test of the prototype Automated Export System 
[AES) in Charleston, South Carolina. This pilot 
provided insight into the complexity of designing 
a system that will servt: thr multiple purposes 
uf collecting exprrrt rrpruting requirements for 
uthergrwt:rnnwnt ag~:ncies, Pnsuring the unifurm 
colleotion of harbor maintenamx fl:fss, thf: 
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tefgetiog of suspect shipments wbileat the 
same’time fedlitatiag tha free flow of IegIti:mate 
cmnmerca. The howledge gained during the 
Charleston prototype is being lacorporsted 
into the concept of the oaw AILS that wili 
begin design in FY 19!34. 

hlspedM mfo- s*maers 

Customs began to deploy curmrxy-detecting 
dogs to inspect outbound shipments in bigb- 
threat ports during FY 1993. 

The inventory of cases iovolving axport violations 
being worked by Customs agents grew during F-Y 
1993. although the numberoferrests and coovic- 
tions declined 20 percent. As in the other areas. 
Customs continued to refine its investigative 
pmgrm 00 that small number of cases that will 
have the greatest impact on the export violators, 
Dudng PY 199% Customs maintained 71 active 
Impact casm In one case, Customs of6daIs 
ideotified over 60,000 rounds of ammunition 

and 31 handguns concealed in vats of honey 
bound far Yemen. 

Curtommf Smwicm 
In a&king its mission, Customs interacts 
with two .g~nsral types of customers. The trade 
community [comprised of customhouse brokers. 
Importers. shippers and port authorities) are 
intermediaries responsible for moving cargo 
through Customs and Into American commerce. 
The mcmd. the traveling public. is inspected 
by Customs wbeo enteriuf~ this country throu& 
airports, land border crossings and seaports. 
Custom conducts surveys of these two types 
of customers to assess their perceptions af the 
quality of sewke. 

Customs interaction with the trade community 
is primarily thmugh the automated system that 
process import documentation, targti suspect 
cargo for examination and assass duty. 

Shippers, port authorities and import service 
centers 6le carga maldfmt iJlfomtldon with 

7 Customs prior to arrival to secura release of 
cafgo into American commerce. Customa uses 
this information to target suspect shipments. 
!&nifest information is transmittad to Customs 
through the Aulomated Manifksest Sy!hm [Ah&) 
for aver 33 percent of all entries. A survey of 
AMS u0er.s in 1991 found the following levels 

- of satisfacdon: 

0 26 60 75 
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Although the survey shows high 11:vels of satis- 
faction, a significnnt portion (48%) of thr? brokers 
indicated that they had not yet recovered the 
investment that they had made to establish the 
electronic linkage with Customs. 

Customhouse brokers file entry summary docu- 
mentation with Customs for the payment of import 
duties. Most brokers have automated interfaces 
with Customs; over 95 percent of all import 
entries are received from brokers in automated 
form. Two surveys of these brokers. conducted 
in lY8Y and lYY1, found the following levels 
of satisfaction: 

Automated Broker Interface (AM) 
(Percent answering yes) 

80 

- Program Perlorrwlce 

Although the survey results indicate relatively 
high, and increasing, levels ofsatisfar;tion with 
their interface with Customs. a majority of 
brokers [5Y% in IYYI) had not yet recovered 
their investment in automated technology to 
establish this interface. 

The Tnwellng Public 

In 1993, 47 million passengers passed through 
Customs at America’s international airports. 
A survey of air travelers at three major airports 
in August 19Y3, revealed the following level of 
sntisfxtion with the customs inspection prw;ess: 

Although these results are limited to three 
airports during a 1 month period, they sugRest 
that the air traveler feels that the Customs 
inspection process is courteously conducted 
and unobtrusive. The more interesting finding, 
however, was that a significant portion of the 
travelers (44.72%) felt that the inspection 
process was perhaps too brief. Similarly, a fair 
number of travelers (Zl-33%) suggested that 
the current inspection process may not be an 
adequate deterrent to smuggling. Currently, 
Customs is expanding the use of this survey 
to more airports to obtain a broader cross- 
section of travelers’ reactions and a better 
understanding of how travelers perceive the 
Customs inspection process. 

Air Passenger Survey 
(Percent response) 

Percenr passing through 
inrpeccion in I-5 minutes 

Percent who felt this 
delay as coo long c 
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Resources and Organization 
The Resources of Customs 

T&al funding from all SOUIW!S for Custr,ms 
operations was $2.353 billion in FY lHY3. 
Funding was provided through nint: different 
appropriations and innluded new dirwt 
authority, transfers. available unobligated 
balanca, recoveries r,f prior year nbligatiuns 
and reimburst!ments to appropriations. For FY 
19~3, Salaries and Expsnse appropriation funds 
wtlrt: $l,Y23 million including$l90 million in 
user fees r:ollscted and approximately $226 
million in reimbursements. Funding for all 
l&her activities, inlAuding thl,rsc: assor:iated 
with the air and marine interdiction uparatitrns, 
was $430 million including $7 milliun in 
reimbursements. 

Dirrr:t ubligaticlns uf $1.4~7 billion incurred 
in the salaries and expense: appropriation is 
prrmted in tt:rms trfthrw prngram xtivities: 

Toriffond node-The wllw:ticm uf dutitis 
fwm imported mert:handisn, the determination 
elf admissibility, the reporting rrf trade statistirx 
and the provision of service tu the trade I-~I- 
munity. In FY 19%. Tariff and Trade represented 
$317.8 million ur about ZI perwnt of Custums 
S&E appropriatinn. 
Inspection and Lontrol-The inspwtinn rlf 
paswnRsrs, c:argtr and wnvnyant:es to identify 
smug&d rxrntraband and other violations is 
the CWH activity of this prrrgrun. In FY lYH3. 

Sources and Amounts of Funding 
(in millions) 

Reimbursements- 
$226 

User Fees 
$190 
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Inspection and Control represented $708.0 
million or about 48 percent of Customs S&E 
appropriation. 
En/orcement-Customs enforcement activities 
cover investigation of all violations of Customs 
and related laws and the interdiction of contra- 
band through land, sea and air operations. 
Enforcement also provides research and 
development support and strategic/tactical 
intelligence to the other operational areas of 
Customs. In FY lYY3, the enforcement activity 
represented $471.0 million or about 31 percent 
of Customs S&E appropriation. 

Salaries and Expense Appropriation 
(in millions) 

Tariff and 
L/ Tnde 

. 5317.8 

and Control 
$708 

The Organization of Customs 

Customs employed approximately 19,000 
individuals to perform its mission during FY 
lYY3. Employees are located in the Headquarters 
(Iffice in Washington: 7 Regional Offices. which 
are responsible for overseeing the operations 
of 44 District/Area offices and 300 ports of entry; 
29 Special Agent in Charge Offices overseeing 
the operation of 131 Special Agent Enforcement 
Offices; 24 foreign offices and 7 Field Laboratory 
locations. 

l Customs employees at the port of entry 
[located at seaports, airports and land boider 
crossings) are responsible for the inspection 
of cargo. conveyances and passengers, 
accepting entry documents, and the release 
of merchandise into general commerce. 

l Customs District or Area offices supervise 
all Customs activities in the District or Area. 
review import documentation and ensuring 
the proper assessment of all duties, assessing 
fines and penalties in compliance with 
Customs and other Federal regulations. 

l Special Agent in Charge Offices manage 
investigations within their areas and bring 
cases to the U.S. Attorney relating to the 
violation of Customs laws. Special Agent 
in Charge Offices report directly to the 
Assistant Commissioner [Enforcement] 
in Headquarters. 

l The Regional Commissioners and Special 
Agents in Charge represent and act for 
the Commissioner of Customs, and are 
responsible for implementation of all 
policies and programs establisbed by the 
Commissioner within their geographical 
area of responsibility. 

l Customs Headquarters in Washington 
houses the Commissioner. Chief Counsel, 
and Assistant Commissioners who are 
functional heads for enforcement, com- 
mercial operations, inspection and control. 
management and information systems, 
public affairs and organizational effective- 
ness. Headquarters establishes all policies 
for the operation of the Customs Service, 
and issues all legal commercial rulings for 
the importing community. Headquarters is 
also responsible for providing centralized 
administrative support to all Customs 
field locations. 
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Financial Highlights and Analysis 
of Financial Performance 
During FY 1993. Custcms colld $21.6 billion 
as a custodian for otber federal agencies and 
governments. Duties calkted accounted for 
69 percent of the $21.6 billion; excise taxes 
represented 5 percent. Oftbis revenue, 99 percent 
was returned to the Treewry. state, local. and 
other federal agencies end otbergwernmenk 

Total operating expeoses were. atwoximatelv 

~otalled approximately Sl.2 billion or 64 percent 
of the total operating expenses. Approximately 
$4.9 million of unfunded annual leave costs 
were included in the personnel compensation 
and benefits expense. Cantractual servke 
expenses were approximately Sl81 million 
or 10 percwt of total operating ~penses. 

Cus~odlal assets account far approximately 
$1.1 billion or approximately 44 percent ofthe 
total assets of Customs. Custodial receivabh of 
approximately S914 milIion primarily represent 
receivables relating to duties [S765 millioo or a4 
pemnt). Overall, cns~odial essfs4s represent those 
assets that will be disbibuted to ‘Iteesury, other 
federal agencies and other governments. 

Operating asset.5 account for approximately 
S1.4 billion or 56 percent of the total awets of 
Custums. Opemtiq ess& cm&t primarily of fund 
balances with ‘hasury and cash (approximately 
$662 million or 26 percent of total assets) and 
property, plant sod equipment Iapproximately 
$519 tB-dliOD Ot 20 pWCB,lt Of t&l aSSets). 

-afFirnmhlprJbnn- 
In FY 1993, efforts WWB undettakm to improve 
financial maoegement and ensure compliance 
with sound financial practices. Areas in which 
efforts were focused related to tbe continued 
eggrasive collecting of accounts receivable, 
implementing a new core accounting system, 
minimizing amouats paid in late payment 
interest, end reconciling property, plant and 
equipment activky. 

In Ft’ 1992, Customs formally established a 
co&al Accounts Receivable Deportment to 
collect delinquent debt [debt over 80 days1 

and mkellaneo~ receivables. An automated 
debt c~lhtion module wes developed in the 
Customs Automated Commercial System aod 
implemented on December 1.1993. Tbis system 
provides CustOmS with on-he information to 
identify deliuqueut debt and a&t in the collection 
of the debt The Aaxlunts Reusivable Depertmant 
continued their efhts in pY 1993 to verify the . . . ~ocuracy of IntLndual mmhnble uicountp, in&i- 
ate effotts Lo resolve the debt focusing on direct 
contact with tbe debtor and surety c&&on 
ehts, and monitor bakuptcy activity. Collec- 
tion ections for all other mceivabl6s ate initiated 
In Customs field officw The following chart 
shows an eging of Customs custodial aocounts 
receivables kwt) at September 30. ~93. 

Flnanclai HighRghb 
(in thous8nds) 

1993 
cusdhl - collaaed tll.564.375 
AlJlocrtlul dcusmdlsl rearma cdaccd $221.526167 
ld apauhg ulpmrar s l,g!N,748 
Toal parscmnal complnrPabn end bcndkr apcnrc s 1.164,579 
Persmmelmmpm~uapareiltd~ 64% 

op-l up-r- 
T&l lmcrisd apml s 625.634 

(hventorllr, property. plurt nd eq~~mettc) 
Total curcodti hrture fundw mqkements I 142,334 
Total npentir~g 6awe fundii rquinmmu s 111,500 

I992 
$2O,lS~4a4 
f20.037,142 
S I,73635 
s I,ow.294 

61% 

S 769809 

5 m44 
f 108,695 
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MAGNITUDE AND AGE OF DELINQUENT DEBT 

n DUTY I TAXES 

.____ -.~- 

I USER FEES 0 FINES L PENAL I INTEREST 
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Accout~ts racaivabls recorded in the greater 
than one year categories are comprised of debts 
for which Customs is currently involved in 
litigation of Le debt, bnnkruptcy cases or the 
debt is in the approval pmcass for write-off. 
Accounts receivable racordad in the less than 
90 day aged category include accrual amounts 
Bqualling $764 million for which collection was 
received as of November 1.1993, These duty, tax 
and fee amounts are far goods and merchandise 
from foreign countries that were released into 
the United states prior to October 1,1993, and 
for whirl payment was not received until 
altar September 30.1993. 

RnMng Lou Peynwnr lnunn 

Customs exceeded the Department of the 
Treasury standard relating to the late payment 
of invoices in F’Y 1993. The Treasury acceptable 
frequency rate for incurring prompt payment 
interest is z percent. Customs bad a fmquency 
raKng of 6.39 percent paying $199,992 in late 
payment interest. This compares with a frequency 
rate of 2.46 percent and interest payments of 
S120.981 in Iv 1992. 

The increase was caused directly by the imple- 
mentation of Customs new core accounting 
system in October 1992, and the subsequent 
period for conversion of data, adaptation of 
procedures and familiarization. The first two 
quarters of W 1993, resulted in an average 
frequency rate of ID.06 percent with late 
payments of $155.533. The frequency rate 
and late payments made during the last two 
quarters of FY 1993. reduced substantially to an 
average of 2.72 percent snd $44,459. respectively. 

Customs usage of BFT is limited to payroll direct 
deposit activity. Customs made EFT payroll 
payments toan average of 17.883 individuals 
each pay period during 6scal year 1993, compared 
to an aveqe of 20,021 individuals during FY 1992. 

The percentage of employees utilizing direct 
deposit remained constant at 64 percent from 
fiscal year 1992 and increased tim the 79 
percant reported for FY 1%~. Customs is 
cuttedy emlunting the possible usage of 
Em for its commercial invoices, travel and 
duty related payments, 

RecomcUmd Propry and Accounting Sptams 
During FY 1993, Customs recondied $264 mIlLon 
of property activity, representing the gross activity 
between the general ledger and its property 
management systems. The monthly raconcilia- 
Kon procedures developed during FY 1992 were. 
continued during FY 1993. In addition, Customs 
converted a portion of its reconciliation process 
to fit the data requirements of the new general 
ladgsr system. hr a rarult of the raconciIiatioa 
effort, Customs wueble to identify and resolve 
approximately $80 million of erroneous antriss 
to the general ledger system, and identified 
approximately 56.5 million of property that 
required proper recording in the property system. 

The financial statements presented as part of 
this total package prasant the financial position, 
resuh of aperatIons and cash fiows of the U. S. 
Customs Service for the years ended September 
30,1993 and Y 992, pursuant to the requirements 
of the C&f Financial llfficerf Act of 1990. It 
should be noted that the finandal statements 
diffir from the financial reports used to monitor 
and control budgetary resources. Also, the 
flnanciaI statements should be reviewed w1tI1 
the mliution that they sue for a sovemlgn entity, 
e.g.. unfunded UabiiKas reported in the financial 
statements cannot be liquidated without the 
enactment of an appropriation and payments 
of all liabilities. other than far contracts, can 
be abrogated by ths sovereign entity, 
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FMFIA Program Sums 
kmdpdon of Customs FMFU Pm- 

Under the Fedmal Managers’ Financial Integrity 
Act (FMFIA], B government-wide systam for 
reviewing management contmtr and confar- 
mama with Comptroller General stedards was 
implemented through OMB circulars A-123 md 
A-127. Mom recently, thechief Fidel of6cets 
[Cool Act m-emphssized the requirement 
originally stated in A-127, that Federal qendes 
develop and maintain integrated egency account- 
ing and Bnancial management systems, in&d@ 
financial reporting and internal controls. 

Customs is continually working to improve the 
agency’s Management Cantm~r Prv. Regular 
evaluations of controls at botb Headquarters and 
regional levels am being conducted in acwtdmce 
with OMB guidelines. Coordination ofhoth 
Section 2 [program controls) and Section 4 
@counting systems) of the FMFIA is vested 
in the Management Controls Division, which 
is part of the CIfke of tbe Comptroller, Office 
of Management. 

FY I993 Rwlew Fhdings 

customs FY 1993 FMFIA review praass leading 
to tbe Annual PMFIA Report and Assuranm 
Letter bmught outsigniffcant now Bndlngs, 
based on the CFO’s audit conducted by GAO, 
as well as the FMFIA, Section 4 reviews of fiscal 
and adrntnistmtive systems, and other Internal 
PMFlA reviews, prcgmm nwiaws, and audits 
coaducted withlo Customs. 

The CFQ review process identified w&neases 
considered material by GAO La a number of areas. 
These included problems in ensuring adequate 
raporting and accounting for revenues (accounts 
receivable issues), the lack of integration of 
financial systems and related problems with data 
integrity, inadequacies in pmpertymanagement 
and particularly management of seized property. 
problems in accounting for receipt of goods and 
services and daobligation of funds no longor 
needed for contracts. and lrck of adequate review 
of data input into the Fines. Penalties. and For 
feitures module of the Automated Commercial 
System [ACS). The CM audit also pointed to 
continuing problems in the controls over 
administration of Customs Drawback and 
In-Bond Programs. Finally, the CFO audit also 

reported deficiencies in Customs NFlA review 
pmceu for identifying and conectfng control 
w~esses in its programs. These deficiencies 
were consisbnt with Customs internal assewwnt 
and recommended improvements were cc&stsat 
with the improvements already underway. The 
maior criticism was thut Customs mangers were 
not well trained to perform adequate mvlews of 
their controls and, as a consequence. tbe revfe~s 
of program controls bad not revealed, through 
FY 1992. tbe presence or true extent of material 
deficiendes. 

custmns section 4 reviews of fiscal and 
administrative systems and other intarnal 
FMFIA reviaws also identified new material 
problems In property managemenf the quality 
and aaauacy of data in seized property arrounting 
systems, and In the collections and liquidation 
processas. The internal Customs reviews found 
that lack of compliance with established pro- 
cedures played an important role in many of 
the deficiencies identified by both CPU and 
Customs reviews in FY 1993. 

The number of materisJ wealmesses reported 
by Customs Increased to 16 in its 1893 PMFIA 
Amud Report and the report is mm contpre- 
bensive in its traatment of sctual or potentiai 
deUendes than in previous years. While the 
ideotikation of a number of these deficisades 
may be traced to tbs in-depth analysis performed 
in the CFCI audit, medlt must also ha given to the 
expanded and more rigorous reviews of Customs 
systems done in the FMFIAw !%ctlon 4 proarss. 
and to Customs coordination with CAO, the Off5ce 
afthe Inspector General, and tbs Dapariment to 
assum that all relevant review results an3 repoti. 

Summuy of FMFlAAccom~Hsh- 

l It was reported in FY 1989. that Customs 
financial managsrneot system was not in 
conformance with the Comptxaller General’s 
standards. Since that time, Customs has 
been more aggressive in identifying and 
pursuing compleliou of material weakneasaa 
and actions to improve controls in Customs 
and began to build over time a more efktive 
structure and process for implementing the 
FMFIA Program. 
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+ Customs initiated several efforts to 
standadize and improve regional 
management control review pmgmms 
inchuiiog an automated taporthg and 
review aystam for compliance reviews. 
In addition, work is progressing to 
standardize critical checklisk uaad 
by the regiooo to do these reviews. 

l A major elfoh was begun to raise 
management awareness of problems 
through production of management 
control ‘red flag” reports from existing 
records in Custom ACS and early weming 
reports from financial and administrative 
system. Some reports are in production 
and others are under development. 

l Management control training has beeD 
revised and training efforts intensified. 
A management control review course W# 
developed to provide managers the tools 
and concepts needed to do effecdvs reviews 
of controls in their programs. Initial training 
sessions took place in FY 1993 and more 
courses were scheduled for FY 1994. 

l More aggressive follow-up has been 
instituted to ensum effactivena~r of 
corrective actions. A validation process 
for correction of material defidendes has 
been developed that identifies validation 
ctiteria. validation methodologies, and 
coordinates validation efforts of Customs 
of6ce5 with those of external orgaoizations. 

l Customs has instituted training in Business 
Process Improvement (BPI) ss a way of 
promoting a better understanding of work 
processes sod procedures among managers 
and other staff and providing them the 
capability to redesign these promsses 
where appropriate. 

l Customs has implemented formal end- 
of-year operating procedures, and daily 
monitoring of the status of resources at 
the end of the year. 

l Customs enhanced its Bnandal manage- 
ment organization in preparation for fully 
implementing the CFO Act by reorganiring 
its financial management organieation and 
filling vacancies with highly qualified 
management and staff. 

l Customs has familiarized its managers 
with techniques for developing, selecting, 
and utiliaing performance indicators in 
evahating their p~grams, as required 
under the CF’CI Act. 

l Initiatives are underway to enhance 
am&ve parts of the ACS and to further 
develop the Asset Information Management 
System. The resulting improved systems 
will improve controls over acmunting. Cast 
information, and raooncillation activities. 

IUU~ aJld concern 

The ndequacy and quality of both program 
pracadural mviewr and compliance reviews 
performed by Customs staff continue to be 
of concern. Et is important that program staff 
have the training 01 skills to analyze proglam 
processes and prooedures or grasp the rele- 
vance of management cootiols in assuring 
mission accomplishment. The management 
control review course and training video 
developed by Customs are intended to 
enhance. the quality of these reviews. 

Ddp of 6nod Pmcasws 

The assurance of effective controls is based 
upon an understanding of the work processes 
involved in implementing a program and how 
design or redesign of those work processes will 
affect the desired control. Customs initiative 
to train staff in process mapping is designed 
specifically to heighten the awarenms of the 
inter-relationships between work processes, 
umtrol, and expacted results or quality 
of products. 

Ndond Pavfammm Rdaw Cantfudo~~ 

This emphasis on understanding the relation- 
ship between management control and work 
processes and systems is consonant with the 
Endings and recommendations of the National 
Performance Review [Nf’R). The NPR recom- 
mends a systems redesign approach to simplify 
and streamline internal controls, encourage 
innovation, and eliminate excessive internal 
regulations and reporting burdens. It also 
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favors gtving greater priority to evaluation 
and redesign of systems aud processes ta 
achieve greater effectiveness and efficiency 
than to merely auditing compliance with 
established controls. 

cemp/lQnce bnns 
Although new thinking on management 
controls places more emphasis on adequacy 
of process or procedures rather than compli- 
ance issues, Customs has found in its review 
processas that leek of compliance continues to 
be a major factor in determining the eficacy of 
its existing controls. Deficiencies in Custams 
accounting, financial data integrity, property 
management. collections, entry bquidattons, 
and other prtxesses were often due as much to 
failure of staffto follow established procedures 
as to inadequacies in the systems or procedures 
governing the work procersos. The correction 
of these problems must involve management 
initiatives to communicate and reinforce the 
importance of correctly executing iestructioos 
and guidance for mission accomplisbmant. 
Otherwise. improvements in work processes 
or systems will not q chieve desired results. 

Unrcrolved Datlcienciar 

lnadequate Collections/Accounting Systems 
/orRevenues on Lmpotis:The elements of this 
high rislr area involve automated systems as 
well as the procedures through which entries 
are processed and collections are made and 
deposited. it reflects ageneral concern regard- 
ing effective collection end accounting for 
revenues and receivables and having goad 
cost information for management purposes. 
Them is also a cont*lm that subsidiary systems 
do not provide accurate data on financially 
related matters 

Ths corrective action plan for this high risk area 
includes a wide range of interrelated initiatives 
which will span the next five years. These include 
planning and initiatioo of Customs Automated 
Revenun Accounting ICXRA) project which 
enhance revenue accounting capabilities and 
the quality and accuracy of data transmitted to 
the General Ledger on revenues. It also includes 

improving the accessibility of data in ACS for 
use in General Ledger accounts tbmugh the AC.5 
Finandal Core project, and a major redesign and 
improvement of the AC3 system itself through 
the FACET project. Cost accumulation capabilIties 
are also to be improved through implementation 
of uew cost models and project cost accounting. 
The process for liquidating entries is to be made 
more effective through streamlined procedures. 
An integrated financial accounting and reporting 
system is planned by October 1.1997. 

Controls over Obleated and Unobligated 
Balances for Customs Operations and 
Maintenonce ICWMI Account: Customs 
has expariencad problems in determining 
actual O&M account balances due to 
inadequaciesin hacktug obligations and 
expenditures associated with interagency 
agreements sod related contractf. 

Corrective actions to address these problems 
have been taken. In the summer of 1992. 
Customs hired the accounting firm of KPMG 
Peat Marwick to review the account balances 
of the air/man’ne program. and they completed 
a review and issued a draft report with mcom- 
mendations. Rscommendatious of Treasury’s 
owe study team were coordinated with the Peat 
Mnrwick tecommaoda~ons and cornctive actions 
were implemented to impmve the account’s 
internal controls. The Inspector Genera) has 
contracted a review of the effectjveness of these 
effoti and a draft report has been issued. The 
question of whether corrective action to date 
has addressed the materiality of the original 
deficiency is now being decided through 
consultation with the Department based 
upon validation findings. 

OdnrMerddWe~a.knesser 

At the beginning of FY 1993, Custom CIXU- 

pieted action to better mange the allocation 
of expenditures for inspectors’ overtime and 
to reconcile property values recorded in both 
Customs property management system IPIMS) 
and its old accounting system (CAME). The 
actions taken in bath cases ham been overtaken 

by avent% howwer, as Cangmss has significantly 
changed the inspectors’ overtime system and 
CAbitS has been succeeded by a new core 
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pacounting system (a new material weakxmsr 
has also been identified in the property manege- 
mnnt area which partly involves recondll~tlon 
issues again]. 

Custom thus carried over Into FY 1994 seven 
weaknesses. These w-em related to dif6cuMes in: 

(1) Properly aging accounts receivable for 
reporting purposes; 

(z] ensuring correct and timely liquidation 
of entries; 

(3) assuring that trade enforcement efforts 
are- eftkdi~e and &dent through a 
coherent Trade Bnforcement Strategy: 

(4) effecting improved compliance 
with ehting controls over s&red 
Property; 

(5) making appropriate adjustments of 
nccounts receivable to reflect deferred 
tax payments and delayed payments 
of Harbor Maintcmance Fees In 
F’y 1992: and 

(61 putting in place an adequate co4 
accumulation medumism at Customs. 
The seventh (discussed ss a b&b risk aren 
above) related to a need for improved 
tracking of obligations and expenditures 
associated with interagency agreements. 
permitting easier determination of correct 
balances for the Operations and 
Maintenance Account. 

Nine new weaknesses were reported in Customs 
1993 FhlFlA Annual Report. The first six we=: 

(I) Lack of sdequate controls in Customs 
In-Bond Program; 

(2) defidencies in controls over Customs 
Drawback process; 

(3) deficiencies in Customs Property 
Mauagement System: 

(41 inaccurate estimation of accounts payable 
due to delays in reporting receipt of goods/ 
services and failure to timely deobligaM 
funds aa longer needed for contracts: 

(5) Customs collectiaus procedures 
not being followed by field units: and 

(61 data in Seized Property Accounting 
systems are unreliable. 

The other three all ralate to Customs second bigb 
risk area described abwe [collections/accounting 
systems for revenuesl. They were: 

(1) Finandal systems do not provide complete 
and accurate information. 

[2) Accounts receivable ate not properly 
identified and accounted for. 

(3) Data in Customs PPBF files am inaccurate 
due to systems dekieocies and lack of 
supervision over date input. 
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Plans kr Fbnctd thmgament 
sptm?sImprov~nts 

Customs handal systems plans are in two major operatlmal environment. in additiou to b&g 
areas. There are: upgradeabia to the DB2 relational database 

l Finandd systems 

techndogy should Customs decide to do so. 
Customs current ancillary systems were interfsced 

l Revenue systems into the core system and only essential changes to 
the systems were made. 

-w The second goal will be met In Phase ll of the 
Customs prior corn finuncial system, CAMS was AIMS project. Customs plans to integrate the 
purchased offthe-shelf, customized and installed anciflury systems into the core system to update 
in 1980. In recent years, it became apparent that the core an-line, reduce redundant Bles and 
the system had several shortcomings. in&ding minimize recon~liatioa efforts. In addition, 
not meeting the JFhiP mquimmmts and Customs Customs plans to expend and enbancs all 
increasing requirements. In addition, through andllary systems to add increased functionality. 
FMFIA reviews sod GAO audits, Customs sl~~amlinf~ systems and pmcedures. MDv9 towards 
financial systems were found to have sigulficent a more paperless environment and provide timely, 
degcieocies. reliable information useful in efi%ctive resouros 

Customs determined that CAMS should be 
management. 

replaced due to tba problems mentioned above In both phases of the AIMS pro/ect Customs 
and the fact it was nearing the end of its system intends to use off-the-shelf software whem 
life cycle. &t a result of this decision, the Asset appropriate. Customs also intends to work witk 
Information Management System WMS) pmject other 3easury agencies to shere system related 
was begun. A.M.5 is a broad based pmj& to work efforts. The possibility of taking the lead 
improve the quality and efhwtiveness of finendal in developing Treasury-wide systems will be 
management, accounting and budgeting systems. evaluated. 
practiam end procedures. It will provide Customs 
with a financial system that will resolve FMFIA 
deficiencies and meet JF?&P Care Requirements 

-m 

as well as modernizing and stmamlining Customs The ACS was developed with operational needs 
administrative systems and pmcadures. 0s the major ccmmm end at a tima when Customs 

Bnancial programs were regionalized. Most of 
The obiecttve of the AIMS project is two-fold: the tinancial related aspezts of ACS are among 

(11 To implement a modern financial system 
the older parts of the system. AC!? does not fully 

which corrects current deficiencies support the JFME requirements or the audit 

and is compliant with federal &an&l 
requirm.n~t~ Of +hB m h@htion. GAO’s report 

systems requirements. 
of financial management in Customs paints out 
that the financia1 systems do not adequately 

121 To integrate and upgrade andllary account for and control msourc~. 
administrative systems. 

The first goal was met in Pbuse 1 oftbs AIMS 
Customs determined there is a need to improve 
the automated revenue ptwams and systems 

project. A new core financial system wus 
implemented w October I, 1992. Customs used 
off&shelf sofhvere for tJte core system and made 
only essential changes to the vendor puckage. 
The system operates in Customs current computer 

due to the problems mentioned above, As a result 
of this decision, CARA wes begun, in which 
Customs intends to redesign and enhance the 
financial aspects of ACS through a long term effort. 
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The goals of the CARA project are to: 

l Provide hotter control over Customs 
collectloos. 

l Bring tevenue systems into compliance 
with GAO, CFU and JFMlP requirements. 

soflware enhancements will he custom developed 
and will he part of Customs overall redesign of 
the ACS system. There are no known off-the- 
shelf software packages available to meet Customs 
unique commercial operations and revenue requirs 
meats. S&were will be developed followLng 
standard life cycle development procedures. This 
includes: aoalysis. user requirements. functional 
requirements, system design. programming, 
system testing, documentation and training. 

The overall redesign of ACS, of w&b CARA 
is the 6nancial portion, is comprised of three 
projects: the Future Automated Commercial 
Environment Team (FACET), the Seldvity 
Redesign project and the CARA pmiect. 

Cutvent Status of FlruncW 
W8nagwnant Sy&mms 

The first goal of the ALMS project was met 
in Phase I, where a new core financial system 
was implemented ou schedule October 1.1992. 
The second goal will be met in Phase II of the 
project. Some Phase II projects were completed 
in Fiscal Year 1993 and others are now underway. 
Highljghts of AIMS end other Customs major 
systems projects this fiscal year are presented 
in the following paragraphs. 

After analyzing the options, Customs concluded 
to use off-tie-shelf software for the core system. 
The Federal Pjnancial System (FFSJ, developed 
by American Management Systems, was selected. 

l This supports Customs and the govern- 
ment’s goal of using off-the-shelf software 
to the extent possible. 

l FFS is fully compliant with JFMIP Core 
Plnancial System Requirements and GAO 
accounting requirements. 

l FFS provides system generated external 
reports to meet Treasury and OMR 
requirements. 

. IT.5 ~~~dernises Customs processing by 
providing on-line edit and update. 

l Customs worked with the vendor to 
configure FFS and develop interfaces 
to ancillary systems. 

l The core system was implemented on 
the scheduled date of October 1.1992. 

l Customs completed the full annual cycle 
with tJ-m successful &sing of FY 1993 
on December 1.1993. 

fww--J 
hr part of the AIMS proiect, Customs recognized 
the need to plaoe additional focus on reports from 
the new system. 

l Customs and the software vendor developed 
an easy to use. automated reports system 
known as the Reports Maoagement System 
NW 

l Rh4S provides users with &able and timely 
information from the AIMS system. 

l All essentiel reports were implemented 
in the first quarter of FY 1993. 

l Advanced ad hoc capabilities were 
implemented in November 1993. 

l RepartsforthsProjectCoJtAccOunting 
System were also Implemented in 
November 1993. 

Also as pert of the AMS project. Customs will 
be developing a cost accounting system, which 
it currently does not have. 

l This will resolve e current, long standing 
F’MFIA detidency. 

l A labor distribution system was custom 
developed end implemented in April 1~2. 
as part of the ‘IIeasury-wide initiative to 
convert to the Agriculture payroll system. 
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l Customs implemented a project cost account- 
ing system on October I. 1993. utilizing off- 
the-shelf software (the FFS Project Cost 
Accounting System]. it provides project 
budgeting and costing, plus tracks reim- 
bumable agrrmmants, receivables, obligations. 
and expenditures at the detail level. 

* Customs developed requirements for cost 
accumulation and distribution and begsn 
a limited test ou &tuber 1,1993. The test 
results will be evaluated and a pIan with 
milestones for full Customs imptementatioa 
will be developsd. Currently it is estimated 
the aarlht the fill system would be 
available is PY 1995. 

Annud Flnandd StaMnanis 
Customs was one of the pilot agencies under- 
going financial statement audits of the FY 1992 
financial statements. 

l Requirements identified by Customs audit 
team and the outside auditors were address- 
ed to the extent possible when the new core 
system was implemented October 1,1992. 

l Customs intends to meet ail requirements 
in the second phase of the AIMS project. 

l When 6nai report requiremaaui are 
published by CMB. they will be integrated 
into PFS by the vendor and Customs will 
implement the upgrade when it is available. 

As part of the implementation of the Pmject 
Cost Accounting System, Customs enhsnced the 
automated funds control functions of the core 
financial system. 

l In Cktobar 1993, implemented online 
funds control edits in the ancI1Iary 
systems at the project level. 

l Also in Cktobet 199% implemented 
on-line edits tn the ancillary systems 
at the appropriation and quarterly 
apportionment level. 

R.hcachm-~ 

AS part of the second phase of AIMS, Customs 
plans to implement PRIME. a PGbasad relocation 
processing system developed for tha Internal 
Revenue Serviw (iRSj by American Management 
Systems. 

l PRIME is used to record authorization. 
advances and vouchers related to 
relocations, and to prepare the rsquired 
tax forms for employees who relocate. 
FWhiE interfaces data to the con, financial 
system ntghtly. 

l Customs implemented PRIME in january 
1994. 

l Customs works with the IRS and tha 
vendor to share costs and ensure the 
same software is usable by both agendes. 

In August 1993. Customs implemented a 
modiftcatioo to its custom developed automated 
travel system [CATS) to include temporary duty 
travel in the U.S. possessions. 

mh*rrllMs prom 
Other projects under the second phase of AIMS 
were initiated in FY 1993, but are not yet 
implemented. Some of the major projects are: 

l Electronic Data Interchenge (RDil- 
Customs is now developing an ED1 
strategy, which will include Business 
Process Redesign [BPRI, Joint Application 
Development (JADJ sessions and coo- 
ferences wtth vendors. 

l Bankcard4Iustom.s has implemented a 
program of using bankcards for small 
purchases and is now custom developing 
au automated system to support the various 
processes and interface data to the core 
finandal system. 

l Budget Executioo-Customs is modifying 
its custom developed automated Budget 
Execution System to accommodate changes 
mquired by the October I993 consolidation 
of ail 3easury forfeiture fund operations 
under one Tkaasury office. 
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l Automated Receiving--Customs is modi- 
fying its custom developed Automated 
Receiving Report System LAMS1 to nut* 
maticdly pay invoices less than 52,500. 
tnvoices will be statistically sampled 
after payment for cormctness and receipt 
of goods. 

RwanM s*mr Imp-•ns 
Customs, through the CAR4 project, will improve 
the automated revenue progrems and systems by 
redesigning and enhancing the flnancfal aspects 
of the AC.5 This is being done es part of Customs 
overall redesign of ACS which is comprised of 
three projects: FACET, the Selectivity Redesign 
project and tha CARA project. 

The CARA project: 

l Brings customs mvenuesystems into 

compliance with CACI, CFO and JPhIIP 
requirements. 

l Provides better control over Customs 
collections. 

l Provides for better measures of performance 
in the collections and receivables areas. 

l Was i&fated in the last quarter of PY 1992 
and has been divided into 25 revenue 
related subsystems. 

l Completed its data gathering in Decamber 
1993; the results are now being analyaed 
using BPR software. 

A prototype of one subsystem [deposit proaesstngj 
through aIl phases is now being performed, This 
includes the analysis through BPR and code 
generation using a Computer Aided Sofhvare 
Engineering [CASE) tool. During Fy Q4, Cusbxns 
to complete the BPR analysis and input of 
functional specification5 into the CASE tool 
for the following subsystems: 

l Automated Clearing Houst, 
l Banking Lackbox 
l Cash Link 
l Deblt Vouchers 
l Electmnlc Funds Transfer 
l Harbor Maintenance Fee 
- MailEntry 
l PC Cash Register Related Subsystems 

- Credit/Debit Card 
- Miscellaneous Collections 
- Serially Numbered Forms-Decals 

hc part of the (1ARA project, Customs initiated 
the ACS Financial Core project in order to make 
short term improvements and address issues 
identified in the audit of the FY 92 financial 
statements. Requirements are now being 
developed and implemeotatioa is expected to 
begin in late FY 1994. The ACS Financial Core 
project includes: 

l Modifying the current ACSlAfMS inter- 
face to eosure receivable, collection and 
disbursement data originating fiorn revenue 
activities is properly recorded in the AIMS 
general ledger. 

l Providing a method of tracktng the integrity 
of data between tbe ACS and AfMS date and 
reference files. 

l Pmviding a means to automatically pro- 
duce and provide approval for the SF-220 
Schedule 9, Report on Accounts Receivable 
and Loans Due from the Public. 

l Providing the ability to automatically 
estimate the collectibilhy of accounts 
receivable far financial reporting purposes. 
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Dqmrtment of thelreesuy, United States Cuatomr Services 

Consolidated Statements of Financial Position 
as of September 30, I993 and I992 

(Dollars in Thounnds) 

S 213.704 

a27.a9s 
74,257 

6,OSO 
- 

I.I2I.900 
9 

1.121.917 

b&l ,690 

42,Lw3 
7t.021 

1,120 

t 8.336 
106301 

389,248 
t 29,485 

I.41 9.a 
5 2,53 I,0 IO 

687.005 

44,493 
7t,91a 

I 9,828 
60,191 

349,322 
360,294 

l,S93.tnS 
s 1,7 I4pS3 
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Department of theTreasury, Unked States Customs Services 

Consolidated Statements of Financial h&ion 
as of September 30, I993 and I992 

(Dollars inThousands) 

ctutodlal llobllltios 
Cusrodkl usecs to be dlstrkiurcd 
Actrumd retids and drmbKkr (Note 8) 
Tde tlt@tlon @Ia (Note I I) 
GpMkseotiAptloil 

Tohi custodial Iiabllitir 

s I .OSO,364 s 1.121.9w 
73,977 34.443 
6g.357 

- I 
$ i.i92,698 $ t.lSb.352 

cu8todW not podwon ()rlotm 9) 
bpr apptuprkdanr 
Fuwm funding mqulmmuhrr 

Total cumtodhl not poskbn 
Total cur(odhl lhbilfti~ and net poritlon 

oparutrng Yabewer 
Funded aperating Ilabllltkr: 

Accounts pq-abk 
Accrual payroll wd bm&ts 
lnvyomnmmtpl IlaMitks 
Other 

6w2 
(142334) (34.d) 

(0 I ,492) (34.435) 
I.11 rfoc 1,121.917 

87.843 73.4 I 3 
39,394 81,442 
19.465 a.079 
I1.112 II.700 

157,844 174,634 
Unhndad opaathg lhbilttitr: 

Accrued annual Ieae 
Cqdtd lsue obl!pkm (Note IO) 
Accrued wukrs’ cuqenwlar 
Other 

72,740 67,839 
9,579 lb.993 

29.1 IO 23,Sb3 
71 - 

I II,500 108,695 
- - 

T&ul opetnthg IlaMkla~ 
Opermting not pomfflon (Not0 11) 

AudmWed remned cptul we 1) 
Appmprlattd lvldr mkhTrsuury 

Unliqu~htcd abi~gationr 
No-yew and her appropriations 
Relcrvc for advlncar md prqqmarr 

tnvested capi& 
Abaft md marine parts and materials 
Prqrty, plant nd qulpmcnt 

cumuktlve nruhr of opcntbnr 

269.344 263.329 

- 238 

290,494 361.444 
92136 68.735 
13.463 7,726 

106.901 60.191 
SM.733 709,b I % 
240,133 2 IO.459 

Fumm fund@ requrancna (lllsoo) (108,695) 
Total op-ati!lg net polItlon I ,I 50,460 I 309.7 I 1 
Tami opw-athg lhbMtIer and net pmhbn I ,419,BoI I ..593,04s 
Total Iimbdlbthr md nat podtion s 1,1s 1,010 s 2,7 l496l 
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onsolidated Statemants of Operations and Changes in Operating Net Position 

~epytment of thtTremsury, United States Customs Servke 
Consolidated StPtemsnts of Operations and Chane in Operating Net 

~wition for the years ended September 30, I993 and 1992 
(Dollar3 inlltomurdr] 

1993 I992 

custdml actlwtl0 
Rnrnurr cdlcasd: 

Duuar $ 19.131,936 $ 111.31 l,am 
EXClWMoxar 1.17wQ IPl.670 
UWrhg l.l5z,e74 533.30s 
Forbittd pmpwtymd cwTulcy l&6.033 
FInas d pm&u 56.660 4Y.m 
Intermt nd odrcn 44325 21263 

Tbml m.- cdlwtad 2 I J64.375 2O.IS6.6W 
Al lomam d rurn”LT dhcred: 

Dqwnw~ of thaT-ry (Nata 12) 21.352331 I9,89&a I 9 
Dqwmat d&rkd81m (Nota 12) 47802 rOBpI 
O&w Fadenl yacla uld ad~w Gmemmcnts 124334 97.432 

Tohl dloatlom of mvwwea calkted 2 I .526247 2o,a37,141 
N9tb-wau6scc4~(Nots 13) 38,108 I 19,542 
No-yaw sppropria~ expended for refund, VIA dnwhckr 919,470 775,325 

9 I 9,470 775,325 gpsnre R&ds nd dmvboclo 
Net rwmua cdatad nd ava~hble u) olkt funded qwathg aqanse 38,108 I 19.542 

opuaang mctMtlu 
Fhmchg seurca~: 

~riatkmr eqndtd foropentkas I ,447,064 1,335,15i 
Ramburrable w-.ice~ md usu faa mahad 346,925 307.072 
other 646 - 

lbtoi i!rPndwq SOUK.L I,79(,635 I ,642YI 

-“l-r 
Plnomcl mmpcnutlon md huiatks I, I b4.579 I ,wo394 
Tmcl  and tmspcrntkm 41.620 SW77 
Rent c-unlarbmt and UtilldeS 194393 155,942 
Printing and tqwu&tiat~ 3.714 5350 
hrdwes d w~donce md lnfwmth 4.489 49659 
CulmcruJ scrvica MOJ43 260.502 
Rapah md mlnteeaxs 20b.373 loe3lc 
I- and oher 35, I 37 45.743 

Tbml ofawIng exp.nws 1.82474a I .736,32S 
Lass unfunded apwathg apenr.t 19,584 15,793 
EarnI fw&d op.- exp.rre~ l$ol.l64 I JXl.532 

Excus d flnmdng sotwtes oyet hded qxnhg aparcr 33,579 41J38 
opemung net pc4tlml. beglnnhg d p*rbd I e309.7 lb t237,912 
odlarchlngm h optmting nat posklon (Nom 14) (192835) 30.566 
Opamtlrtn net pdtlom, end d pwfd s l.frq460 s 1.109.7l~ 
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ansolldfitsd Statemsnts of Cash Flows 

Department of theTkasury, United States Customs Services 

Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows 
for the years ended September 30, I993 and I992 

(Dollars inThousands) 

I993 I992 
CuexliJ OpW&lIU! Cusrodkl ODerPtlne 

S - f 33.579 

(919.470) (I .447.064) 

(86,373) 2,259 
74.257 

- (46,710) 
- (9.57s) 

(71,544) - 
68.357 - 

- (W74) 
39,534 - 

3,242 2,eos 
413 99.522 

(e91,584) (1.374.0~8) 

(63,592) 
- (63,592) 

e77.900 I,472559 
- (WW 
- (9,327) 
- (21.2341 

f - $ 41$238 

(775425) (I J5S.564) 

(135.031) 2133 I 
17295 - 

- 20.468 
( I l 52) 13,972 
(2W - 

- - 

- 39.0 I 9 
- 

- Il.912 
- 

(896,203) (I ,2OO,t84) 

- (264,772) 
- (204.77~) 

741396 I .456.409 
- (5.334) 
- (10.754) 

- - 
Net ash provldcd t Rnanclng rctlvit4es e7mw t.412.335 742,29B I ,440.31 I 
Net (d- c) lncreaee In cash and 

ash quhrlmntr (I 9.5584) (25,3 IS) (I 53.905) 34.865 

Cash and cash cq~tvaknts, begInnIng of pc&d 213,715 687.00s 367,620 652,140 

Cads usd cub rqulvmlen~ 
ondofpadod S164,131 5661,666 62 I a,71 5 6667,065 

e. The amomb sbcwn w unidentied dldfrrenecs hdicate tbu Custm-m was umbk to f&y LccDunt for ihe changea in 
cub between flual years 1992 vrd 1993. Customs phns to continue to resolve Idmtlfiabk dtffwencer to enable k 
fo plqnm die I994 stat-t ~lthout web an a&$ml@nt 
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. . . . . 1 LI-*--__-a -a “-.A--.--- n--A.a”*-r rr.l *r+..r, ev-rsas 

Depaftment of the trouu8y, United St8tes Customs Sanicc 
Consolidated Swtement of Budgetary Resources and Actual Expenses 

for the vr ended September 30, I993 
(Dollen in Thousands) 

BUDGETARY RESOURCES KTUALMPEMES 
mloabnr SF.133 Accnml 

b-m htis) baurmt DllWt MmbuMd &rb” Bmsl@ 

lmpatbn nd Canad $ 904.m s m.9?7 $ 113.980 $ 715571 s - 
536.471 470,989 55,342 512,676 - 

Td md Trrdc *i,lm 317,an 54917 314.346 - 

%tdWUbS&brpurur I,922536 I ,496805 216139 I #542+597 I ,6 I 4.19m 
opaatbn 8 t+lntmmes~Ur 

dt4ulMInta#~RpqM8 IUlpee 112.538 (1.314) 04,436 151.546 
Oprrrlm md Mahtmmce, P3 

Dlu~ lntudlctbll pmevnr 2e.m 24.46 I - II938 14,666 
lzusalms hceltks. cemtrueebn 

hlprownmcs & n&ted Ezcptes 35,950 IO.157 - 191 I.643 
Ah md t’krhm bterbnbn 

Rpp.IIII, Pmcummt 34,695 IbPll 7m 1,794 2278 
PumoRlcoTrusthnd 135.344 I26.75W 297 125,327 24, I16 
suvlctsstsrmllAlrpa-& 1,764 a35 - a49 790 
R&da Erranrrur Colkaimr nd 

SlIdget c- Expalm - - - - 21~ 
RAmds,Tmsfws & bqmw: 

l.bcbmdL-sdGcwd8 l&S56 COB6 - a- 9,24 I 

IbCdS $a,aL3,08a Sl,mo#48S 5 111,081 $1,77&olI s1*ao,7am 

Bi+t Rmcmcllhtbn 
A ktd Expmra s 1,775,923 s ma748 
B. Ad& Gplhl Acqulllual8 142.903 63,592 
c. Lets: EqmM Not Covered By AWJMJIMS 

BuQawyRa8ourcar 
(I) UnKInded AnMlrl Lawa Eqemsa - 4.90 I 
(2) Other Lbfunded Expm8e I - 14683 

R Accnmd Expadkwrsr l,9lB,826 I JI64.756 
E. Less Rehdww!mcnb I t5.991 161,798 

F.-WDkcc s l,se&81L $l,70l,~58 

1 
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btes to Consolidated Financial Statements 

Department af theTreasury 
United !&ate0 Customs Service 

Notes to Consolidated Financial 
Statements 

The Chief Pinancial Offkers Act of 1990 (tm 
Act) requires axtxuliva agencks of thR PRd0nl 
gwnmrnen, to prspam and hew audlted financial 
ststemsnts and related fontnotes fur all agency 
activities and funds, The flnanclal statements 
am prepared in conformity with appllcabl~ 
~nnerally accepted accounting standards and 
principles for Federal entities. as well as Mflcn 
of ManagRmnnt and Budget (DMB) Bulletin No. 
BI-01 which defines tb~ form and cnntent of 
Bnancial statements of exs~utive departments 
and agenclas. These standards. principles and 
other guidanoe used tn prepare such financial 
statements are a cumprehansivn basis nf account- 
ins other than generally accspmd acuountlng 
principles. &x-tain modificattons and variatiuns 
to the principles and p@delinas described abD~a 
have bean mada to rhe accompanying financial 
statements In order to mom clearly present Iha 
Fmanclal pasltiun and resulkx of operations of 
Il..% Customs Service (Customs). 

The accompanying cnnmdidated financial state- 
ments include the accounts of all funds under 
Customs ctrntrol or which tistulms’ activltles 
impact. arnsistiq of thirty-four (34) custodial 
funds and nina (Y) upentirt# funds. All inter-fund 
balancssand transactions have been eliminated. 

Customs, with headquarters In Washington. D.C. 
was created in 1780 and is now a part of the 
Daprrtment of the Treasury masury). Custums 
is primariIy responsible kcr administering the 
IIS. Trade Pmgram and the U.S. Narcrltics 
Enfrrrcement Prwam. Customs primary 
responsibilities include: (I) enforcioR the: 
laws grtverniw tbn flow of merchandise tlr 
commerce acruss the borders uf the United 
States: [z) assessing and collecting duties, 
excise taxes. user fees. Anss. and penalties 
dun (I imported and uthergoods and services; 
and (3) enforcing drug-related and other laws 
and regulations of the United States on behalf 
of Federal aRencies andInt in conjunaiun with 

various state. hrcal and uthsr Fnderat aflencies 
and furalgn counlrles. 

Currently, Customs 1s second only to the latmnal 
Revenue Sarvlca In the collection of revenu= fur 
the Federal government Similar tn other Psdazal 
agencies, fundlng for Customs operations is pm 
vidsd principally through annual congressional 
sppropdatinns. 

Conmlldond Ananclof StmtanmB hsvntad 
Substantially all of thn rvvanues cnllrrctad by 
cusuxna am rwnltted to the Tmasury. ?teasuy 
further distributes these revenues tu other Federal 
Agencies in acmrdance with various faws and 
rdgulaUotu8. Customs remits Uw ramainlng revenue 
&nnnenlly leas than z perumt of mvenu86 coIled) 
IO various rxher Federal agencies, Stat8 and Local 
Agencies and other Governments (i.e., Puerto 
Rico. Virgin Islands). These activities raflect the 
custadial/hduciary responsibilities that Custums. 
as an agency nf the Federal government. has 
been authorized by law to enforce. 

The financing sources tn alver the uperatlng and 
other costs incurred from the activities described 
above are prnridsd prindpally through mngras- 
sional appropriations on an annual, multi-year, 
and a nu-year basis. Acmrdlngly. operatirylcnsts 
incurred and. therefore, recorded as expnsas am 
offset by an equal amount of appmprlated funds 
that are tearrded as financing s~urcas. 

The form and content rlf the Consalldated Stat+ 
ment of Financial Pasltlon, as suggested by OMB 
Bulletin NIL 8401, has been adjusted to present 
cu~xIial assets tu bs distributed [and an offsett.in$j 
liability] fnrrevenuas collactadora~becolleccRd but 
nnt y” distributed la the various entitiies expefXt?d 
ta receive tbesa funds. Principally all of thesa 
revenues am not cansidemd as financing sources 
(rmwn~es) available for the npnratirms of Customs. 

Th mnre accurately present the results of its 
principal activities (i.e.. custodial/fiduciary 
respnnsibilitks) and the funding of such. Customs 
has pmwnted fnr 1893 and 1992. “Cuons~~lidakd 
Statements of Operations and Chanp in Oper- 
ating Net Position”. The ftmn and cuntent of the 
statement, as suggested by OMB Bulletin No. 9441. 
has been modified to pn=ant custodia1 activities 
separately from the nperatinE activitierr of Customa 
The custodial activitiRa represent the fiducial 
mspcmsibilitks ofCustoms In contmsttu the 
~peating activities where the financing source5 
are. pmvided principally thmugh crlngrsssional 
appropriations. 
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Rwonw and Jkpame Recog4sltJan 
Revenue goner&d from Customs’ custodial 
activitlas is recognized when tbe cash is 
wild. The signiAunt types of rvvenucs 
collected, related uxpensos and a description 
of there include: 

- duties: amounts collected on imparted goods: 
- User fees: fees associated with setvices per- 

formed by Customs agents or other officials 
within port authority. for the harbor maln- 
tanancm and other miscellaneous fee programs; 

l Bxclse taxes: tpxes collected on imported 
dlstllled spirits and liquor; 

l Qlnea and penalties: amounts collected for 
vidatlona of laws and regulations: 

l Forfeited currancy and pmpeny: ravonue 
collected from forfeited currency. sales and 
distributions of forfeited property, and pay- 
ments In lieu of forfeiture as a msull of Customs’ 
crlmlnal and other investigations; and, 

l Refunds and Drawbacks: refunds include 
payments to importers for overpayments, 
duplicate payments. etc., made by them. 
Drawbacks are payments to imponem and 
other clatmanrs for a p&ion lup to 99 percent1 
of the initial duties and taxes cc&&d on 
impotivd goods typically where the goads 
are subsequently exported to foreign markets. 

Customs allocates custodial rev~nuus mtlected 
to other government agencies based oo ustab- 
liahed laws and regulations. Generally, amounts 
returned to %asury arv futier distributed to 
other federal agencies. as required by law. to 
fund specific programs or other Opemting activi- 
ties. For example, Customs collects user fees Ear 
the Department of Agricultum and transfers these 
kes directly to Agriculture. Whereas 30 petcnnt 
of duty collactlans collected by Customs are 
remitted to’Iteauury who subsequently disburses 
these funds to Agriculture under 7 U.S.C. 612~. 

Financing sources from appropriations expended 
relating to refunds and drawbacks and opatating 
activity are nmrded as ravanue when Ihe related 
cost is incurred and recorded as an expense. 
Operating rav~nu~s from rvimbursable services 
and user fees to be retained (19 U.S.C. 56Ci am 
reoorded as aarned when the aurvice is provided. 

EYpendlturm for operating coats am recorded 
as expensea when goods aru received, inventory 
used, or thn services are incurred. 

Custodial ass&n consist principally of undiabi- 
buted funds with Treasury and racelvablea whlcb 
arc to he diatrlbutad primarily to the Waaury, 
other Federal agencies, and other govermnsnta 
Because BubntantiaIly ail of the cuatodlal auuta 
are not considered Rnanclng soulc~~ bovenuesl 
available to offset operating expenses of Customs, 
a corresponding liability lo mcordod and pro- 
sented as “Custodial Assets tc be DLstributad” 
in the Cons4lidaled Statament of Financial 
Position to mfluct the custodial MNFB of 
Customs’ actlvitias. 

Customs ruceives annual iocruaaaa to ha n*yaar 
appmprtat~on balance with ltaaaury to fund 
refunds and drawbacks of duties and taxaa paid 
durtng tha Rsal yaar. Accrued rafunda and dmw- 
backs in axceas of thaaa appmprlatad funda am 
unfunded and am tncluded an ‘future funding 
requirements” wltbin Custodial Nat Position. 

The presentation of custndlal asaam, liabilltiea 
and net position in a aaparata, self-halanctng 
set of accounts ansuma that financial and non- 
financial rasourcva ofCuatorn8 prweet only ttrwe 
msoums which will be consumed in current 
or future operating cycles while the cuatodlal 
catqpries 00ntaIn mom-mm mlallng to Customa’ 
custodlall5duciary actlvltlaa 

Gatodld UndbMbuMd Funds wish liiaswy 
Undlstrlbuted funds with %asury mprarants 
custodial monler to be distributad to various 
Federal agencies. The maal= held represent 
the timing dlfferancss between when the 
monies am tvceived and ldentlfiad to the 
speclRc rwonuu type and when the dshlhutlon 
of the funds occurs. 

CustMudR- 
Receivables included as a component of custodial 
ass&s consist of duties. user fees, axisa tnxaa. 
fines and penaltim and iotarest which have 
been bilIed or accrued and remain uncollvcted 
as of September 30.1993. These receivables ate 
net of amount* deemed uncollectible which 
were judgmentally detonnlnsd by conoidering 
the debtors currant ahlllty to pay, the debtors 
payment record and witlingnass to pay, and the 
probable recovery of atnauntr from secondary 
sourms. such as sumtles. and a dotalled review 
of aged balances. 
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m prpp* 4 c-v 
Pmfeltad property sod currency reported In l@Q2 
WBre genemted from tba iwdtum of cun=ncy 
and order monetay indruments and red and 
personal property wlwd by Customs under the 
T&f and ‘Itade Act of 1334 and the Anti-Drug 
Abuse Act of 1e33. Forfeited preparty was 
recorded et estimsted net mallzable value 
b8wd on histmicel wles experiencea. 

promsds from tbess activities, net of autborlmd 
admlnairtntivm and enforcement errpsnre~ allowed 
by the ‘hlff and lhde Act and the Ald;DN~ 
Abum Act, amounta allac~ted lo state, loal and 
other tieral agencies, $16 million retained for 
future funding me&, unliquidated obligatlous 
and rasarve for advancer and prepayments at the 
end of each fiscal year. were recorded as cuato- 
dial meets tc be diNibuted for payment to tie 
geaaml fund of tbe TIearmy. As of Saptembsr 
30,1~32, the rem.a~nlng 5231 tbauaand balance 
eat, by Iew wee not remitted, was considered 
as “Authorteed Retained CaphaY. (he net of 
which was presented ass separate. component 
of opsratlng nst position in the Consolidated 
ststement of Financial Pmltlon. 

In &toter 19%!. tlm ‘lbsury Forfeitma Fund 
Act of 1932 (sncuoa 636 of P.L 102-393) est.& 
tished the Department OF the ‘Reesury Forfeiture 
Pund (tb lbsury Forfnltum Fund). The lb.=ury 
Forfeiture Fund succeeds tbe Custnms Forfeiture 
Fund. All Aacal year I 892 amountr prslentad in 
the acoompanylng financial stetements are those 
pmvlously reported for the Customs Forfhure 
Fund. Seghnhg Octnber 1.1992, acttelty formerly 
rapnrhd In Cwtomo Forfeiturn Fund is reported in 
the Treasury Fmfeitum Fund end ie not tncluded 
in Cuslmns’ annual financial statements. 

sdwd ?m#wq and cumnq 
SeIzeed property and currency result priacipaliy 
from enforcement actlvitles. These Items am not 
considerad asaeta of Customs, however. Cuatoma 
doss brvss stewardship mspoosibilitj’ until tbs 
dlspoaition of the seized Item is datormlnad. i.e., 
judlcldly or admlnietretively forfeited or returned 
to the entity from which it was aaired. 

Ops~fwdB&-nmwWTm~dCorlr 

Operating Fund balances with lkeasury em the 
amounta remaining as of 6scal ygawnd kom which 
Custnms is authorized to m& oxpendltuma and 
pay lirbilltles resulting from operational acUvhy. 

cdl Eqvidsn8 
For the purpolr of tba Chaolidated Statement of 
cesb FLowi. cab includes: custodM undisu%utsd 
funda with ‘hatmy, a custodial fond balance 
with ‘lhhrury and operating fund balsnc~ wltb 
‘Reasuty and cash. 

Rscslsahlea from relmburaable services end user 
fwa mpmsent amounta due fmm variou6 perties 
for services performed which Customs. by law. 
has the right to mllecl 

hwagwwmentd Recefdha ad UaUtla 
lntragowrnmental receirablaa and Ilablitiea 
represent amounrs due horn or to various other 
Federal agenclw under oontractual vments or 
0th wnmgmnents for wrvicw or other activlUea 
performed for or by Customs. 

Advon.wr 
A r-e ibr advance% a separate component 
of Customs consolidated operating nat position, 
is increased [wdltad] for the amount of appm- 
printed funds spent. but not yet obligated. Tboae 
funds consist prtncipatly of advances to aganb for 
use in mnclucUng cmtain invdgative apemUons 
Upon lncsrrence of tbe related expenser and, 
tbemfom, the recording of an opeating expense, 
the related reserve for advancss is dacmawd and 
appmptlatioas expended for owationr a finan~- 
ingsourar. Is inwmd. 

AId and Malh Pam and Mamhh 
Aircraft and marine parts and materials ara awad 
at rbe moat recent purcbaee cost which appmxi- 
mates rsplacsment cost. This method does not 
approximate ecquldtion coal consequently. the 
reporting of these items is not in accordance 
with generally accepted accounting principles, 
As of Septmnber 30.1303, alrcraft and markne 
parts and mabarials consist prkJpaliy of material 
and supplies held forfutam oonaumption. invested 
capital. a separste component ofCustoms’ opsret- 
leg net position is increased [credited] for an 
amount equivalent to the cost oftbe Inventory 
wltb a cortesponding decrease [debit) to Curtoms’ 
appropriated funds. When ultlmataly ured In 
Customs’ operations, an operating expense 
[reducing Inventory) and a financing source 
Wuclng Invested capital) equal to the cost 
of this inventory em recorded. 
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Plqmty, Pfmt wad Eq4dpmeat 
Purcbasad property, plant and equipment and 
tnnsfd pmperty hmn otbw Federal agendm 
with a value of s5,oao or lpsrter Ir capltaliuad 
and recorded aa on ass& The inreed capital 
account tr increased (credited) tot an amount 
equivalent to the capitalized ti of the purchased 
assw with P corresponding d-ne (debit) to 
Customs’apprapdated funds. 

Upon legal ban&r or donation of pmpeetry, plant 
or equipment and receiving approval for dlapc4 
the waot and corresponding inverted crpltal 
acmunt hlnnm I$ tmnovad &am theCon#oli- 
dated Ststwusnt of Financial Poshion. 

Qadkores for normal rep&s and maintenance 
are cba& to expense as Incurred. Expenditures 
greater than $5.000 for lmpmring or mbulldlng 
an existing swat that extends its usetul life am 
capirallrad. 

Depmiation expense and amortlzetioa is not 
recorded because it does not provide meaningful 
infomaatlon to the management of Customs and 
most othw Federal agencies in determining 
capital expenditures needs. 

--d-oprro1rl-s 
Funded operating liabilitisll am tbm llablllties 
Incurred for which Congress has appropriated 
funds dudng the current or prior &cat m 
Unfunded operating llabtlltiss result from pcds 
or smicw mmlved In cba current or prior pedods 
in excess of available Congrv4onal appmpdatsd 
amounts. The liquidation of the unfunded Ilabill- 
tiies ara dependent on future Congmsslonal 
appropriations. The expanses associated with 
thare unfunded operatlngllab~llti~ are remded 
as operating expenses In the Consolidated State 
ment of Operations and Changea In Operating 
Net Pa&Ion. The unfunded expenses am deduct- 
ed hvm total operating expensea to alrive al 
btal fundad opemting expenses. 

Tatal unfunded operating Iiabillttea in the 
Cone&lated Statement of Financial Position 
a~ to the total of Future Funding RequIm- 
men& presented as a separate component and 
as a reduction of Customa’ operating net positIon. 

or prior ye appropriations are not avallable to 
fund annual leave and compensatory Lime eunsd 
butnottalrea,fundlngwlllbeobralnedIromfutute 
timding eources. The accrual is presented 85 a 
mmponent of unfunded opemtlng liabllltisr In 
the Consolidated St&men1 of Flnanclal Posltlw 
and Is adjusted for changes in compensation rates 
and reduced far annual laeve taken. Sick and 
other types of leave are expensed as taken and 
am not accrued when same& 

The majority of CuaOms employem partlclpale 
In the CM Service Retirement System (CSRS), 
to which Qlstonrs maker malching contributions 
equal (0 seven parcent (7%) of pay, or seven and 
a half percent [7.5%) fur thmz pemonnel cla.sldod 
as law enforcement agents. Customs dues not 
report CSRS assets. accumulated plan beneflts, or 
unfunded Ilabliltleo. If any. applicable to retire- 
ment plans a~ the accounting for and reporting 
of ~ch amounts Is the rarponslbility of the 
OWcs of Personnel Managemsat 

On January l,lQU7, the Federal !&nployee Retin- 
meat System (FEW) went into effect pumuant to 
Public Law 99-335. Most employees hlred altar 
December 31. I 883, am aulamaticatly mverad hy 
WRS and Scciai Security. Employees hired prior 
ta Jaauwy 1.1964, can ekt to either Jdn FERS 
and Social Security or remain In CSRS. A pdmary 
fsstum of FERS Is that it offers I savings plan to 
whtch Customs automatically contributes one 
percent of pay and matches any employee cwn- 
tributions up lo an addftbnal bur percant of pay. 
For most employees hlted after December 31, 
1983, Customs also contributes the employer’s 
mstching !+hats far sodnl security 

Contributions of SQQ million and 582 million 
wwe made for A-1 year 1983 and 1962. 
rasp&My, related to these plans. 

Appnqrlocrl Funds wtth Tkwy 

~ppmpriatsd funds with ‘Treasury mprsrents 
the amount of Customs’ unexpended rpendlng 
rsrhorlty as of fled year end. that is unliquldated 
or 1s unabllgati and has not lapsed, been 
rescinded, or been wltbdmwn. 

kuwdAmnud,SkkdOdtw codd~wuof~g8swy 
f.mm wad compmsatoty~ Rumutmsamd&wd~ 

Annual leave and compensatory time is accrued The Consolidated Statement of Budgatary 
as an axpsnsn when earned. To the extent current Resourcex. and Actual Expenses provides a 
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cumparison of Customs current fiscal year 
transactions repbrtnd nn Customs ‘Report 
on Budget Execution” (SF-133). and expenses 
repotid on Customa Consolidated Statement 
of Operations and Cl~anges In Operating Net 
Position. Accrual bark expenses by program for 
the salaries and expanse fund are net shuwn as 
Customs was unable tu determine such amounts. 

This is the second year in which Customs 
management prepared flnanclsl statements in 
accordancn with the pmvlsians nf uln CFTI Act. 
Comparative flnanclal statements are presented in 
order to pmvlde a better understanding nf and the 

significant trends in the financial positb>n and 
results uf operation of Custruns. Thn auditnrs 
disclaimed an opinion cm Customs’ fiscal year 
1992 financial statements. The amounts reported 
on the Racal year 1892 financial s(atements have 
nnt been restated ur adjusted tu reflez? any pthr 
period DC subsequent events. Customs has 
modified the presentation of fkcal year 1093 
Statement of Budgelay Remurces and Actual 
Expeosss from the Statement of Reconciliation 
to Budget pracrented in R-1 year 19~. However. 
Custllms elected not In prepam a fiscal year 1992 
Statement of Budgetary Resources and Actual 
Bxpen~ in the same format as was done fnr the 
fiscal year 1993 activity. 

Conrdidrtcd Fiidd Setanmts 

2. Custodhl Receivables 

Gustodial recslvables as of Snptmnber 30,1993. and lY92. cubsisl of the following (in thcrusands~: 

1993 1992 
Nul-Fedd TOd Fadal Non-FMknl T-1 

ihtks s 321 $ 765,043 $ 765,364 S i,aol s 748$xl s 750,201 
hare Ti - 55.973 55,973 - 69,434 69.434 
Usa Fea - 92162 92,162 54Jl5 54315 
FinsslPcmidcr - 2W,440 108.440 26,070 26,070 
lntrmt t5 19.102 19.117 - 
odler 12 I2 - 362 362 
Tobh 336 I, 140,732 1.141.06a l,EOl E9g,7BI 900.582 

In the fiscal year 1992 Consolidated Statements. Customs included intarest reczlvable amounts in the 
u~rrsplrnding receivable category (Le. duties) instead of as a separatn cumponent uf accounts receivnble. 
t :usturns eleasd not to restate the fiscal year 1992 disc&sum to snpamtoly disclose intnmst meivabln amounts. 

An qingof cusltldial receivables as of Rnptember 30.1993. is as follows (in thousands]: 

AGED PERIOD 
91 c+- 

<=90&p IYW t-2 Years 2-3Yeat-i 3+years Tobl 

$ 713.476 $ II.188 S 8.704 s 6,985 s 25,Ol I S 765,364 
54,839 645 n 69 352 55,973 
85,594 I.013 2.533 3,017 5 92, I 62 
88,554 3 I.633 lb,610 36,823 34.790 208.440 

615 I.073 1,603 I.422 14.404 19.1 I7 
I2 - - 12 

943.090 45,552 29.557 48307 74,562 1.141.068 
Latkrcrrncsdaand - (82,382) (35.6w) (20.868) (35871) (51.991) (226.6W) 

NatRwalvabks 1660.7011 S 6,6- S 6,666 $ 12,AW S 22,171 $Old,lsr, 
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Account6 mceivablss remrded in tba leas than 
80 day aged catqory include accrued amounta 
equalllng S7M millloa for which collection wss 
mcaived as of November l,lMB3. Customs aesmsm 
lmporkw duties. taxes, and fea on goods and 
metchandlw brought Into tba Unltad States from 
foreign muntries. At the time importers bring 
merchandlw into the Unitmd States. they are 
required la file Customs entry dcwmwn~ which 
disclose the mercbaadise imported value. Within 
18 working days after Customs reiea~ tbe 
merchandlw into U.S. commerce, the importer 
Is to submit an entry summary document with 
payment of Bstimatad duties, tax-, and fea. 
A receivable was mczmled for 408,317 entries for 
wtdcb mercbrndise was released into cimunerm 
prior to or on September 30, I nsa, for which 
payment was not mived as of September 30, 
1993. There was an additional 3,075 e&tea for 
merchandise released into commerce, but a 
receivable amount could not be determined 
because tbeentq summary documentation 
descrtbing the type. quantity and value of the 
merchandise has not been mcelved from the 
Importers. It is Customs policy m track and 
demand payment of unpaid estimated duties. 
taxes and feer receivable amounts by astabllsb- 
ing liquidated damage cages which generally 
result in a fines and penalties type receivable. 
As of September 30.1903, Customs established 
llquidatad damage cases for 2,azP of the 3.076 
releawd entries 

In addition to the above reporting and related 
payments, import specialias mvlew selecled 
entry summaries ta determine whether import&~ 
estimates of duties. tax- and fees were accurats 
or whether additional (supplemental) amounts 
are owed and should be billed. Cuatomn 
regulations allow tbe importer 90 days from tbe 
bill date in which to file a protest challanging 
tbn waawment of supplemental duties, tp~ns 
and fees. Gnseguentiy, supplemental accounts 
recelvabie balances are only recorded on 
outstanding claims when the O&day proten 
Period elapses or wben a pmtest de&Ion has 
ixten rendered in Customs favor. 

Receivable amounts recorded above do not 
include unllquideed enolea related to Vessel/ 
Aircraft Foreign RepaIr or Equipment Purchases 
Ivwwl mpalr entries). Regulations state that the 
liability for the declaretlon. enby and payment of 
dutias accrues at the time of the first arrival of tbe 
veaaei In a port of the U.S., however, payment of 
the duty is not due until liquidation of the entry. 

Liquidation rwulta In billing oftbe amounts 
due, snd these amounts can bs p-ted. Thus. 
mceivable amounts am mcwded whan th pmrsa 
period elapse or whsn I pmtcat decision hts 
been madared Is Custmnr fsvor. ‘hm were 1,000 
vessel repair eties remaining uallquidatad at 
Septambsr 30,1eg3. with an &imaDad receivable 
halanca of approximately $27 million. The duth 
were estimated based on actual subsequent iiqui- 
dated amounts or an average ~lquidation amount 
based on hlntorlcal data for tbe past four ysur. 

Cuaamp recorded a duty mmlvable of appmx- 
imamly $11 million for *a&al loa of duties” 
OWESI which mm uacked w pati of valid (nan- 
petitionable) flnea and penattlas caas~ becsuw 
the related entries bad ma&ad Anal Iiquldstion+ 
Normally, actual lau of duties rssults from a 
miaclssrification or underwlueUon of rnmd=ndLm 
Imported Into the U.S. and is dircovond as put 
of an audit of tbe importer by Customs’ OffIce 
of Regulatory Audit. As I result of U&s audit, 
s penalty is l wsssd for vIoladan of Customa 
isws and regulations. The penalty Is ucualty nut 
mitigated (Mel granted) until the outstandlug 
luss of duties are pald. Customs identiflod an 
addltional SB4 mllllon wbicb was not &ad 
IL a duty recafwble II of September 30.1 Pw. 
but is being tracked by Customs as parl of rho 
outstandlag llnsr and pnnalry cama as statsd below. 

When I violation of import/sxpofl law is 
discowmd, a fine or penalty case * artrblisbed. 
CurtDrnr ztsmewm a Ilquidatad damae or penalty 
for tbew cawe to the m&mum oxteat of th@ 
law. The importer or sumty then has ths option 
after receipt of tbe natica of rrsassrnsnt to 
petltion that a ewwmeat The importer or sumty 
is allowed 60 daya to file such petitlon for mlief 
or maka payment of tba assessed amount If a 
petition is received and Customs d-1041 
there am extsnuating drcumstancer such aa an 
incormct assessment which wunnts mitigation, 
relief i8 granted as prescribed by Customs 
mitigation guldsllner and dlrectlves. Customs 
bad 3,085 reeelvabhs related to fines and penalty 
casks for the period ended September 30,1883. 
Customs was tracking an sdditlanal 17,528 cams 
for whlcb a mcalvablo was not est&Mwd 
bacauw (1) the petition period bad not expired, 
or I21 Customs had not reached agreement [mlkf 
granted or denied or caurtssttlemsnt] with the 
importer or mraty as to the amount of damqes 
(flnes) or penalties owed. 
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3. Folfokd hqeIty and cumncy During the fkal year 1883. Customs contributed 

The Customs Forfeiture Fund wss wtablilad by 
to the ‘lhasury Forfeltura Fund the following 

the ‘Mffand tide Actof 10~4 and re-establishad 
forfeited currency and property which was 

in 10111 by the Anti-Drag Abuse Act Seixad and 
mimed by Customs and subaaquently forfeited 

forfeited cutrency and any proceeds beyond the 
(in tbousandd: 

anpe- of wizun and forhitnre oftnerohandile Amount 

were deposited Into this account to fund certafn 
administntiva and enforcament expenses. 

Cu~uldodwmonerqiruew~mts $I 12957 

Customs transfetved all funds and obligatfons Prop-Y 
of the Fund to the Tmasnty-wfds ssset forfcftn~ Gamd pt-cvrv I7J54 

fund established for all lIvasury law anforce- w- 13,813 

ment organizstiona and the U.S. Coast Guard VMsda 3,760 

created by the ‘fkosury Forfelhne Fund .4ot of Altc~ 6,8lS 

1nnz ff’ubllc Law ~~2-563). That law roqulrsd vahlclm 4,694 
that, beginnln8 wltb fiscal year 1883. Customs 159.893 
depodt into Um ‘lhsuty Patfeltum Fund ell Less 
cunmcy forfeited and all p-ds from fop f’lnrtpp nd chlnn ( 2.039) 
kitum underany law enfotmd or rdmlnhtemd RAnda (1.215) 
by customs. Durlqg flsoal year 1093. customs 7atml 
acted as the executive agent on behalf of the 

s I Is.+39 

Deputment of ‘Marany for handling 7keasury 
Forfeiture Fund transnctions and perhmnsd Porfoited currency and property as of September 
all duties naosssary to support the day-to-day 30,1882, conslated of the following 
opsration of the ‘Itaarury Forfeiture Fund. (in thousands]: 
Hmvever, all decisions ?sgPrding the disposltlon holmt 
of forfeited assets along with the incurronce 
of sdmlnlsbntlve and enfotoemsnt expenses Curranq snd othar monaroty i nsmnnmu $63372 
of the Fund must be approved by the Fund’s 
managament and not Custcms. Gmerel pmperty zm 
Punds and obligations transferred to the ‘Treasury ftsofPrppa* 4200 
Forfafturs Fund in fiscal year lnB3 were as kids 934 
follows (in thousands]; AImaft 1,410 

Anlwnt vehldes 1,732 

Ti llup 
TDCJ lwlldcr 

$129.525 Totd 
I 0,985 

105.140 $74,227 

-wry 24,385 

The estimated value of destroyed forfeited pmperty was appmximataly $13 million for fiscal 
year 1992. The estimated valus is determined by management and the outside cnntraotor. 
Property destroyed consirtad primartly of drugs and drug paraphernalia. and general property, 
such as Illegal weapons and counterfeit marchandlsasa. It is Customs’ policy to not value drugs 
and drug paraphernalia as they will not be relesssd into ccrnmerce or resold. 
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atldhnndd oliar’rkrul Papmt-I993 

4. seized ProPetty and cumluy 

Customs did not have reliable records of the 
volume or assesssd vaiue of seized property 
and ~urmncy on-band nor ibe value of additions, 
mitigations. fwfeiturea and o&era~U~ity during 
fiscai yeam 1893 and 1992. Tbmrufnm. -Isure 
acthity fur these fiscal y”rs is not preeented. in 
an efht to improve tbs taiinbliity of the records 
Cuslomn mnducte.d a complete inventory of 
seized currency and property as of Februvy 11, 
1~4. This inventory should establlsb I bmdine 

from which to establish procedures for proper 
valuation and accuuntatdlity of wired currency 
and property In the future. The smounb can- 
tained In tbe following schedule are based on 
tbe pbysicai Inventory 86 of Pebruary 11.1894. 

Ssimd pmpe* and currancy as of Mwuary 11, 
1984, mndstn of the futimvlng (in thousands): 

$69814 
153.297 
24, I46 

5,914 
7,OZE 
6,426 

szr&rzs 

Sired property and currency result prlncipaliy 
from Customs’ criminal invsstigations and 
passenger/cargo pmcesslng. These assets include 
cunhaband and counterfeit/pmhibited items such 
as drugs and weapons that have no recurdad 
valus and am not legidly owned by Customs 
untli judicially or administratively forfelled and. 
aCCOrdingly, are not reflected as cuatodiai assets 
in the Statement of Pinandal Position. Customs 
has Aduciary rnsponsibillty Tar these a upon 
seizure. Substantially ail s&ad pmpe*, except 
drugs and weapons, is managd and maintained 
under a contmct wilh an unrelated entity, and 
is disclosed at a value estimated by Customs’ 
officials or, in sume casas, an independent 
appraiser. Seimd currency is either deposited 
or stored In I vault in a financial institution 
or stored in a vault or safe at Custmns O~HCW. 

f.Fundswkhlmmwrymd~h 

Funds v&b Wuury and cash as of September 
SO, 1993 and lQQ2, consist of the foilowi~ 
[in tbousanda]: 

I993 I992 

CwwdmAweo: 
Undlsuibuted kndr $100,458 $150.071 
othw-swpen*ecI 25,471 63,635U 

- budget dtig 
-nt 7.1&o - 

lbuwmmamha 
hlwttb’lkr*rlr Slalme s111.m 

m-da 

x s-1 $9 

0pmthgksntsl~q Femchl Raourac 
FundbabncrrrkhTmasu~~dCmh 

1993 $l3l,926 s - 
1992 32,270 97,235 
1991 45.831 54ss I 
IWO i6,m 18,434 
I%9 2I,MI 21.564 
bb- 3.925 II,975 
No-F- 394,430 443,l I7 
nw-b= - 31.41s 
ottlv 1473) 3.926 

Custodial funda la Customs suspense and budget 
clerelng l cmunln am generpily funds held by 
Cuntmnn that may or way not rwult la custudial 
rnvmun. ilems la the mt~pensa account typicaily 
include: 11) amuunts held by Cu&oms wilected 
from bankrupt entitles; (these amount wlii be 
m-dlstibuted accordi~ to final determination 
of bankruptcy pmcedures). (2) offi~ made by an 
imputter&uker who violated a law or regulation 
and is attemptingto mltigete the penalty or fine 
amounr the offer will become mwnue if accepted 
or he refunded to the impofter/bmker if rejected) 
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and (3) cash held by Customs fmm an lmportar/ 
broker in lieu of the importer/broker filing a 
sway band: [thasa amounts are returned to the 
ImpMer/broksr wbsn the impoting activity 
ceaess, nd of any amounts owed mlatlng to 
duty. taxes or fees.1 Customs is in the pmcasa 
of mvhving the items in the suapanse account 
and reclassifylag them to appmpriato general 
ledger account. The items mmprisl ag the 
September 30.1093, s”spease awxxlnt balance 
have not yet been identifWl forreclassification. 

Anmum in Customa budget clearing acmunt 
generally represent custodial ravenue received, 
howevet. the amounts received were not 
accompanied by suffident documentation to 
identify the spedtlc i-avenue clarification. i.e., 
duty, tax. fee. etc. Upon proper ldentificarian of 
ihe amount received the funds PTB reclassified 
rppmprlately and revenue recognized. 

6. Rmahbhs (tom Rmimbunsblr Smtvkw and Usee Fms, Nat 

Recelvnbles bum reimbursable services and user fear. net a11 of September 30.1893, and 19% consist of the 
foIlowIng (in thousands): 

1993 1992 
Feded Nm-Fe&al Too Fcd*nl I’+nn-Fedenl TarJ 

Rmmkrdcswvkes I 7s I 1,135 s I.210 s 77 I 4,26Y s 4,344 
IJlerFaes - 41.461 41,461 - 47.938 47,938 

rilhmal 7s $ 41.596 $ 42,671 f n s 51.105 s 51.282 
Las -ntr 

daaad dlectblt - w 66a - 7.709 7,789 
nodvab4r ken 

rrlmbw8mum 
nrwtmr UBd 
unr #mm+ nmt S 7g s II.018 s42,oos s 77 SU,4l6 0 44,4@l 

Tbs amounb deemed uncollectible for Gel party-in-interest. which by law can be credited 
year 1992 were based on prior years calIectlon to tba appmpriation aezountx from which the 
efforts. The fiscal year 1993 amount was related expeums or casts were paid. 
based on a &atistial aample rrf selected 
receivables to determine wllectlbility based 
on various factors includlag the debtors 
current ability lo pay. 

Receivables fmm reimbursable services 
are amounts of money to be cailected for 
mmmaditlies. work. or services provided to 
anoCher government qpncy or to a private 

Use fees am mHected for inspecG0n-A pmaessing 
of air and sea passengers, and pmcessing of 
loaded railroad cars. Receivables acuue for these 
rirllne and vessal fees on a quarterly basis, and 
for railmad fees on a monthly basis. Payment is 
due 30 days subsequent to the end of the quarter 
for airline and vessel fees. or 60 days subsequent 
to the end of tbe month for railroad fees. 
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-An* I 5 7 I4 I07 I% 
hM# YD I- IL13 I.315 7.IU IIJU 

asI Lam7 Ia10 1,1Z, 7Jcr 19,11m 
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urcnlr 77 $sitJw 4 s 32.44 5’S 12.21, II I IwJt3 IIt rnru5 
odw m-9 

vdblcb 2m 5a1w n3 l2.W ta t.ou I.502 ZZJIS 5.152 t4J51 
AOF- 64 5nI 2 Pbl 4 14243 cc 17.503 rn 34.459 
M - - - 4u I547 40 1.547 
Dubthlpn(lum~ - - - 74 mt5s 74 mwo 
VarL Y 14.117 37 4.451 3 2559 I55 II.556 301 a.733 
Ok* zm4 41.44 5l7 7,675 775 13.m 1.114 17.m5 WI0 nm 
ophaLuskM II1 mm n lLR5P w *Is2 IP aI04 410 4P.w 
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1. Accrued Refunds ad Dnwbackr la Leases 

Refunds include paymenta to importers/exporters 
For overpayments, duplicate payments, etc., mada 
by the importers/exporters, while drawbacks are 
payments to claimanta for a portion of duties 
and taxes collected on tmpotied goods where 
typically the goods are subsequently exported to 
a foreign market Drawbacks consist of two types; 
accelen~ed and non-accetrrated. Accelerated 
drawbacks are where the amount paid to claimants 
who. based on Customs’ experience, have con- 
sistently complied with Customs’ requirements. 
These claimants receive payment within three 
weeks after filing. As of September 30.1993. the 
liability for accelerated drawbacks and refund 
claims filed but not paid was spproxjmately 
$74 million.This liability has been recorded 
on the Consolidated Statement of Financial 
Position. Non-accelerated drawbacks occur 
when the appmval to apply for an accelerated 
drawback has not been granted. In the non- 
accelerated situation, the claimant has three 
years to file the claim. Non-accelerated drawbacks 
are paid after Customs verifies and approves the 
claim. Customs is not able lo predict the dollar 
volume of the non-accelerated refunds and draw- 
backs. Any required payments are made in the 
normal course of business and are Paid from the 

Opamtln~ Leara Obligacionr 
Customs leases various facilities and equipment 
under leases accoontRd for as operating leases. 
Lease expense under these arrangemenls totaled 
$105 million and SlOR million for the years ended 
September 30.1993. and 1992. rpspectively. Assets 
held under these leases consist primarily of 
offices, warehouses, vehicles and other equipment. 

Much of the office space occupied by Customs 
is either owned by the Federal government or is 
leased by the General Services Administration 
from commercial sources. In either case, the 
space is assigned to Customs by GSA based upon 
current needs. Customs is not committed to 
continue to pay rent to GSA beyond the period 
occupied. However. it is expected that Customs 
will continue to occupy and Leasa office space 
from GSA in future years, and that the lease 
charges will be adjusted annually to rellect 
operating costs incurred by GSA. Lease expense 
paid to GSA during fiscal years 1993 and 1992 
were $102 million and $99 million. respectively. 

congressional appropriation spa&ally received 
for refunds and drawbacks. 

As of September 30.1993. future minimum lease 
commitments under noncancellable operating 
leases for equipment ate as follows (in thousands). 

F&al Year 

I994 
I995 
I996 and rheraaker 

Total future mtnlmum 
hasa commltmants 

9. Changes in Custodial Net Position 

Changes in custodial net position for the year 
ended September 30.1993 consisted of the 
following (in thousands): 

Fast% 
NC-Year Fundilg 

~pmgmtir Rwuilwlaa 
Bslmce 

Octcber I. I991 5 9 ($34,444) 
Appmprhsionr for 

fiscalyear 1993 e72,ooo - 
Appmpriatbm diaburred for 

rdunds and dmvhcks- 
rkalyesr 1993 (Sll.167) - 

Net damp In wdunded 
refunds and dmwbacks - (39,533) 

Net dwp h unibnded 
tmda Lid* Prlrbla - (6%35V 

Amount 
s II7 

55 
IS 

s 187 

Customs has a number of wpihl lease agreements 
primarily involving mainframe computer equip- 
ment and other office equipment. All assets 
acquired under the wpital lease agreements have 
been capitalized and the related obligations are 
reflected in the accompanying financial sWte- 
ments based upon the present value of the future 
minimum lease payments. As of September 30. 
1993. the aggregate acquisilion costs of the 
m&drama computer equipment and other office 
equipment still subject to lease payments are 520 
million. These capitalized items are included 
in the total capitalized leased asset amount 
of $49.8 million. Certain ltlasrs am cancrl.lblr 
upon certain funding cunditilms. 
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Future minimum Iaasa paymenta under the 
crpitalixsd lesses and the preeant value of the 
minimum lease allligation as Of SopMtltber 30, 
109s. em BS follows (in thowmda): 

Subatantiriiy. all of the net preraat value of 
capital lease obligatians is expected tube Funded 
from Fuuturv eouccaa and is presented as a corn- 
ponmt of unfunded operstlng llehliitiee on the 
rZnsolldated Statement of Finandal Pc&ion. 

Customs is a party to various adminiatrativs 
pmceedjnga. legal actions. and claims brought 
by or sgainst it Any Rnrncisl unfavorable mutt 
decisluns will be Funded fmm an appmpriatlon 
wlthln the Dapatimnnt uf JusUce or from the 
Customs oppmprktion FM mknda and drawbacks 
except ss noted in tha Followlng puagraphk ln the 
opinion of Customs’ management and lqel coua- 
sel. the ultimate resolutlon of these prooeedinp, 
actions, and claims will not materially afFect the 
Fillandd pmition urresalts of rqwretion ofCetima 

At #September 30.1@@3. Cuatnms lsgal counsel 
was femes.sing over 460 actions egalnst Customs. 
totalllng ~nrerS210 million. Custuns munsal has 
identiflnd approximately $1 millian asa pmbabln 
liability, appmxlmately $76 million as s remote 
Iiability. and the remaining - totaIling appmx- 
imately $1?13 million as still In procea. Additlon- 
ally, them are cases Rled against Customs relating 
to trade litlgatlon with a p&able liability of 
approximately SfU3 million, s possible liability of 
rppruxirnately 542 million. and a remots liability 
of appmximately S2 million. These amounts are 
to bn funded by Customs Refund and Drawback 
sppnlpriatlon and iboPsamounts danmod pnlbabie 
of Ilability are preaentnd aa a compmmnt OF 
custodlrl llabillU~s am the C~‘onsl~lidated 
Statement of Financial Positinn and ReFunda 
and Drawbacks Expnnsn on Consulidsted 
Statemnnt of Dparations. 

In july 19~2. legal action was brought against 
Customs tar eliglhtlity of uvertlme compensstion 
for&aln@esofempioyess.Ul~has+x+d 
in pdncipal to the claim and is in the pmcesa of 
d&ermiaiag the amount of mpensation kr be 
paid. 7be debt is wmth approximately SaO million 
doilpn. l’he dalm will be Fully Funded by the 
Department of Justice Judgement Fund. 

Custnm la generally llabln tn the Deparunent of 
Defenu, For damage er loss to ah’craft on loan to 
r~stnma from the Department oFDeFenss and has 
in-d such cnsu In the past Customs currently 
has 32 loaned alrcrall vslued at $140 million. 

Public Law 101-510. enacted November 5, IQW, 
rnqulme federal agt+ncies to sutomatkaily cancel 
obligated baiancas on appropriated funds aFter 
spadflc Future time periods, sven though the 
envy remains mntlnlgsntly liable for payment 
of valid mntmctor invoices under contracts 
signed in the year oFabligaUon,nr Custums paid 
out a nqligibie smount in fiscal year 1993 funds 
for prior year obligations that were cancellad. 
CUBU~B estimatea obltgatlone related IO cancel- 
led appmpdetionr that wlli be paid out of futurs 
appmpriatlons will not exceed $1 million. 

An indapendent rsviaw nFC:ustoms’ Operations 
and Maintenance program identified a prlssible 
reFund owed b the Air Fota, relating tn the 
conahucUnn of an aerclbtat Chtoms Ifgal cmnsel 
is stlli evaluating the review recommendatinns 
and is unable at this time to reasonably estimate 
the IiClihmd nFCu&oms having to pay this rehmd. 

l2Ail0c8tkM of Rw8nues colkct8d 
to Tmuury 88d Agrlculawe 
Cu~tonts collects duties, taxes and Faea for nther 
gwmment agencina and subsequently transfers 
the Funds to ‘Raasury for further diskibutlnn 
hsed un various laws. In fkcsl year 1993. Cusk~rns 
ullleoted approximately Xi.4 billion which was 
transferred to Trnasury and subsequently aulh~ 
iced tn other agencies. OFthe I.4 billion, $5.6 
billion was tmnsferred tu the Depsrtment uf 
Agricultum and SW8 mllllon was made available 
to theCorps of Engineers. In addirlon. $46 milllon 
r.rf user fees was crlltected by C&tnms For the 
Dspartment of *iculture. Since the $48 million 
wss remitted lo the Department OF Agriculture 
dlrnctly by Custclms, this amount is separately 
shown as an allocation of mvenuas on the 
Consolidated Statmnent OF Operations and 
Changes in Operating Net Position. 
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Customs is auhrhd by II USC 739 and 740 
to collect dutlss, hxas and fwa for Puerto Rko. 
This law allows Custmnr to rsbln Vi0 amto of 
mllactlng thea amounts bdan nturnittg my 
am&a to Puano Rico. cuWoms ia also m&ortmd 
by 48 USC lmslt to collect a11 duliev, uxr. and 
fws for the Wrgla Idands. Thlr law da0 pemdta 
custums to ramin the cm& dmllecung tha 
uwunts k&m rehlmllIg my exau¶ to the 
Vlgtn Islsndr. 
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Appendix I 

Objectives, Scope, and Methodology 

Management has the responsibility for 

l preparing the principal Financial Statements in conformity with applicable 
accounting principles, 

l establishing and maintaining internal controls and systems to provide 
reasonable assurance that the broad control objectives of FMFIA are met, 
and 

l complying with applicable laws and regulations. 

In undertaking our audit of Customs, we planned to conduct an audit of its 
principal Financial Statements and of internal controls over safeguarding 
of assets, assuring material compliance with budget authority and with 
laws and regulations we considered relevant, and assuring that there were 
no material misstatements in the Principal Financial Statements. To assist 
in the review of controls over access to computer programs and data, we 
contracted with the public accounting fu-m of Price Waterhouse and a 
systems consulting company, Janus, Inc. We determined the scope of the 
contract& work, monitored their progress at all key points, and 
reviewed the related workpapers to ensure that the resulting findings were 
adequately supported. We also planned to test Customs’ compliance with 
laws and regulations we considered relevant But, we did not, plan to 
evaluate all internal controls relevant to operating objectives as broadly 
defined in FM~. 

As stated previously, we were unable to obtain reasonable assurance 
about whether the principal F’inancial Statements are reliable (fiee of 
material misstatement and presented fairly in conformity with applicable 
accounting principles). 

We were able to evaluate internal controls in the following areas: 

. revenue transactions (including cash receipts and refund and drawback 
PaymenW; 

. treasury funds; 
l accounts receivable; 
. expenditures; 
9 seized assetf, 
. property, equipment,and inventory; 
. budget; and 
l computer general controls, 
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We also obtained an understanding of internal controls over the reliability 
of performance measures reported in the Overview and Supplemental 
sections of Customs’ report and assessed whether information in the 
Overview and Supplemental sections was materially consistent with the 
information in the Principal Financial Statements. 

We tested compliance with selected provisions of the following laws and 
regulations: 

. Antideficiency Act; 
l Chief Fhumcial Officers Act of L99O (Public Law 101576); 
l Federal Managers’ Financial Integrity Act of 1982 (Public Law 97-266); 
l National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1991 (Public Law 

101-610); 
l Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938; 
l Civil Service Retirement Act of 1930; 
l Civil Service Reform Act of 1978 (Public Law 95-454); 
. Federal Employees’ Compensation Act; 
l Federal Employees’ Group Life Insurance act of 1986 (Public Law 96427); 
l Federal Employees’ Health Benefits Act of 1959 (Public Law 86-382); 
l Prompt Payment Act (Public Law 97-177); 
l Federal Acquisition Regulations; 
l Title 19, United States Code; and 
l Title 19, Code of Federal Regulations. 

Except for the limitations on the scope of our work described in this 
report, our work was done in accordance with generally accepted 
government auditing standards and OMB Bulletin 9346, “Audit 
Requirements for Federal Financial Statements.” 
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Appendix II 

Status of Fiscal Year 1992 Financial Audit 
Recommendations 

The results of our efforts to audit Customs’ fiscal year 1992 principal 
financial statements were presented in our report entitled Financial Audit: 
Examination of Customs’ Fiscal Year 1992 Financial Statements 
(GAOAIMD-93-3, June 30, 1993). The significant matters identified in that 
report and recommendations to correct the internal control problems 
were detailed in the six internal control reports listed below. 

We determined the status of the following recommendations based on our 
audit work at Customs during fiscal year 1993 and on our discussions with 
Customs officials. Our assessments of Customs’ actions for the most 
significant recommendations are discussed under the significant matters 
section of this report However, we have not fully assessed the 
appropriateness or effectiveness of all of the responses identified in the 
folIowing table. 

Reports/Recommendations 
Financial Management: Control 
Weaknesses Limited Customs’ Ability to 
Ensure That Duties Were Properly 
Assessed (GAO/AlMD-94-38, March 7, 1994) 

Action Action 
complete in progress 

Action in planning 
or planning No specific action 
complete planned 

Develop and implement a strategy for 
inspecting cargo from both high- and low-risk 
carriers to help provide reasonable assurance 
that all cargo delivered is accurately and 
completely identified on manifests and entry 
documents. Carriers undergoing such 
inspections should be randomly selected to 
ensure that they are representative of all 
carriers. 

X 

Obtain reliable data on carriers’ use of the 
Automated Manifest System as a percentage 
of all manifest submissions so that expanded 
use of the system can be more accurately 
monitored. 

X 

Consider requiring alt documents, including 
manifests, to identify goods in a uniform 
manner, such as through the use of 
harmonized tariff codes. 

X 

(continued) 
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Status of Fisc~I Year 1992 Fhancial Audit 
Recommendations 

Reports/Recommendations 
Monitor implementation of the new procedures 
for accounting for in-bond transfers to ensure 
that they address the weaknesses that have 
been identified. In conjunction with this effort, 
provide personnel involved in maintaining data 
on in-bond transfers with clear and detailed 
guidance and adequate training on complying 
with the new procedures. 

Action 
complete 

Action 
in progress 
X 

Action in planning 
or planning No specific action 
complete planned 

Require district offices to maintain perpetual 
inventory records of goods held in bonded 
warehouses and FTZs that they are 
responsible for overseeing. 

X 

Enhance ACS so that the district offices could 
use this system to maintain perpetual records 
of merchandise quantities at each warehouse 
and FTZ. 

X 

Emphasize to district offices the importance of 
spot checks of bonded warehouses and 
monitor this activity to ensure that districts 
comply with headquarters directives. 
Require district offices to periodically spot 
check all FTZs that have not been audited or 
surveyed for over a vear. 
Provide more detailed guidance on the use of 
spot check worksheets so that they will 
capture complete information on these 
insoections. 

X 

Develop a means of automatically entering 
information needed to verify drawback claims 
into ACS so that liquidators can use the 
system to automatically verify drawback 
claims. 

X 

Until a means of automatically entering 
information needed to verify drawback claims 
into ACS is implemented, require that 
liquidators use representative sampling 
procedures for reviewing drawbacks that 
relate to multiple entry summaries. 
Enhance ACS so that historical information on 
drawback claimants such as accelerated 
claim privileges, excessive claims previously 
filed, overdue receivables, and regulatory 
audit results, are available to liquidators in a 
national database. 
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Recommendations 

Reports/Recommendations 
Once ACS is enhanced so that historical 
information on drawback claimants is available 
to liquidators in a national database, require 
that liquidators review this database to ensure 
that special privileges such as accelerated 
drawback payments are granted only to 
claimants who have consistently complied with 
Customs’ claim filing requirements. 
Enhance the bond liability module to monitor 
the sufficiency of bonds posted for drawback 
transactions, including the ability to alert 
liquidators when coverage is exceeded. 
Financial Management: Customs Lacks 
Adequate Accountability Over Its Property 
and Weapons (GAO/AIMD-94-1, October 18, 
1993) 

Action 
complete 

Action 
in progress 

X 

Action in planning 
or planning No specific action 
complete planned 
X 

Complete the integration of property and 
accounting systems as planned. 
Conduct physical inventories of capitalized 
property items other than equipment every 3 
years as required. 

X 

X 

Modify the procedures for periodic inventories 
of equipment to require that all capitalized 
equipment is counted. 

X 

Train local property officers and other X 
employees involved in the physical inventory 
process. 
Revise the responsibilities and duties of local X 
property officers to provide adequate 
separation of duties. 
Develop procedures for accurately and 
adequately documenting equipment values 
recorded in PlMS by (1) requiring appropriate 
references to source documents in each 
property file in PIMS, (2) reviewing 
procurement documents for those items with 
estimated values and entering corrections, 
and (3) properly identifying property items not 
in use or damaged. 

(1)X 

mxa 

(3) x 

Oversee Customs efforts for ensuring that the 
costs of ongoing ADP software development 
efforts are properly recorded and are 
complete and accurate. 

X 

Monitor steps being taken in response to the 
IG’s report, including the design of the new 
WIGS, for addressing identified system 
deficiencies. 

X 

(continued) 
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ReportaBlecommendations 
Develop and implement procedures for 
effectively performing annual physical 
inventories of weapons at field locations, 
properly resolving discrepancies, and 
appropriately adjusting inventory records. 
Financial Management: Customs Did Not 
Adequately Account for or Control Its 
Accounts Receivable (GAO/AIMD-94-5, 
November 8, 1993) 

Action 
complete 

Action 
in progress 
X 

Action in planning 
or planning No specific action 
complete planned 

Develop policies and procedures to record X 
and report all substantiated accounts 
receivable at a gross amount. The procedures 
should also provide a detailed methodology 
for deriving the accounts receivable balance, 
including a description of the relevant sources 
of needed data. 
Require Customs’ personnel to review fines 
and penalties assessments recorded in ACS 
and correct any inaccuracies before transfer 
to the redesigned system. 

X 

Require supervisory personnel to review the 
work of staff responsible for updating and 
changing information in ACS to ensure that all 
assessments are accurately and completely 
recorded. 

X 

Develop and maintain an integrated X 
accounting system that can capture accurate 
and reliable information on all types of 
assessments (including duties, taxes, fines, 
and penalties) from assessment through 
collection of any related amounts. 
Modify Customs’ methodology for assessing X 
the collectibility of its receivabfes based on the 
asset and liability standard recommended by 
FASAB and recently approved by GAO, OMB, 
and Treasury by analyzing individual debtor 
accounts to assess their ability to pay, basing 
group analyses on categories of assessments 
with similar collection risk characteristics, and 
considering current and forecast economic 
conditions, as well as historical collection data, 
in analyses of groups of assessments. 

(continued) 
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Reports/Recommendations 
Use statistical sampling to analyze collectibility 
of accounts on a group basis, in addition to 
separately analyzing individual accounts. 
Such sampling should consider factors that 
are essential for estimating the level of losses, 
such as historical loss experience, recent 
economic events, and current and forecast 
economic conditions. 

Action 
complete 

X 

Action 
in progress 

Action in planning 
or planning No specific action 
complete planned 

Include a separate allowance amount relating x 
to billed fines and penalties cases in Customs’ 
allowance for uncollectible accounts balance. 
Implement procedures to ensure that entry 
summaries are reviewed and liquidated within 
I year or provide documentation why this time 
frame cannot be met for specific cases. 
Monitor Customs’ efforts to resolve protested 
supplemental duty cases in a timely manner. 
Require that supporting documents, such as 
the entry summary and surety bond, are 
maintained in the field offices for all 
outstanding receivables until they are 
collected, 
Use all debt collection tools available to 
Customs, such as sanctioning importers and 
personally contacting debtors who are 
delinquent in paying their bills. 
Develop performance indicators to measure 
the effectiveness of Customs’ fines and 
penalties program. 

X 

X 

Financial Management: Customs’ 
Accountability for Seized Property and 
Special Operation Advances Was Weak 
(GAO/AIMD-94-6, November 22, 1993) 

Enforce existing policies and procedures for 
(1) safeguarding seized property, 
(2) maintaining accurate financial data on 
seized property inventory, and (3) controlling 
special operations advances and 
safeguarding related documents. 

(1)X 
(2) x 

(3) x b 

Report to the Commissioner on progress to 
enforce these policies and procedures. 
Work with the Office of the U.S. Attorney to 
develop guidelines on the amount of monetary 
instruments, particularly cash, to be held as 
evidence. 

X 

X 

(continued) 
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Recommendations 

ReportalRecommendations 
Expand the use of videotaped evidence as an 
alternative to holding large quantities of seized 
cash and drugs at Customs’ facilities. 
Require that at least two seizure custodians be 
present when accessing seized property in 
district vaults. 

Action 
complete 

Action 
in progress 

XC 

Action in planning 
or planning No specific action 
complete planned 

X 

Improve CPTS information so that all seized 
property, especially cash and drugs, are 
timely and accurately reflected in Customs’ 
inventory records and financial reports. 
Require that the independent external 
auditors’ recommendations to improve 
accounting and control over special operation 
advances be promptly and fully implemented. 
Financial Management: Customs’ 
Accounting for Budgetary Resources Was 
Inadequate (GAO/AIMD-94-23, December 14, 
1993) 

Revise Customs’ systems and procedures to 
properly account for the receipt of goods and 
services. Specifically, (1) modify the 
accounting systems for ARRS transactions to 
automatically liquidate obligations and post 
related entries in the proprietary accounts 
immediately upon receipt of goods and 
services, (2) develop and implement a 
mechanism for non-ARRS transactions to 
acknowledge and transmit receiving data and 
use such data to post appropriate budgetary 
and proprietary accounting entries, and (3) 
expand the use of the Report on Obligations, 
as a short-term measure, by instructing 
program office personnel to review the report 
and notify the National Finance Center when 
goods and services have been received. 

(1)X 

(2) x 

(3) x 

Clarify guidance on the coding of obligating X 
documents for goods or services obtained for 
Customs’ use under interagency agreements 
to require that they be classified by the types 
of aoods or services ordered. 
Amend the recently approved procedures for X 
processing interagency agreements for the 
Operations and Maintenance Fund to require 
that a budgetary receivable be recorded to 
offset related obligations. Also, these 
amended procedures should be applied to all 
interagency agreements to help ensure that 
they are properly recorded in the future. 

(continued) 
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Reports/Recommendations 
Review all outstanding intragovernmental 
receivables as of September 30, 1992, in 
order to confirm that they are valid receivables 
and adjust the balances to correct any 
misstatements. 

Action 
complete 

Action 
in progress 
X 

Action in planning 
or planning No specific action 
complete planned 

Review all interagency agreements in order to 
identify the unliquidated obligations amount for 
agreements in which no budgetary receivable 
has been recognized and then record a 
budgetary receivable equal to the amount of 
unliquidated obligations. 

X 

Review the documentation and accounts for all 
interagency agreements in order to identify 
recorded earned reimbursements which 
exceed amounts expended and adjust earned 
reimbursements to equal amounts expended. 
Financial Management: Customs’ 
Self-Assessment of Its Internal Controls 
and Accounting Systems Is Inadequate 
(GAOfAlMD-94-8, October 27, 1993) 

X 

Develop guidance for assessing control risk in 
Customs’ operations. 

X 

Develop adequate tools to perform FMFIA 
reviews. 

X 

implement a comprehensive FMFIA training X 
program to be attended by all staff involved in 
performing FMFIA reviews. 
Review corrective action plans to ensure that 
they address the underlying cause of the 
Droblem. 

X 

Promptly test the effectiveness of corrective X 
actions implemented to ensure that the 
weaknesses are corrected before they are 
removed from Customs’ FMFlA assurance 
letter. 
Have the Management Controls Division 
obtain and systematically review the detailed 
results of the agency’s self- assessments for 
accuracy and completeness. 

X 

(Table notes on next page) 
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aWhile action was initiated for purchased assets. a pokey and methodology for valuing forfeited 
and transferred assets still needs to be developed. 

bProcedures for controlling special operations advances and safeguarding related documents 
have been implemented, but they are weak and further improvements are needed to adequately 
complete action on this recommendation. 

cln response to this recommendation last year, Customs pointed out that some districts had only 
one seizure custodian, but stated that rt could assign vault duty to another Customs officer at 
those districts that do not have two seizure custodians. While the Commissioner of Customs 
directed the Assistant Commissioner of Commerciat Operations to require that appropriate 
personnel be present while accessing seized property and district vaults, Customs does not have 
controls in place to ensure that this directive is being followed. 
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Comments From the U.S. Customs Service 

l4r. Gene I,. Dodaro 
Assistant Comptroller General 
Accounting and Information ?lanagement 
General Accounting Office 
Washington, D-C,20548 

Tha&k you for the opportunity to comment on your draft * . . report entitled Financial of CuSw 
93 Fw Stat- . 

We find that the report fairly represents the status of 
implementation of the Chief Financial Officers' Act during 
FY 93. We also appreciate the constructive approach GAO has 
used to help Custom6 identify solutions to serious financial 
management concerns and develop a blueprint for sound 
management of resources in the future. 

Customs took GAO’s PY 92 reports on financial 
management and internal controls as a call to action. As 
you point out in your report, the changes needed to address 
systemic problems will require long-term efforts. However, 
aa you also note, there is a strong commitment in the 
Customs Service to meaningful improvement. This commitment 
extends from my personal resolution to bring about the 
necessary change, through all Customs executives and 
managers. To build on this commitment, we have instituted 
an extensive educational program for our executive 
management, field managers and employees, designed to help 
them understand the requirements of the CFQ Act and its 
relationship to their operational responsibilities. 

In addition to hiring a highly qualified Chief 
Financial Officer, who will report directly to me, I have 
also recently established an executive level CFO Steering 
Committee. The Committee's charter is to oversee the 
improvements in our financial and operational systems which 
are necessary to integrate CFO requirements into our daily 
operations, provide reliable and accurate financial 
information and ensure effective internal controls. The 
Steering Committee is supported by a CFO Working Group, 
composed of rapresentatives from field and Headquarters 
offices, which is conducting the in-depth analyses to 
understand the root causes of problems, and recommend 
solutions to the Steering Committee. 
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Several new and promising initiatives are now in 
progress in Customs, many of vhich you note in yaur report: 
we hava embarked on an ambitious program to measure trade 
compliance, and we are expanding that program in FY 95; we 
are undertaking a number of major reviews of long-standing 
problem areas, including in-bond shipments, seized property 
and undercover operations; ve continue to make significant 
progress in reporting and menaging accounts receivable and 
fixed assets. 

As we pursue these long-term changes, we intend to 
build on the partnership between GAO and Customs that has 
developed over the last year. Our constructive relationship 
has bean a key element in establishing the framework for 
important improvements. For example, we have already called 
upon GAO auditors to advise and assist the CFO Working Group 
and the task farces established to study and address our 
most serious problems. Their knowledga and help have been 
invaluable. We propose to continue this arrangement, and 
seek GAO's advice to the Steering Committee, the Working 
Group and our new Chief Financial Officer, as we move 
forward in the implementation of the many changes now 
underway. 

We are in general agreement with the rscommendations 
for FY 93, and will continue our efforts to respond to GAO's 
recommendations for both FY 92 and FY 93. Although we plan 
to take action in every area noted in the draft report, a 
few areas warrant specific comment: 

Undercover operations. A task force comprised of 
experts frm inside and outside of the Service has 
recently been appointed to examine the way in which 
Customs manages and conducts its undercover operations. 
The task force's work is expected to be completed by 
September and will include a review of the accounting 
system. We agree in concept with GAO's recommendation 
to develop a secure accounting systems for undercover 
operations, but plan to defer a final decision on the 
specifics of such a ryatem until the task force 
finishes its work. 

b Budget clearing and suspenoe accounts. Customs has 
developed plans for reconciling and reducing the 
backlog of amounts posted to the budget clearing 
account (BCA) and suspense accounts. After all officee 
have identified the reason an amount was posted to the 
BCA or suspsnse account, amount8 that can be removed 
from these accounts will be posted to the appropriate 
collection account or be refunded. Action will also be 
taken to propose for write-off any identified 
unreconcilable amounts. A review will be conducted to 
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identify why items are posted to the BCA or suspense 
account to determine if procedural changes or system 
enhancements can reduce the number of initial postings. 
Guidance will also be issued to identify the 
transactions that would be appropriate to post to the 
BCA or suspense account to ensure that the two accounta 
are being used properly. 

Streamlining procurement reviews. Both Customs and 
Treasury have taken a number of actions since the end 
of FY 93 tc streamline the procurement process. These 
include elimination of certain reviews by the 
Department as well as the Customs Procurement Review 
Board, reducing legal review requirements, and using 
business process improvement techniques, reducing lead 
timee dramatically for small purchases and major ADP 
contracts. We plan to continue applying these 
techniques to bring about further improvements. 

Seized property. Customs has worked closely with GAO 
over the last several months to address accountability 
and stewardship over seized property. AS noted in the 
report, Customs undertook the first nationwide IO0 
percent phyeical inventory of all seized assets, 
including currency, narcotics and merchandise. We 
intend to maintain this baseline through monthly 
reconciliations of inventory records and conducting an 
end-of-year inventory in September 1994. Recognizing 
the need for long-term and systemic improvements, I 
have recently commissioned a senior management, multi- 
discipline taek force to review tha seized property 
program in its entirety, 

Drawback payments. Overall, Customs agrees with GAO's 
observations and previous recommendations regarding the 
drawback program. We also recognize the validity of 
GAO's concerns that the implementation of policy 
changes and long-term modifications to the automated 
drawback system may require an extended time period, 
and that other remedial actions are necessary in the 
near term. Therefore, by the end of FY 94 we intend to 
implement representative sampling procedures for 
reviewinq drawback claims. This methodology will be 
used until such time as the drawback process is fully 
automated. Concurrently, we are expediting the 
automation of critical aspects of the program as 
identified by GAO, i.e., decrementing import entries, 
tracking bond sufficiency, and verification of approval 
for accelerated drawback payments. 
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Controls over foreign trade zones (FTZs). While 
Customs does not plan on conducting any compliance 
measurements of PTZs in the near future, we do plan to 
reemphasize compliance with existing control 
mechanisms, i.e., annual risk assessment and spot 
checks. Following the compliance measurement test of 
warehouse operations, its results will be evaluated to 
determine applicability and usefulness in FTZs. 

Manifest Accuracy and Closure. Customs is developing 
and implementing compliance measurement tests of 
manifest and bill of lading information. The first 
tests in the vessel environment began November 1993. 
It is anticipated that in FY 95 nationwide compliance 
measurements for both vessel and air carrier6 will be 
performed. In the interim, the Assistant Commissioner 
for Inspection and Control vi11 remind all regions of 
the importance of maintaining accurate and up-to-date 
data in the Automated Manifest System and routinely 
investigating all shipments that have not been released 
by the end of the lay order period. In addition, 
Customs is currently consulting with representatives of 
the trade community to determine their interest in 
forming a joint task force to address manifest 
improvement. 

Technical proficiency of CFO staff. Customs is 
actively recruiting for additional staff to supplement 
current resources dedicated to CPO activities. The 
recruitment is targeted to candidates with strong 
accounting backgrounds, many of whom will be Certified 
Public Accountants. At least 12 new employees are 
being hired, with the first half on-board by the end of 
PY 94; the second group will be hired during FY 95, In 
addition, with the appointment of a new Chief Financial 
Officer, we plan to review the entire Customs 
organization far CFO Act implementation, including 
field responsibilities. We also intend to seek GAO 
advice and assistance as we pursue this and other 
initiatives. 

In closing, I vould like to reiterate both my 
commitment to improved financial management in the Customs 
Service, and my appreciation to GAO and its auditors for 
their constructive help as we move forward. We look forward 
to continuing our close and cooperative working 
relationship. 

Sincerely, 

George J. Weiae 
Commissioner 

L 
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Appendix IV 

Major Contributors to This Report 

Accounting and 
Information 

Gary T. Engel, Senior Assistant Director 
Jean H. Boltz, Assistant Director 
Lution B. Hill, Assistant Director 

Management Division, 
Washington, D.C. 

Wilfred HolIo’way, Assistant Director for Design and Methodology 
Roger Stoltz, Assistant Director 
J. Lawrence Malenich, Senior Audit Manager 
Deborah A. Taylor, Senior Audit Manager 
Donald R. Baiardo, Audit Manager 
Maria A. Cruz, Audit Manager 
Sabrina L. Jones, Audit Manager 
James A. Douglas, Auditor-in-Charge 
Lynn M. Dudley, Auditor-in-Charge 
R. Patrick Lagos, Auditor-in-Charge 
Sandra N. Ranck, Auditor-in-Charge 
Margaret A. Sherry, Auditor-in-Charge 
Cindy S. Barnes, Auditor 
Johnny R. Bowen, Auditor 
Anastasia P. Kaluzienski, Auditor 
Dawn Simpson, Auditor 
Martin E. Caulk, Senior Computer Specialist 
Lorne M. Dold, Senior Computer Specialist 
Raymond M. WessmiIler, Senior Computer Specialist 
Cynthia Jackson, Computer Specialist 
Ligia I. Rodriguez, Computer Specialist 

Atlanta Regional 
Office 

Fannie M. Bivins, Auditor-in-Charge 
Rathi Bose, Auditor-in-Charge 
Lisa M. Warde, Auditor 

Boston Regional 
Office 

Robert KraiIo, Audit Manager 
Walter S. Dunbar, Auditor 

Cincinnati Regional 
Office 

Wenona Johnson, Audit Manager 
Barbara Centers, Auditor-in-Charge 
Russ Keeler, Auditor-in-Charge 
Keith McDaniel, Auditor-in-Charge 
Elizabeth Jones, Auditor 
Mary Murphy, Auditor 
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Major Contributors to This Report 

Monica Williams, Auditor 
Norman Hoffman, Information Systems Specialist 

+ 
Dallas Regiond Office Leon& E Zapa& Au&or . , 

James B. Smoak, Auditor 
Michael J. Coy, Auditor 
Jimmy Palmer, Auditor 
Norman Poage, Auditor 

Los Angeles Regional 
Office 

Harold Reich, Audit Manager 
Jan Brock, Auditor 
Ted Hu, Auditor 
Mach Machen, Auditor 

Seattle Regional 
Office 

Susan T. Chin, Audit Manager 
Susie Anschell, Auditor 
Chris Jones, Auditor 

Treasury Inspector 
General Personnel 
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